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Tales From The Woods would like to thank all our loyal readers for
supporting us, particularly those who have been with us from the start.
From a humble newsletter whose basic purpose was to inform our
followers of forthcoming events, it has evolved into something much,
much more.
None of this would have been possible without our
dedicated band of contributors whose writings you read in
every issue, ably supported by those who have appeared
only once or just a few times through our history. Thank
you all, and here’s to our continued success together.

Mr Angry fades from view
Keith talks to Charlie Gracie
Memories of Fats Domino from our readers
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Someone quite
important
sends a
message and
says:
“ HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang,
Welcome to the Christmas edition of Tales From The Woods magazine. As you can tell from
Ralph Edwards’ wonderful sketch on the cover this is our one hundredth edition, so before we go
any further let’s give Ralph a big round of applause, ladies and gentlemen, not just for his skill,
imagination, wit, but for his time too. Ralph's sketches have graced these pages before; those of
you who have been with us from our earliest days will remember his musical recollections being
serialised in this magazine long before we went on-line, when this esteemed tome was barely out
of nappies, cheaply photocopied and stapled. I know you folks who still receive paper copies will
say "Ain’t too different from now". Well, up to a point; we are professionally printed now… anyhow
I'm digressing already.
Ralph is a busy man, still an active musician, performs in a Morris dancing troupe throughout the
west of England and the Welsh borders, all that and a gifted artist. Those of you attending TFTW’s
"Last Hurrah For Skiffle" at the Spice Of Life on Sunday 28th January 2018, will be able to come
and say Hi to Ralph as he'll be on the bill; he was there at the beginning as a young buck, and a
skiffle show would not be complete without him.
More of that later. Before I go any further, I’ve got to say a few
words about that fantastic show at London’s legendary 100 Club
back on the last Sunday in October, the 29th. I won’t go into too
much detail here as there are both reviews and plaudits
elsewhere in this publication, except to say that many folk have
said this was possibly the best TFTW show to date. Let’s thank in
print those who made the show possible, whose talent, dedication
and sheer hard work made the show the huge success it proved
to be. The legendary
Tommy Hunt who
recreated the golden
era of doo-wop as
Tommy Hunt
part
of
the
© Paul Harris
"Flamingos".
The
fabulous Velvet Candles who, apart from performing
their exciting, passion filled set, joined Tommy for an
emotional recreation instantly transformed into the
"New Flamingos". Whilst Tommy sang "A Kiss From
Your Lips" there was a first for Tales From The
New Flamingos
Woods and I don't suspect it would happen too often
© Paul Harris
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at any gig, and certainly a first for TFTW, a lovely couple stood at the front of the stage, the young
guy knelt on one knee and proposed to his lady. Now that was something else wasn't it folks? If
the happy young couple get to read this, please drop us an email, or anyone who might know who
they are, please let us know.

Velvet Candles
© Paul Harris

Ray Phillips (with John Spencely)
© Paul Harris

Zoot Money
© Paul Harris

The Tales From The Woods Band were, as always, simply magnificent, having to learn over 70
songs and arrangements for the show, rehearsals that began months before, to get it right on the
night. A diverse bill too; apart from Tommy and the
Earl Jackson
Candles, we had jazzy rhythm and blues from one
© Paul Harris
of the founding fathers of that style in the UK Zoot
Money, blues both rockin’ and down in the alley
from Ray Phillips, and Earl Jackson, given the
unenviable task of opening the show, who blew us
away with his tribute to his lifelong hero the late,
great, Chuck Berry.
All those who grafted behind the scenes to make
this and every show so special; Harry our stage
manager supreme, Elena isolated up the stairs
taking the cash, Marti the roadie par excellence,
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first on the premises and last out, Dave Rich traipsing to and from the dressing room to
conscientiously see that everyone got paid, Perry our transport manager, setting the alarm for
before dawn broke to pick up Tommy Hunt and the Velvet Candles from the airport, veteran DJ
John "Mr Angry" Howard for once again accurately providing the correct ambience throughout
the evening, and that's not all. Wow! What perfect sound we had in this iconic central London
venue, Dan Pye the soundman definitely warrants an extra round of applause.

























Tales From The Woods live shows
debuted in central London at the Water
Rats Theatre Bar in Kings Cross back in
2006, paying homage to that very British
take on American folk, blues, and Southern Jug Bands that
has become universally known as Skiffle. The purpose of that
event was a celebration of 50 years since Lonnie Donegan
stormed to the top of the charts both here and amazingly in
the USA with his version of a song originally written and
recorded by folk blues legend Leadbelly (Huddie Ledbetter),
"Rock Island Line". Some twelve years later we’re going to
pay homage to not just TFTW’s relatively short history but to
celebrate the sounds of Skiffle that burst into the teenage
consciousness almost sixty five years ago.
Headlining will be the son of the man who started it all, all
those years ago, Lonnie Donegan’s son Peter who, apart
from having a hugely successful career in music in his own
right, on special occasions revisits his father’s amazing legacy, this being one special such rare
event. Not on our show some twelve years ago will be the man often referred to as the surviving
king of Skiffle, that being Chas McDevitt who, like Lonnie, topped the charts both sides of the
Atlantic, a rarity in itself in those days for a British act to achieve. In Chas’ case it was his take on
Elizabeth Cotton’s song "Freight Train" that put him on a flight to the USA. If you read Chas’
interview in the pages of TFTW in issue 99, you will know his ability of recall is second to none. His
wonderful book Skiffle The Definitive Inside Story, is indeed the bible of the genre, and no doubt
Chas will bring a copy or two to sell and sign on the night.
City Ramblers Revival featuring singer/poet/author/guitarist
Hylda Sims, another survivor from skiffle’s halcyon days as part
of Russell Quayle City Ramblers, who amazingly took skiffle to
the streets of Moscow back in 1956. Hylda’s interview in this
magazine back in issue 95 has proved to be a firm favourite with
many of our readers. Hylda will be joined by renowned folk
guitarist and singer Simon Prager along with multi-instrumentalist Kevin Stenson collectively
known, as they were when they first graced a TFTW stage twelve years ago, as "City Ramblers
Revival". Also returning will be the aforementioned Ralph Edwards, a genuine skiffler from that
most innovative of all decades the 1950s. Also making a hugely welcome return to a TFTW stage is
rockabilly/skiffle guitar picker Allan Bailey.
Darren Vidler, long time Woodie subscriber and sometimes contributor, certainly gave us a shock
when he stepped up on stage at the Spice Of Life earlier this year at the Danny Rivers memorial
jam. Now rechristened "Cast Iron Darren" he is rehearsed and raring to go on our skiffle show on
28th January. Rechristened also is the Tales From The Woods Skiffle Group, stripped down from
band to group for reasons of authenticity for this very special evening. Sadly many of the artists
and musicians who appeared on our original show have now passed, but we shall be paying
tribute to their incalculable contribution to British music heritage. Despite very little publicity, tickets
have been selling rapidly, and it is quite likely we shall be completely sold out by Christmas. If you
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don't want to be disappointed contact us as soon as possible. Please remember folks, we here at
TFTW are not into repeats.

























With venues disappearing from our capital city like elsewhere throughout the UK, pubs forced out
of business for the most part due to all conquering chains, there are fewer and fewer opportunities
for young bands, singers and musicians to learn their craft. Left to busking on the streets or if they
are lucky enough to look right and possess the most blatantly commercial instincts, they might be
able to take the television talent show route, performing amongst a cacophony of lights, dried ice
and sound before being judged by a panel of vainglorious
self-appointed expert judges, deliberating on their prospects,
all rather depressing and certainly debasing. However there
are a brave few who do it the traditional way, paying their
dues, learning their craft in the venues that are available to
them, be it pubs, small clubs, provincial summer festivals.
These girls and boys who play for love, not for instant fame
and fortune deserve our respect and encouragement as I'm
sure you'll agree.
One such outfit is a trio of young guys who will be performing
on a TFTW stage at the Spice Of Life on Sunday 21st
January 2018, "The Gallerys", making their west end debut,
very much influenced by the music that predated their tender
years by more than a few decades from the Beatles, Small
Faces, Who, Jam through to the ‘90s sound of Oasis. If there
is justice, they should go all the way, before acclaim and
recognition carries them advancing on to the next stage of
their (what should be) deservedly long career.
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Soon after going to press with Issue 99 back in October we learnt of the sad passing of Tom
Paley, one of the very last connections to an era of American folk music that stretched back to the
days of Woody Guthrie and Leadbelly. Tom, despite his near 90 years, honoured Tales From The
Woods with an interview in which he had excellent recall. For the benefit of the more recent
members to join us, or those that may have missed it, fruits of this musically historic and truly
special occasion can be found amongst issue 87. Tom even brought his guitar along and sang for
us, a truly humbling experience for TFTW. If you have not had a chance to check it out, it can be
found on our YouTube channel.
Sad news just won’t let up; just as we were preparing for this landmark issue, we heard of the
sudden passing of a very good friend who has been with us from Tales From The Woods’
earliest days of live events, veteran British Rock’n’Roll singer and guitarist Buddy Britten, a.k.a.
Geoffrey Glover-Wright who, under that name, was a hugely successful author with many books
to his credit. To us though he was Buddy, who appeared on our early 2is Reunion shows at the
100 Club, and came back again as recently as 2014 to appear at the Borderline, and a number of
segments from that set can be found on our YouTube channel.
Buddy Britten, British R'n'R Heritage Show
#9, London, 26-01-14 © Paul Harris

Tom Paley, 20-11-14
© Alan Lloyd

We shall attempt in Issue 101 to pay respects to the long careers of both Tom Paley and Buddy
Britten, in the hope of giving these diverse artists the send-off they deserve.















Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to singer/pianist/songwriter and true
Rock'n'Roll/rhythm and blues legend, the great Fats
Domino who died on October 24th 2017.
I was personally privileged to see this New Orleans
icon perform a number of times. I was there, as
were no doubt well over half the readership of this
magazine, when Fats finally made it to our shores to
perform a near week long engagement at
Shaftsbury Avenue's Saville Theatre in 1967. To be
in that audience in the presence of this icon who
had already been a professional musician for as
many years as us teens and twenties had been
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Fats at the Saville
Theatre in 1967

alive, performing Rock’n’Roll before the name had been coined, simply under the umbrella in the
USA of “race” music or maybe if you were lucky enough to live in a musically enlightened city,
"rhythm and blues", friendships that would last a lifetime, honeymoons and quite possibly
marriages to be, were created in this London theatre owned by the then Beatles manager Brian
Epstein.
Over the decades that followed I would see Fats many times, be it here in the UK or in Mr
Domino’s hometown and near lifelong residence New Orleans, Louisiana. The Royal Albert Hall,
Royal Festival Hall, Hammersmith Odeon, where Fats returned to the stage after yet another
fantastic show, returning after yet another encore, the people simply didn't want to go home; we
kept clapping, stomping our feet, shouting out for more. I don't suppose any of us believed Fats
and his fantastic band would come out yet again, not after two or three encores, and I recall the
houselights had already come on as Fats walked out on stage alone, his jacket discarded, sat at
the piano and broke into "Lawdy Miss Clawdy". The cheers I'm sure could be heard several miles
up river; we were being treated to several glorious minutes of Fats soloing, that didn't happen too
often, we knew we were present at a very special occasion.
During my visits stateside between the years 1993 and 2004, if our USA Stomping trips included
New Orleans in our itinerary, the icing on the cake would be seeing Fats Domino headlining the
world famous Jazz and Heritage Festival, which he did a number of times from the nineties
through to the early years of this present century, always drawing a huge devoted, enthusiastic
local audience as well as those that had travelled many hundreds, thousands of miles to be there.
I would not be alone in suggesting that out of all the highly
individually unique originators of Rock’n’Roll, Fats Domino
never put on an under par show, he was always Fats. We
all have our heroes, whose records upon hearing for that
very first time would knock us sideways and change our
lives forever. Occasionally a live show fell short of our
expectations, a step or two down from being great, or at
least until the next time we saw them perform and they
would be back up amongst the highest echelons again, in
all probability we expected too much from them in the first
place. Fats however never did; he was always consistent,
although we all realised many years ago we would never
see Fats again in the UK. The thrill at the end of each and
every show of his band leading as Fats stood up, pushing
his piano towards the wings whilst still playing something
like "Sentimental Journey" or maybe "Saints Go Marching
In", the entire auditorium on its feet, clapping, cheering and singing along. The Band wow! what
can you say? Each and every one a legend of New Orleans music; Herb Hardesty, Lee Allan,
Alvin 'Red' Tyler, Earl Palmer, his touring band manager Fred Kemp. To me he will always be the
dancing umbrella man of my memories.
Fats performed one-off shows at London’s New Victoria Palace back in the mid-1970s - March
1976 and one year almost to the day in 1977. The former I attended the first house for no other
reason than another musical legend was playing in London barely more than a mile away at the
100 Club, Blues piano player and singer, the great Memphis Slim, who had been living in France
for a number of years, and I had not seen in concert since the glory days of London Blues and
R&B scene, that spanned the early to mid-years of the decade that preceded. Leaving the New
Victoria Palace as always after a Domino show on a high, I met a few friends and jumped into a
taxi to Oxford Street. Memphis Slim that night was backed by renowned British blues guitarist, 29
year old Duster Bennett whose great passion was the pre-war country Blues, no doubt the very
music Fats would hear all around him as a child in New Orleans, along with the Jazz that bore the
City’s name. Sadly, a few hours after the 100 Club gig, driving home tired, Duster fell asleep at the
wheel and was involved in a head on collision with a lorry in Worcestershire and was killed
instantly, a tragic sad loss of a gifted musician.
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Born Antoine Dominique Domino Jnr, 28th February 1928, New Orleans, Louisiana, the youngest
of eight children, his father Antoine Caliste Domino born 1879 a part time violinist, married MarieDonatile Gros born 1886. Both families came from French Creole heritage and spoke Louisiana
Creole as a first language. He attended Louis B Macarty school, however not getting beyond 4th
grade before starting work as an ice delivery man’s assistant, the need to help out with the income
of a family struggling in the tough working class district of the Ninth Ward was all too apparent. In
a city that gave birth to Jazz, music was and still is to this day a part of everyday life. Young
Antoine must have heard it all around him as he helped to deliver ice all around the city as well as
at home with his father practising on his violin and no doubt to entertain house guests too.
However his greatest inspiration came from his uncle, professional jazz guitarist Harrison Verrett.
It was he who encouraged the young boy to learn to play the piano, and by age 10 he had taken
to it, like a duck to water. By 14 he was already performing in bars for tips, and at 17 he joined a
popular local band led by Billy Diamond. It was he who nicknamed the shy, rotund, talented youth,
Fats, named after a couple of heavyweights both musically and in girth who were heroes to
bandleader Diamond, Fats Waller and Fats Pichon.
Word spread fast throughout the city and way outside its
boundaries of this young piano player who had been taking an
ever increasing up front role in Billy Diamond’s band, eventually
reaching the ears of Lew Chudd, owner of Imperial Records. In
the final weeks of both the year and the decade of the forties,
Domino was signed up, partnered with band leader and producer
Dave Bartholomew, a friendship and partnership that would for
the most part last a life time. Bartholomew and Fats created a
boogie woogie inspired song, based around his stage name "The
Fat Man", a workout cleaned up version of a junkie tale that had
been around for a number of years, Junker Blues. With its rolling
piano and strong backbeat it would later lay claim to be one of, if
not the first Rock’n’Roll record. At the time it took Fats’ name way outside his native city as the
record rode high in the rhythm and blues chart or race charts as it was generally known in the
USA at the time.
Riding high on the success of the first record, they were soon back in the same studio, J&M
owned by a legendary figure of New Orleans rhythm and blues, Rock’n’Roll, Cosimo Matassa.
Situated in the heart of the city’s French Quarter amongst the tracks recorded were "Little Bee"
and "Hey La Bas Boogie" the latter being a reworking of an old Dixieland jazz tune that had been
heard around the city for decades. "Every Night About This Time" which became another R&B
smash for him and pretty much like "The Fat Man" another pre-Rock’n’Roll calling card. Over the
next few years Domino would sell many
millions of records exclusively to his
rhythm and blues audience. In 1952 he
can be heard playing piano behind Lloyd
Price on "Lawdy Miss Clawdy" another
contender for an early Rock’n’Roll record,
one of the first certainly to sell to the
white pop market. Fats would soon
repeat the feat with sax driven "Going
Home Tomorrow" which would peak at
No 30 on the national pop charts and No
1 R&B; he was now a star and played the
part with a wardrobe to match on tour.
"Ain’t That A Shame" changed everything
for him - No1 on the R&B chart for 11
weeks, despite a white cover version by
Pat Boone, taking the song to the top of
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the US billboard charts, whilst Domino’s blisteringly authentic original hovered around No 10. It
was 1955, Bill Haley and His Comets had already by now changed everything, Elvis Presley was
breaking out of the southlands to national stardom, Rock’n’Roll had arrived. Fats would soon be
headlining national tours, cameo appearances in Rock’n’Roll movies such as "Shake Rattle and
Rock" and still to this day in the opinion of many the greatest Rock’n’Roll movie ever made "The
Girl Can’t Help It" alongside performers who were to become not just legends of the style but
foundation stones of what is now a multi-billion dollar industry; Little Richard, Gene Vincent, Eddie
Cochran, The Platters and more. By now Fats was reportedly earning around $10,000 dollars a
week. Records that followed for the remainder of the decade reads like corner stones of
Rock’n’Roll history, including "I'm Walking", "Valley Of Tears", "Whole Lotta Lovin", "I Want To
Walk You Home", "Be My Guest", "My Blue Heaven", "Blue Monday" and of course his No 2 pop
hit of 1956 "Blueberry Hill". It would prove that Fats would never be able to leave the stage ever
again without performing this reworking of a Louis Armstrong number from a decade prior.
As the fifties gave way to the sixties he could barely put a foot out of place, hitting top ten in his
native land and top twenty here in the UK in 1961, with another song that would become a
mainstay of his stage act and be forever associated with him "Walking To New Orleans".
Maintaining a creative peak "Let The Four Winds Blow", "My Girl Josephine" and a work out of
Smiley Lewis’ R&B biggie of the decade prior "I Hear You Knockin", come the early seventies a
surprise chart topper for British Rock’n’Roll guitarist and singer Dave Edmonds. 1963 saw Imperial
Records, with whom Fats had been throughout, sold. His name would now appear on ABC
Paramount, kicking off relatively well with another top 40 both sides of the Atlantic with another reworked oldie "Red Sails In The Sunset”, the 'B' side a song dedicated to his wife, marrying before
his career took off in the late forties until her death in 2007, "Song For Rosemary".
As the decade wore on, the music scene changed
rapidly although Fats remained a hero to the
countless musicians he inspired who were now in the
spotlight, record sales began increasingly to falter, the
Beatles recorded a song dedicated very much to the
Fats Domino style. He repaid the compliment by
recording it himself, "Lady Madonna" allowing him
comfortable sales as the decade drew to a close;
following it up with another Lennon and McCartney
offering "Lovely Rita" may have been seen as a cover
too far.
Record sales may not have been what they once were, but every show, every tour, every country
was a sell-out. Reunited with his old producer Dave Bartholomew for the album "Sleeping On The
Job" released on the Sonet label in the late seventies found critical acclaim from most critics and
Domino fans alike.
In the first half of the 1980s the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame was set up in Cleveland, Ohio. Fats
Domino was deservedly one of the first inductees in 1986, the following year he received a lifetime
achievement award. A 1993 album appeared on the Rounder record label "Christmas Is A Special
Day"
In 1995 Fats embarked on a brief UK tour under a banner which is impossible to be
underestimated "Legends Of Rock’n’Roll" which featured along with Fats, two other greats, Little
Richard and Chuck Berry. After the opening night in Sheffield, Fats fell ill and returned home; he
would never tour again, restricting his appearances to a once a year special occasion headlining
the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.
Fats and his wife Rosemary went on to have 13 children, who were all brought up in the same
district where he was born, the Lower Ninth Ward. Still a tough working class area, his modest
mansion expanded over the years, and by all accounts his pink Cadillac was a familiar sight
driving around the area. Rosemary’s health increasingly declined at the turn of the present
century, resulting in Fats’ refusal to move when the impending disaster of Hurricane Katrina was
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announced. Nothing was heard after Katrina for a worrying length of time, until Fats and
Rosemary were spotted in a shelter set up by the disaster fund.
However virtually everything they owned was destroyed, including
all his gold records, which were later replaced by Capitol records.
However countless items of memorabilia that could never possibly
be replaced were lost. An album followed with the reassuring title
of "Alive and Kicking" hitting the shelves later the same year, while
the following year Fats made a surprise appearance at a fundraising event in the wake of Hurricane Katrina at the New Orleans
institution Tipitinas and, needless to say, this modestly sized
venue was packed. it would prove to be his final show, and by now
the family had moved from New Orleans to Harvey, Louisiana
where his wife of some sixty years Rosemary died during 2007.
A tribute album to Fats was recorded in 2008 with a galaxy of star
guests participating including Willie Nelson, Lucinda Williams, Tom Petty, Robert Plant, Elton
John, and the same year he was inducted into the local Louisiana Hall Of Fame. In 2012 he
appeared playing himself in three episodes of the New Orleans set TV drama "Tremé".
2017 is now drawing to a close, and during the course of this year we have lost two of
Rock’n’Roll’s creative giants - Fats Domino and Chuck Berry, along with other iconic names of the
music to which this magazine is dedicated but we still have those fantastic records and memories
of the shows.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to television/stage/record producer and
painter of religious icons, Jack Good who died 24th September 2017, aged 86.
Jack Good was born in Greenford, Middlesex on 7th August 1931 and
was educated at Trinity County grammar school. That was followed by
what was then compulsory in the 1940s and much of the ‘50s, national
service, Jack’s choice being the RAF. Back on civvy street he returned
to his studies to take a course in Philology at Oxford University where
he soon found himself presiding over the debating society. His love of
Theatre grew inside him as a child, and he was able to indulge himself
whilst at Oxford to become president of the college's Balliol Drama
Society.
Once graduated, his first choice as a profession was to become an
actor, and his first steps saw him studying at RADA. However events
would overtake his life, and more out of curiosity to discover what all
the fuss was about he bought a ticket to see a movie called "Rock Around The Clock" starring Bill
Haley and The Comets. He was indeed spellbound not just by the music but also the young
audience’s reaction to it, and fate took another hand when he applied for and got a job as a
trainee producer for the BBC.
Almost in a whirlwind it seems he found himself in charge of a
magazine programme aimed at the emerging teenage market, which
coupled live music with social issues and commentary. However it
was the studio audience that was revolutionary at the time; not
seated in front of or around the stage but sharing the same floor
space as the performers; it was called "Six Five Special". Soon it
was making stars of performers like Tommy Steele, Terry Dene, The
Vipers, Chas McDevitt’s Skiffle Group featuring Nancy Whiskey and
allowing the now established Lonnie Donegan to be exposed on
nationwide television, or at least those sufficiently affluent to own a
TV set back in the mid to late fifties.
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Although just one programme of the series
survives, a cash in movie was made and hit the
screens just as Jack Good was about to depart
for the recently opened Independent Television,
Channel ITV as it would become known,
frustrated by the BBC’s lack of understanding of
what a televisual Rock’n’Roll show should look
and sound like.
The "Oh Boy" show first appeared in June 1958
and it was an instant success; an incredibly fast
moving show, with in-house big backing band
behind all the performers, called Lord
Rockingham’s XI, featuring more than its share
of moonlighting Jazz musicians such as Ronnie
Scott and Red Price, although the outfit would
later the same year hit the No 1 spot in the charts with a novelty Rock’n’Roll instrumental featuring
effervescent young lady, Cherry Wainer on organ. The show was recorded live at the Hackney
Empire in north London making stars of Marty Wilde, Joe Brown and what would become known
at the time as Britain’s answer to Elvis, Cliff Richard. A fine supporting cast would have included
Dickie Pride, Terry Dene, Duffy Power, along with names now remembered only by aficionados of
the British beat, such as Cuddly Duddly and Neville Taylor and The Cutters, both from Barbados;
in 1958 black faces on British television were to say the least a
rarity, and the fact that it was a Rock’n’Roll show and in
particular Jack Good that was able to achieve this feat is
indeed commendable.
Like Six Five Special only one episode remains intact, and the
show was not lucky enough to have a film in its name, although
following Rock’n’Roll’s rebirth in the eighties the show was
revived, with Shakin’ Stevens, Alvin Stardust revisiting his
Shane Fenton persona, hit making Rockabilly band Matchbox,
Joe Brown being the only original act to be invited aboard.
Jack aired his new show "Boy Meets Girl", arguably the most important show ever to be seen on
British Television for fans of original Rock’n’Roll, Marty Wilde being hired as the anchor man for
the show. His band The Wildcats featuring guitarist Big Jim Sullivan, by far the best outfit in the
UK at the time, backed up many of the artists. Joe Brown, now rapidly gaining a reputation as a
musician to be reckoned with, appeared, and we were introduced to a former tug boat employer
Billy Fury who many consider to be our finest rocker. Jack Good produced the singer’s "Sound Of
Fury" 10" inch album that was released early the following year which would lay testament to that
statement.
Without doubt or contradiction it was this hugely influential show, that like its predecessor was
recorded live at the Hackney Empire, that exposed us to American artists now considered bona
fide legends. Gene Vincent appeared for the first of a number of times during the final weeks of
1959, Eddie Cochran would appear in early January, along the way we got to see “Arkansas
Dynamo” Ronnie Hawkins make a one off performance, likewise for Johnny Cash, Freddy
Cannon, Conway Twitty.
Tragically nothing survives, all tapes were wiped, ITV executive were even more mercenary than
at the BBC, believing Rock’n’Roll possessed no cultural worth and was dying on its feet, by all
accounts heard to say at the time "Rock’n’Roll will be gone before the year is out, even those
young enough to be considered fans will have completely forgotten it existed in a few years".
Wham! was the title of the last of the trio of shows produced by Good for ITV, it ran for just 8
episodes before being pulled by channel executives who believed there was no further mileage for
music programmes aimed at teenagers and young people. It was in all fairness the weakest of the
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three and had none of the star names from across the Atlantic like the show that preceded or
made local stars like the original, although it did try very hard to do so with a very good friend of
ours here at TFTW, the late Danny Rivers. Regular appearances were made by an Italian rocker
who, after tasting success in his native land, wanting a bigger piece of the pie in UK, Little Tony;
gravel voiced former market porter, Tommy Bruce; British born American émigré Vince Taylor and
man who would prove that Rock’n’Roll of the British variety was indeed very much alive by taking
a song called "Shakin’ All Over" to the No 1 spot in the charts, Johnny Kidd and The Pirates. The
first of the shows arrived on the screens on 23rd March 1960, with the last two months later on
18th June 1960.
Jack packed his bags and headed to the USA in 1962 with
the sole intention of breaking into American television with a
show similar to what he'd been doing in UK, financing a
project himself to the tune of $15,000. A pilot was made with
the working title of Shindig, turned down by every station in
the states he returned to London disillusioned and with a
much lighter wallet. A year or so later a visionary DJ sent the
tape to an executive at ABC who finally realised the potential
and Jack was summoned stateside, and the show made the
screens in 1964. Over the next couple of years, Bo Diddley,
Everly Brothers, Beach Boys, Marvin Gaye, Otis Redding,
Beatles and countless others all appeared live on the show, but after yet another row with
company executives Jack walked out, and without his creative flair the show soon folded.
“Catch My Soul”, a rock stage show based on
Shakespeare’s Othello, opened on Broadway as the
sixties gave way to the seventies, possibly Jack Good’s
most complex production to date. With Lance De Gault in
the lead role as Othello it also featured rather more
interestingly Ritchie Havens and Tony Joe White as
Cassio and when the production moved to Memphis,
Tennessee Jerry Lee Lewis was in the starring role.
“Elvis The Musical”, another Jack Good production,
opened at the Astoria Theatre Charing Cross Road in
Central London (now tragically demolished to make way
for the Crossrail extension to nearby Tottenham Court
Road). Timothy Whitnall played the adolescent Elvis,
Shakin’ Stevens as the "Hillbilly Cat" period and P.J Proby
as the later "Las Vegas" Elvis, a role performed by another
good friend of us here at TFTW, Vince Eager who has
performed the role in a number of stage productions.
Jack would soon after this find religion, convert to Roman
Catholic, becoming a hermit, spending his time painting
religious icons, a number of which have been displayed at various galleries, one of his most
intriguing being a wall painting where the devil is depicted as a television set. It's been said that
Good denounced Rock’n’Roll as being a corrupter of youth world-wide and he played a major role
in that corruption. I personally think in all probability it was purely 'tongue in cheek' or simply made
up by some hapless hack for want of something to say.
Returning to England he spent his final years in Oxfordshire, where reclusiveness never left him,
although he did make a very public trip to Liverpool for the unveiling of a statue of local
Rock’n’Roll hero and who had appeared on his shows many years before, Billy Fury.
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MEMORIES OF FATS DOMINO
I left school in 1956 when Rock’n’Roll was really taking off and The Teenagers’ ‘Why Do Fools
Fall In Love’ hit the top spot in the ‘hit parade’. ‘Rock Around The Clock’ had been a number one
smash at the end of 1955 and early 1956 whilst from 1957 Rock’n’Roll dominated the charts. At
my school Saturday morning was part of the normal working week but after leaving school that
time was always spent in the coffee bar listening to the wonderful juke box – a much more
pleasant experience. Fats Domino became my main man and remains so to this day, 60 years
later.

Hammersmith Odeon, London,
19-03-78 © Paul Harris

In March 1957 I bought a record player together
with the fantastic Fats E.P. ‘Blues For Love
Volume Two’. All his subsequent releases were
reserved and purchased without hearing them.
Living out in the sticks I missed Fats’ first visit to
this country in 1967 but have made up for it
since having seen him perform at a number of
different venues over the years ranging from
Hammersmith Odeon to the Royal Albert Hall.
Indeed I used to visit the stage door after
performances (all of them wonderful) and
succeeded
in
getting
album
sleeves

autographed and in taking the odd photograph, my first
real contact with The Man. I have also seen him at the
New Orleans Jazz Fest on a number of occasions,
aboard the gigantic paddle steamer the SS President
sailing up the Mississippi (the most emotional show I
have ever attended), and at the Nice Jazz Festival.
I first photographed Fats professionally in 1978 and on
quite a few occasions since. I interviewed him at
Hammersmith Odeon in 1981. Every visit to New
Orleans meant a pilgrimage to Fats’ mansion in the
Fats leaving Swallow International
Lower Ninth Ward, the area he was born, which is set
Hotel, London, 20-03-90 © Paul Harris
among the shotgun houses on an unmade road. His
front door was six feet from his front gate! It was into
that house that Fats invited my wife and myself in 1989 where we met his wife Rosemary (who
was ironing clothes) and he showed us around some of the property. It was from the balcony of
this house that Fats was rescued during Hurricane
Fats Domino's house, Marais Street,
New Orleans 22-04-05 © Paul Harris
Katrina in 2005. Thereafter he moved to a gated
community in nearby Harvey and in 2006,
accompanied by Dickie Tapp, we tracked down the
location and contemplated tagging on behind a
vehicle that was able to open the barrier
automatically. We chickened out, however, for fear
of being ‘guillotined’ by the lowering barrier.
In 2006 Rick Coleman’s biography (Blue Monday:
Fats Domino and the Lost Dawn of Rock‘n’Roll’) had been published. In my copy I had obtained
the autographs of Rick, Cosimo Matassa and Herb Hardesty and I hoped to get Fats’ signature
after his Festival-closing appearance. As it happened Fats was not well enough to perform but he
did go on stage to apologise. I was at the rear of the performance area when Fats left in a large
vehicle. I ran out waving the book and Fats got the driver to stop and happily signed it. What a
gentleman! Always friendly, modest and polite. That was the last time I saw him. Thanks Fats for
all the musical pleasure that you have given me. R.I.P.
Paul Harris
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I first saw Fats at his 1967 appearance at the Saville Theatre, London. I saw him several times
after that, at New Orleans Jazzfest, and at the Royal Festival Hall in London. He always sounded
as good as when he started out, and had a great personality. I loved the way he ended his
performances by pushing the grand piano slowly across the stage while still playing it.
Tony Papard
Keith, I assume that you, like me, attended the Saville Theatre concert which marked Fats debut
in the UK in, um, 1967, then I saw him most times he appeared in the UK, and maybe a dozen
times in New Orleans, including the show that was filmed. He never, ever, let me down. His final
show in NO after illness had six saxes in his line-up, no doubt to underline that if anyone in NO
was The Boss, it was him. (Grammar patrol, nominative after the verb to be, it was he.)
You may recall that initial London concert was promoted by Brian Epstein, who may otherwise
have no taste in music, but against whom I will not have a bad word said, specifically for that
reason.
I met Fats backstage at the Royal Albert Hall when he was drinking a can of beer. I had a chat,
got an autograph, but he wouldn't leave the dressing room until he finished his beer because he
did not want to set a bad example to his fans. He was 58 years old at the time. A shame his
example was not followed by the subsequent generation of drug crazed, booze addled idiots.
You and I have seen them all, and without doubt Fats was, and is, the best live Rock’n’Roll
performer ever, and I am deeply saddened by his passing. I wake up each morning to his face, on
a Heritage Festival poster, framed above my bed, both at our former abode, and now. Depressed?
Play Whole Lotta Lovin' twice, and you will cease to be. Song for Rosemary still makes me cry.
I have recently given away his first UK LP since it was so often played as to be unsaleable and we
are dealing with severely restricted space here in our tiny cottage. Your piece on him might
feature the names of his eight children, if you don't know their names, check it out, a pattern
emerges. (Antoine III (Fats was Jr and his dad Sr), Anatole, Andre, Antonio, Antoinette, Andrea,
Anola, and Adonica - H)
John Howard
The first time I saw Fats Domino was at the Saville
Theatre on the 1st April 1967 with Brian Jessup. This
was also the day Brian’s brother Douglas was getting
married to the lovely Joan. We had to leave the
wedding early to get there in time; in our suits, ties, and
flower button holes. We stood out.
Fats’ orchestra had the cream of New Orleans/Imperial
Records musicians backing him up, and were blistering
on their solos. I still visually remember the great show.
Have seen Fats a few time since, but the Saville show
was something special. Fats at his brilliant peak. Of the
Bee Gees, before they went squeaky I guess, and
Pacemakers, I have no recollection. Unless we were
late getting there.
John Jolliffe
John found this and
couldn’t believe the prices

I first saw Fats at the 9th Ward Macarty School in New
Orleans, circa 1952. I was on a reciprocal school
exchange from the largely black Brettenham Road
Junior School in Edmonton. N. London. One morning in
the school assembly at the normally segregated J.H.A
where we were introduced as impoverished kids from
England, we were told that a Mr. Domino had been
hired to entertain us with some local music in the school
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hall which was the only room that had a piano. I can recall he was a very pleasant smiling small
and stocky man, but I had difficulty understanding much of what he was saying. I don’t remember
any songs he sang but years later I later thought he may have mentioned What A Price, but then I
recall he mentioned at school he had just sat in with somebody called Price, hence the confusion.
Anyway in 1967 I saw Fats again at the Saville Theatre but it did not have the intimate
atmosphere of the 1952 session, more a pop concert.
Ken Major
"Blueberry Hill" was the first record I ever bought (1956). My Dad detested him and referred to him
as "Fatto Domino" or "Bugs Domino". His influence on me can scarcely be exaggerated. I learnt to
play the tenor sax (because of Herb Hardesty/Lee Allen), learned about R&B/Blues/Boogie
Woogie/Jazz and so much more. And of course, it introduced me to Rock'n'Roll.
I have met and talked to Domino and he was just as he appeared; kind, gentle, modest, friendly,
with that unforgettable smile. The leader of our group (1960) was an Anglo-Indian from Bombay
(Mumbai, as it is now). He once cycled through the jungle to one of the few places with a jukebox
to hear "So Long". This record was also played by DJ Jack Jackson to end his Rock’n’Roll
programme on Radio Luxembourg. (Jackson, an ex-dance band trumpeter, had no respect for
Rock’n’Roll but he played it, which was all that mattered.)
Neil Foster
This is the only picture I have of Fats with me
on the flash drives that I brought from home.
It's from the event when they replaced his gold
records.
Jay McCaddin
I first saw Fats Domino at Manchester's Palace
Theatre on Sunday 2nd April 1967, and I still
have the programme to show for it. I remember
being distinctly unimpressed by the Bee Gees,
described as "Australia's Top Teenage Group"
in the programme, although they did at least
attempt to play a few Rock’n’Roll songs. Gerry
& the Pacemakers did likewise and I thought
they were a bit better, but there were jeers from
some of the audience.
Anyway, after the interval Fats appeared with his own terrific nine piece orchestra and it really was
showtime as he performed some of his best known numbers such as Blueberry Hill. The climax to
the show saw the band troop off stage in a line, still playing their instruments, with a smiling Fats
at the rear playing and nudging the grand piano along with his stomach.
I next saw him, along with our esteemed editor, on 28th October 1992 at Hammersmith Odeon
where he remained impressive, amid perfect sound - in contrast to the deplorable sound when
Dwight Yoakam had played the same venue just a few weeks earlier.
I also bought a ticket to see Chuck Berry, Little Richard and Fats Domino at Wembley Arena on
18th May 1995. Unfortunately after the show in Sheffield the previous evening Fats was taken ill
and had to withdraw from the Wembley concert. So, having seen him just twice I can only say that
both times were such a pleasurable experience, perhaps even more so than listening to his fine
records regularly over the last fifty years.
Thank you Fats.
Lee Wilkinson
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Reproduced from Neil Foster's pioneering Rock’n’Roll magazine of the 1970s
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Back in the days of summer we thought it might be a good idea to get as many Woodies as
possible together for a Woodie evening at Gerry's Club in Soho for a group photo, a celebration in
readiness for our milestone issue, number 100, that you now see upon your screens or hold in
your hands. A wonderful evening was enjoyed by all in this long established Soho drinking club.

Woodies at rest
© Paul Harris

From left to right: Peter Gold, Michael (Gerry's Club owner), Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll, Gordon Fleming, Mike
Bunning, Dart Carson, John "Soulboy" Jolliffe, Tony "I'll Be There" Philibert, Martin McClure, Marie McClure, Ian
Saddler, Tony Papard, Dave "I Woke Up This Morning" Parker, John "Mr Angry" Howard (who isn’t really that tall),
Alan "Webmaster" Lloyd, Nick Cobban, John Fisher, Dickie Tapp, Keith Stanley Woods, Ken Major.

A few noticeable faces were missing from the line up due to various reasons. Poor Neil Foster
travelled all the way up from Merseyside for the event, but failed to show, having got lost in Soho.
Likewise Marti Canal who, returning from visiting his folks in Barcelona, couldn't make it in time.
Then there was Harry who much prefers to work behind the scenes even though I keep trying
(fruitlessly) to get him in front of the camera. Paul Harris is also missing as he had to click the
shutter.
As far as I know TFTW started with a few friends having a beer together and going to gigs. Now it
has a world-wide membership. The promotion of shows started with UK acts. Now performers
come from around the world. The house band has gone from strength to strength and is now
regarded as top notch. The magazine started with roneoed black and white pages where
photographs looked like silhouettes. Now it is in high quality colour online and very lengthy.
Amazingly it has reached number 100! How has all this come about? Well, many congratulations
are due to Keith as head honcho and to his many helpers who work hard in a wide variety of roles,
all done voluntarily. A Happy Centenary to all.
Paul Harris
Well done Keith and all the Tales From The Woods gang on reaching the milestone 100th issue.
It has been a great ride alongside you all over the last seventeen years or so.
Lee Wilkinson
Congratulations on the 100th issue of TFTW magazine, which started out as just one or two printed
sheets.
Tony Papard
Is good, but when you gonna publish in the international language, Greek?
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Madame Moussaka

Staged by Keith Woods' TALES FROM THE WOODS (TFTW) organisation, this was an ambitious
and for the most part very successful and enjoyable evening, running from 5pm doors open until
11pm chucking out time, featuring five sets by a diversity of acts, all accompanied by the excellent
6-piece TFTW house band.
Opener EARL JACKSON is a rarity if not unique - a black British
Rock’n’Roller cum bluesman. His speciality is aping Chuck Berry. Not
just singing Chuck's songs, also playing a cherry red Gibson electric
guitar in the manner of Chuck while duck-walking and gyrating up 'n'
down the stage as did Mr Berry in his younger days. This evening Earl
performed seven of Chuck's biggies, then encored with a Howlin' Wolf
remembrance. Good rockin' fun; far better than Chuck himself was in
the last 30 years of his life.
Set: Roll Over Beethoven / No Particular Place To Go / Nadine / Little
Queenie / You Never Can Tell / Back In The USA / Johnny B Goode /
encore: Howling For My Baby
Next up was RAY PHILLIPS, ex-front man of UK group The Nashville
Teens back in the 1960s. Apart from his strange habit of intermittently
laying his left arm on top of the microphone in front of his face, Ray
Earl Jackson
seems to have weathered well, with a strong voice and buoyant
© Paul Harris
personality. He performed 10 R&B and Rock'n'Roll numbers including
well knowns by Bo Diddley (in the manner of Ronnie Hawkins), Muddy Waters, Chuck (again!),
Screamin' Jay, Jerry Lee, Little Willie John (as learned by Ray from Fleetwood Mac), and of
course The NT's biggest hit "Tobacco Road". A rousing encore with Steppenwolf's "Born To Be
Wild".
Set: Mona / Red House / Nadine / Hoochie Coochie Man / I Put A Spell On You / Need Your Love
So Bad / Whole Lotta Shaking Going On / Route 66 (in the manner of Chuck Berry's version),
Tobacco Road / encore: Born To Be Wild
Third on the bill was a contemporary of Ray from
the UK's ‘60s club scene, singer/organ player
ZOOT MONEY, best known for his 1966 UK hit
"Big Time Operator". This he performed in the
middle of an eight number set of '60s US soul
songs including a couple by Ray Charles.
Personally, although he got a good if not rousing
response from the packed club, I thought he was
the weakest act of the evening: muffled vocals,
annoyingly all-over- the-place organ arrangements
and so full of himself for no discernible reason.
Set: Where's Mr Money / Hide 'nor Hair / You Don't
Know Like I Know / It Should've Been Me / Big
Zoot Money
© Paul Harris
Time Operator / Barefootin' / Sweet Little Rock 'n'
Roller (a Chuck Berry song but performed more in
the manner of Jimmy McGriff or Jimmy Smith) / a new song as encore: If Age Brings Wisdom,
When Am I Gonna Get Mine.
Now we come to the real stars of the evening - I would say even more so than the headliner, who
they went back on to accompany after their own set. This was a male vocal quartet from
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Barcelona, THE VELVET CANDLES (apparently known among UK promoters who remember the
two Ronnies as the fork 'andles).
Smartly turned out with bow ties and white jackets these guys have been described as the finest
doo-wop group outside of New York. I cannot disagree. Never having been to US doo-wop
conventions. as far as I recall they are the best vocal group I have seen perform live in concert in
my entire 72 years. Not only vocally wonderful in the way they harmonize and also bounce off
each other's vocal ranges - bass, baritone, tenor, alto - but also their sparkling humour and deft
choreography.
They performed 13 superb renditions of mainly 1950s US originals, some
well-known to aged record collectors, others more obscure. Midway
through their set they were joined by singer Johnny Stud (ex-UK ‘70s
group Rocky Sharpe & The Replays) who performed a couple of doodoo-woppers. He was OK but the dodgiest inclusion in what was
otherwise a superb set by The Velvet Candles
Set: Tonight (The Velvets) / Honey Babe (The 5 Discs) / Dance Girl
Dance (Norman Fox & The Rob Roys) / My Heart's Desire (The
Blenders?) / Little Darlin' (The Gladiolas and The Diamonds), Out Of My
Mind (The Platters), Lover's Question (Clyde McPhatter), J Stud: Rama
Lama Ding Dong (The Edsels) and I'll Never, Never, Never, Never,
Johnny Stud
Never Fall In Love Again (can't remember the original) then back to the
© Paul Harris
foursome: Fools Fall In Love (Clyde McPhatter & The Drifters), She's
The Most (The 5 Keys) / Cry, Cry, Cry (Larry Chance & The Earls / encore: Lock My Heart (a real
rocker by I know not who).
An interval during which they changed their jackets to
deep red hue and changed their name to The New
Flamingos to return to the stage as vocal accompanists
to headlining singer/soulman, TOMMY HUNT.
84-year old Tommy was born Charles Hunt in Pittsburgh
then raised in Chicago and from 1953 on he had a long
US music career including stints with vocal groups The
Five Echoes and The Flamingos until a successful solo
career in the 1960s. Then, apparently, in 1970 he
relocated to Wales and became a stalwart of the UK's
Northern Soul scene. I had no idea of such shenanigans.
Anyhow, he's still a good looking dude - somewhat like a
taller Sammy Davis Jr resplendent in a bright red suit - if
a little shaky on his pins (he had a high chair to rest on
when necessary) and not entirely wonderful vocally
throughout, though convincingly sturdy most of the time.
His occasional vocal shortcomings were well covered by
his accompanying New Flamingos, aka fork 'andles.
Together they performed a dozen songs all at one time
previously recorded by The Flamingos, mostly when
Tommy was in the group but I think at least a couple
before he joined them. It also helped that he's a natural
raconteur with a sharp sense of humour. A well-deserved standing ovation.

Tommy Hunt
© Paul Harris

Set: Ko Ko Mo / Nobody Loves Me Like You / A Kiss From Your Lips / Let's Make Up / Lovers
Never Say Goodbye / Your Other Love / Heavenly Angel / Besame Mucho / Crazy, Crazy, Crazy, /
Ol' Man River / encores: Jump Children / I Only Have Eyes For You.
Cliff White
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Deanna & Tony Annis, pictures plus text
Sunday 29th October 2017, “Oh what a nite, it really was, such a nite”. Like the song says it really
was a great success.

Earl Jackson

Ray Phillips

Keith Woods brought to this show and staged some living legends and the first one up was Earl
Jackson who wowed everyone with his movement and showmanship, which included the famous
‘Duck Walk’. A fitting beginning with his Blues, R&B and Boogie which got the audience off to a
fine start. Ray Phillips was next up, back by popular demand after such a good performance last
year, front man of the ‘Nashville Teens’ and there was no doubt of his popularity as he spoke of
his tour with Jerry Lee Lewis as well as singing his hits and the crowd really enjoyed him.

The Tales From The Woods Band surpassed itself; as quoted in the ‘Record
Collector’ magazine, “possibly the most authentic Rock’n’Roll band in the UK”
and with such limited rehearsal time were brilliant and were thanked profusely
by all the acts without exception. DJ John 'Mr Angry’ Howard kept all the
atmosphere going in between the acts with
his excellent choice of Roots music.
Zoot Money jammed with the TFTW band as
well as doing his own songs. This good
crowd, including a great many people near
my age of 79 years young, were really
enjoying and many knowing many of the songs sung by the
various artists this great night.
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Velvet Candles with Johnny Stud

Tommy Hunt / New Flamingos

Stars of the night were the Velvet Candles from Barcelona, Spain. This excellent group performs
authentic doo-wop in Europe. They were extremely good and very together. A change of clothes
and they became the new ‘Flamingos’ and backed Tommy Hunt of the original ‘Flamingos’.
Tommy Hunt played many of his famous hits including I Only Have Eyes For You and Old Man
River. Tommy Hunt and the New Flamingos were a real hit with the crowd and even though most
of us were too old to dance, we still thought it: what a nite, it really was such nite of great doo-wop.
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A great night!
Carole Lateman

Thanks to Keith Woods for putting it all
together, and to Tommy Hunt, the Velvet
Candles and the TFTW Band for the
music - all absolutely brilliant!
Graham Reay

From start to
finish a fantastic
night.
John Jolliffe

What a great show yesterday evening especially Tommy Hunt. It was a
privilege to be there to witness his
Flamingos set. I'll never forget the way
Tommy, the Candles, and the TFTW
band tore the house down with 'Crazy,
Crazy, Crazy'. Absolutely fantastic.
Congratulations to all involved.
Dickie Tapp

Just a quick ‘thank you’ from Earl and myself
for last night’s gig at the 100 Club. The music
and atmosphere were brilliant, and Earl got
lots of fantastic feedback from many of those
attending. Our thanks also to the house band
who worked so hard all evening.
Monica Madgwick

A fantastic show and
well done to everyone
involved! Brilliant!
Jeff Tuck

An amazing evening
Keith, well done and
worth all the hard work it
must have taken. A very
special occasion.
Bob Geoghegan

Congratulations to
Keith for putting on
such a fantastic show
at the 100 Club on
Sunday, and what a
great choice of Tommy
Hunt as headliner.
Denis Hoare

A pleasure to be
there! Thanks
Keith Woods
SorayAnnis
Swan
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Two tabloid pages reviews Chuck Berry’s first album since 1979, he died 18.3.17 aged 90. “Rock It”
was the previous 1979 release and soon after Chuck began work on the new album. Much of it was
demoed by himself playing gtr, pno, bs dms and vcls. Then in 1989 his St. Louis studio burned down
destroying all the 2” 24 track tapes and all his recording equipment. After spending 2 yrs rebuilding the
studio Chuck started again. The album “Chuck” was completed last fall but not quite ready for release
before his death. Charles Jr. and his sister Ingrid Berry play on the album and his own son Charles Berry
III. “Big Boys”, a track off the album was selected and premiered as the album’s first single in March.
Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, Date not known.
2.
1990 the record industry sold 74.3 million cassettes. In 2009 - 34,000. National Audio continued to
make tapes saying spoken word cassettes never went away, remaining popular with churches and schools.
National picked up large industrial tape duplicators at auction from companies like Sony and Warner.
Cassettes can be run in small batches, 100 or 200 cost prohibitive quantities for as little as $18 in set up
costs. Low price, portability and durability is the defence of the cassette, but what killed it off was the CD in
terms of sound quality. The company Neon Blossom says the tape has a warmer sound than digital music,
close to vinyl but not the same. Source: Brent DiCrescenzo, Time Out Chicago, 2010/2011
3.
$129,000.00 cassette tapes were sold last year, up from $74,000.00 the previous year. Justin
Bieber’s cassette version of “Purpose” which sold more than 1000 copies in 2016 helped the fad. Over 20
other albums produced similar figures. New cassette recorders are still being made, and collectors favour
1980s and ‘90s models such as the Akai DX-57 and the Denon DR-M24HX, and anything by Nakamichi.
$40 will buy the Ion Tape Express Plus which is similar in look to the Sony Walkman, and the Sony CFDS70, for $60, offers a boombox with a cassette and CD player. $750 will purchase the Marantz
Professional PMD-300CP dual cassette deck with a USB to convert tapes to digital. Source: Nathan
Olivarez-Giles, The Wall St. Journal, 11/12 March 2017
4.
On the day Ian McLagan died 3.12.13, his manager Ken Kushnick called him “a true Rock’n’Roll
spirit”. He was born in London on 12.5.45, and fascinated by American jazz and blues, became self-taught
on organ playing for small bands including the Muleskinners. Joining the Small Faces in 1965 as a
keyboard player in the style of Jimmy Smith, the band’s best known song in the USA was “Itchycoo Park”.
The band was later renamed The Faces and both bands were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of
Fame in 2012. He married Keith Moon’s ex-wife Kim who died in a car accident in 2006, and wrote a book
“All The Rage”. He worked with Chuck Berry and also collaborated with the Rolling Stones on their album
“Some Girls”. Source: L.A. Times 8.12.2014
5.
A great feature reviewing 12 restaurants in New Orleans of which there are about 1400, includes
The French Quarter: Arnaud’s French 75, French bistro chic with bar. The French 75 is Cognac, sugar,
lemon juice, Moet & Chandon Champagne, soufleed potatoes. Bourbon House: French bistro chic,
specialises in sea-food. Shrimp & andouille gumbo, fried alligator boudin, New Orleans style BBQ shrimp in
a rich buttery sauce. Brennan’s: “a throwback to the era of white glove dining”. Roasted oysters with
smoked chili butter, smoked steak tartare with poached duck yolk and bananas with a pyrotechnic
presentation. GW Fins: local seafood. Sizzling smoked oysters, Parmesan crusted sheep’s head,
firecracker tuna tacos. Source: Alice Short, L.A. Times, 26.2.2017
6.
Brothers Ezekiel J. and Jacob A. Carey started the Flamingos 39 year ago after being discovered in
a Chicago talent show. The name was one of many “bird” groups of the era. Archie Satterfield is the third
singer ex Justifers band, Ron Reace who was a Clovers musical director and worked with Phil Flowers is
on keyboards, and Keni Michael Davies a Van Halen fan on bass gtr. Manny Kellough is on drums. The
group have just finished a gig at the Winners Lounge in the Desert Inn with the singers wearing white suits
and ladybug ties. They do Gershwin’s “Love Walked Right In”, “Besame Mucho”, “What A Wonderful
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World”, “Blueberry Hill” as well as their 1955 national record hit “I’ll Be Home“. Source: Louise M. Allen,
Las Vegas In-Music magazine Dec 1991
7.
Darlene Love said “my first vision of the Ronettes was Estelle (Bennett), she was one of the
prettiest girls I had ever met. She carried herself in a very regal manner”. The Ronettes folded in 1966 and
Estelle had a mental illness and often lived on the streets. The Ronettes trio were inducted in the Rock &
Roll Hall Of Fame in 2007. A big hit was “Be My Baby”. Estelle who was 66 died on February 11th from
colon cancer in her New Jersey apartment. Snooks Eaglin was born in 1937 and was a blind rhythm &
blues singer/guitarist in New Orleans. Allen Toussaint said “He was unlimited on guitar”. As a teenager
Snooks formed a band with Alan Toussaint. Snooks died of a heart attack on February 18th 2009. Source:
Rolling Stone, 19.3.2009
8.
James Henry Cotton, aka Mr. Superharp, was born 1.7.35 in Tunica, Miss. In 1953 in Memphis he
recorded “Straighten Up Baby” for the Sun label, and then in 1954 “Cotton Crop Blues”. Muddy Waters
visited Memphis, and hired James to take over the harp spot in his band which he did on a Saturday, and
then on the Sunday went off to Chicago. Joining Chess Records James suggested Muddy should record
“..Mojo..”, Little Walter is on the original record but James is on the 1960 Newport Jazz Fest. version. He
formed his own band in 1966 and toured with many rock bands. He released more than 30 albums, winning
a Grammy in 1996, and 2 broke into Billboard’s 200 Albums chart. Died 16.3.17 of pneumonia in Austin,
Texas. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times 19.3.2017
9.
Ronnie McPhatter who is Clyde McPhatter’s and Ruth Brown’s son, has been negotiating with
Jamie Foxx to screen the life story of Ruth who died in 2006 aged 78. Ruth performed at The Bootlegger
Bistro every Thursday for 2 years and it held a full house tribute to Ruth. Sonny Turner of the Platters sang
“Have a Good Time” Sonny Charles of the Checkmates offered “Love Letter” and Jimmy Castor did “5-1015 hours”. Mary Wilson of the Supremes sang “Body & Soul” and “Smile”. Ronnie McPhatter did “Treasure
Of Love” and “I Don’t Know” and the whole ensemble sang “Mama He Treats Your Daughter Mean”. On
top of the piano was a leopard print chair and a glass of blackberry brandy in memory of Ruth Source:
Norm ! Las Vegas Review-Journal, 1.8.2009
10.
Pete Seeger had a 90th birthday bash last night at the Madison Square Gdn which was a sell-out.
Bruce Springsteen was the unofficial headliner for the 4 hour event which started at 5pm. There were 50
acts and the Boss sang his “The Ghost of Tom Joad”. Dave Mathews was described as “stunning” and
performed “Rye Whiskey”. Joan Baez sang the Seeger classic “Where Have all The Flowers Gone” and
John Mellencamp sang Seeger’s “If I had a Hammer”. Seeger’s contribution was an audience sing along on
“Amazing Grace”. He also joined in as a background banjo player on “Baby What you Want Me To Do”.
Seeger’s other penned classics include “Kisses Sweeter Than Wine” and “Turn Turn Turn”. Source: Dan
Aquilante, New York Post, 4.5.2009
11.
This year’s Library Of Congress sound recordings to be included in the National Recording Registry
includes: “At Last” Etta James (1961), “Night Life” Mary Lou Williams (1930), “Tom Dooly” Frank Proffitt
(1940), “Tom Dooly” Kingston Trio (1958), “Uncle Sam Blues” Oran Hot Lips Page, accompanied by Eddie
Condon’s Jazz Band, v-Disc (1944), “Rumble” Link Wray (1958), “Rank Stranger” The Stanley Brothers
(1960), “The Who Sings My Generation” The Who (1966), “He Stopped Loving Her Today” George Jones”
(1980). “Boogie Chillen” John Lee Hooker (1948), “No News, or What Killed The Dog” Nat. M. Wills (1908),
“Acoustic Recordings for Victor Records“ Jascha Heifetz (1917-1924), Source: Natashat T. Metzler, Las
Vegas Review-Journal, 10.6.2009
12.
The National Academy of Arts & Sciences announced it is eliminating the best polka album
category from the Grammy Awards. The genre is an Eastern European folk music genre that has
influenced music styles in places such as Ireland, Mexico and the USA. Johann Struss composed polka
tunes as did Weird Al Yankovic. It is very popular with Midwestern Polish immigrants and the polka award
category has been won 18 of the 24 awards by Jimmy Sturr. Apparently loved by tens of Americans he was
identified on “Who Wants to be a Millionaire” earning the contestant $250,000. There is a Polka Music Hall
Of Fame and Museum in Chicago. The building was sold but the polka artefacts can be found in the
banquet hall. Source: Los Angeles Times, 6.6.2009
13.
Rachelle Spector, 28, wife of Phil, was not familiar with him or his music when they met 6 years ago
in a W. Hollywood restaurant. Whilst Phil is locked up 23.5 hours a day in a 5ft x 9ft cell in a county jail,
Rachelle lives in their mansion which she would like to sell, but Phil does not. She says royalties from acts
including the Beatles, has dropped significantly. Phil will not come up for parole until 2028. During the trial
5 women said he pulled a gun on them, Rachelle dismisses their testimony and believes Lana Clarkson
committed suicide. Subject to a court gag order which is now removed, Rachelle is able to talk about her
role as Phil’s chief financial officer and his multi-million $ business. Source: Harriet Ryan, Las Vegas
Review-Journal 7.6.2009
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Charlie Gracie
You’re almost part of the Woodie family now Charlie.
I feel as if I’ve known you guys all my life.
So Charlie, where were you born?
I was born in South Philadelphia, the first of three sons, and it’s very important when I say South
Philadelphia because a conglomerate of stars came from that area. I was born on May 14 th 1936,
a day that shall live in infamy. Anybody remember that quote from Franklin Roosevelt? When I
was a boy Franklin Roosevelt was the President forever - four terms - so they changed the law
because they don’t want any dictators in America. So born and raised in South Philadelphia, my
parents were first generation Americans and their parents emigrated from Sicily, so I’m SicilianAmerican. Even the Italians don’t like us. We’re islanders like you guys and our history goes back
600 years before Christ, we don’t even know where we came from. We’re mixed blood so who
knows?
My grandparents were wonderful people who came to America for a good life, for a better life.
When my grandfather landed in New York they had to go through Ellis Island in those days, they
didn’t even cross borders like they do today. You had to have a sponsor to come to America to
show you had a place to sleep, food to eat and you had a job. He landed in New York on a
Monday and on Tuesday morning he had a job and he went to work. The poor guy died going to
work on a trolley car when he was 68 years old, his heart blew out. We believed in hard work in
those days.
I lived in a little row home in South Philadelphia with my grandparents; we had no toilet, no
bathroom, we had an outhouse. No heat and no hot water so for the first ten years of my life I
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grew up that way and that’s why I’m short; I should have been taller. We were very happy there;
we always had good food to eat and a clean bed to sleep in and we didn’t know any better.
Thousands of people lived like that in those days. That was 1936, not like it is today.
I grew up in that home, with my mother Mary and my
father Sam. My father was a hat maker and worked at a
famous place called John B Stetson, Stetson hats, very
famous. He worked there for 33 years in steaming hot
water, horrible job. To cut a long story short I worked
through elementary school and I was ready to go into
Junior High and one day my father had saved up $15 and
decided he was going to buy himself a suit with two pairs
of pants. This was in 1946, right after the war (I remember
the war vividly as a child).
As we walked down to a place called South Street, which later became famous in a song by the
Orlons, every time we passed a Pawn Shop he’d hesitate and finally he said “Charlie, to heck with
the suit, pick out an instrument. I want you to make something of yourself; I don’t want you to work
like a donkey in a factory like I have for the rest of your life”. I was ten years old and I said “Okay
dad”. I saw this nice, bright, shiny trumpet and Harry James, who was married to Betty Grable,
was very famous at the time so I said “How about a nice trumpet dad?” “Nah” he said, “You don’t
want the trumpet, get a guitar”. What a choice I had! We bought the guitar, it looked like a bow
and arrow, and it was $15, a Harmony. We took the guitar home and he knew a couple of little
chords, he played harmonica a little bit and tap-danced, he loved show business but his parents
had said he had to go to work, they needed the money. He taught me a few chords and a buddy
of his taught me a bit more. Eventually my father said “If you’re going to be a musician, you get a
teacher, you learn the right way”. I had a wonderful teacher whose name was Anthony Panto, a
great guitarist, mandolinist and I studied for four or five years.
When I was a kid, before I became anybody, my parents took
me to a place called Sleepy Hollow Ranch, near Quakertown,
Pennsylvania about 40 miles from Philadelphia. That was a
big distance in those days and my father had a ’36 Ford that
just about made it. I saw these guys who came out with
cowboy hats, Bill Haley and the Saddlemen. I’d never heard
of these guys but when they started playing… woah, this is
really what I want to start doing now. They inspired me Danny Cedrone from South Philadelphia, what a great
guitarist he was. If anybody influenced my guitar work it was him. He fell down the steps and
broke his neck at 36 years old. What disappoints me is nobody talks about him anymore. The only
thing with him was that compared to us teenagers he was already a middle aged guy.
By the time I was 15 years old I was already fairly accomplished as a musician. Years ago we had
a tradition that the night before a wedding you’d go to the bride’s house and serenade her outside
the window; “I love you truly…” plink, plink, plink and I’d make five bucks. Five bucks was a
lot of money. That’s how I started; tap rooms (you call them pubs) where I’d bring the guitar in and
make a couple of bucks here and there and finally I got into the nightclub industry. Basically I’m a
nightclub entertainer. I started working the nightclub circuit; my
father was making $75 a week and I was making $150 a week
and in those days you took the pay home in an envelope and
gave it to your mother. We didn’t go out and blow it, it helped the
family.
This went on for a number of years and finally I did the Paul
Whiteman Show. For those folks that don’t know, he was a very
famous orchestra leader of the 1930s and ‘40s - Bing Crosby got
his start with him. A wonderful rotund man, played violin. I won
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my family’s first refrigerator on that show. You could win a prize every week and if you won for five
weeks in a row you had the choice of a car or a refrigerator; I got the refrigerator because we
didn’t have one. The show was broadcast on both television and radio and this gentleman driving
in from New York heard me sing and play guitar. The next day I got home, we didn’t have a
telephone in the house, and I got a telegram saying he thought I was talented and he wanted to
offer me a record contract. I was 15½ years old.
That began my recording career. I went to New York, cut my first two or three songs for Cadillac
Records, no big deal but what a wonderful experience for a kid. New York City, great musicians. I
have to mention this man’s name as he really gave me my start in show business - he was from
Charlotte, North Carolina but he had this record company in New York and his name was Graham
Prince, God rest his soul. He tried his best for me, small potatoes really, but he got me started in
the business. This went on for a couple of years and after I left Cadillac I recorded for a
Philadelphia company called Twentieth Century. Once again no great success but I was building
up my chops as a musician and I was building up a fan base because I was still working in
nightclubs at this point.
Finally, in 1956, after recording for these two companies, some chap
wanted to start a record company. At this point Elvis is becoming the
legend he became and he was looking for a tall, sexy, Elvis looking guy
who sang and played guitar. Evidently he couldn’t find a tall, sexy looking
guy so he wound up with me. He said “Charlie, we’re going to go into the
studio in December and we’re going to make a lot of money”. Well, he was
half right. We recorded a song about Christmas time, it was cold out, bitter,
went up the steps to Reco-Art studios and cut the two sides Ninety Nine
Ways and Butterfly. From December to March, as the record progressed
up the charts, I had not only a hit record but a number one hit. My God, I
thought my mother was going to say “Get up Charlie, it’s time to go to
school”. It was like a dream. That changed my whole life of course. On the
strength of that record, I did the Ed Sullivan show which was the pinnacle
of show business back then. I was on with movie stars - a tremendous
show. I had two or three top twenty hit records that year.
At this particular point I got a chance to come to Britain and perform WOW! You gotta be kidding me. A country I’d read about all my life,
your history is unbelievable compared to America which is only a couple
of hundred years old. I was booked here by Lew and Leslie Grade and
Harold Davison, they were the big three in England at the time. I took
the ship and we landed in Le Havre the night before on the Mauritania
and the next day I landed in Southampton and did my first show there
and I was booked to tour the British Isles for my six week contract. I was
a hit here and people loved me. You’ve got to remember only Bill Haley
preceded me with his band and I came as a solo act. I worked all the
Empire Moss theatres from London to Scotland. I had to work with the
pit orchestra - I’m on stage by myself (I had to take my own amplifier as
they didn’t have anything big enough for me to play through) and when I
played my first show people loved me. What can I tell you, it was
destiny. They extended the tour from six weeks to ten weeks and it was
wonderful. I did a couple of TV shows, Six-Five Special, I headlined
Sunday Night at the London Palladium with Shirley Bassey as my supporting act that night. I met
Tommy Steele for the first time and his wife to be so I have all these wonderful memories of
people I met. We did pretty good and I had more hit records here than I did in my own country.
Britain was my salvation later on in life. The following year my wife Joan and I got married and we
spent our honeymoon here with a second tour of six or eight weeks.
Denis Hoare: You were there before the start of Rock'n'Roll - what was it like and did you realise
how big it was going to become?
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I don’t think anybody recognised it. When I grew up I didn’t have anything to listen to called
Rock'n'Roll but I listened to people like Fats Waller (nothing like Rock'n'Roll) and I listened to a lot
of black music growing up because it had that Rock'n'Roll feel. My mother was a big country fan
so I had that country influence and my father was a fan of big bands so you put those three
together and my head was bursting with these sounds and I picked up a little bit from each and I
was prepared for this thing called Rock'n'Roll when it came. If you listen to my early records from
’51 to ’56 I was already playing Rock'n'Roll but there was no name for it.
I think it came in gradually but none of us really appreciated it. When Elvis hit the scene then the
whole thing became moot, everybody wanted to be Elvis Presley. I never wanted to be Elvis
Presley; I wanted to be Charlie Gracie because I never believed in being second banana. You are
who you are. When you play one of my records I think you’ll recognise it’s me, when you play
Jerry Lee Lewis you recognise the sound, Fats Domino the same. I don’t want to sound like
somebody, I have my own sound. It was a difficult time because you’re a kid, a teenager but I
remember Johnny Ray’s first record… I fell in love with Johnny Ray. Great. I was in high school
and I thought it was a girl at first. I finally met him in London for the first time many years ago and
then we worked together.
Suddenly it was like a rocket ride; Rock'n'Roll was in and it changed the whole mood, not only in
America and Britain but the whole world. Elvis was a phenomenon and a lot of us rode on his
coattails. There was only one Elvis Presley whether you like him or not.
I have a book out called ‘Rock'n'Roll’s Hidden Giant’ which I did not name
by the way; a friend of mine, a Roman Catholic priest, said “This is the
name of your book Charlie”. I said “Bless it before it’s too late”. I’ve
performed all these years and my greatest love was coming to this country
- I must have been here 50 times already in my career. I love it here, I
think the people are great (that’s why they all it Great Britain) and we’ve
had a love affair all these years. When I come here I feel like I’m home.
Back home they tease me and call me a Limey I’ve been here so often. I
say “You’re damn right and I’m proud of it!” I can talk for two weeks about
my career, there’s no end to it. I’m still here and I’m still performing and
this coming May, God willing, I’ll be 81 years old but I still feel like I’m 35.
My hair’s a little messed up tonight but at least I still got hair - most guys
my age wear a hat. Nothing personal Keith.
After the ‘50s and into the ‘60s, what happened then?
The guy that told me we’d make a lot of money disappointed me. I got this guy started - I’m not
taking all the credit but I’ll take part of it - I’m the artist, he’s the producer and it’s a marriage
getting a hit record, it’s not all one person. One thing led to another and I thought I was being
cheated out of my royalties, as we all are in this business. When he came to my house he didn’t
come with a lawyer he called my mother who made home-made soup. Now all of a sudden he’s
talking to a lawyer. I don’t have a lawyer - I come from a poor family and the only time we got a
lawyer is when somebody wanted to lock you up. Eventually we settled out of court for x amount
of dollars as I just wanted to get away from the guy as my career wasn’t advancing, I saw myself
starting to stagnate. I then went with one of the biggest companies in the world, Decca Records,
Coral. I cut some great songs with Dick Jacobs there. I went with Roulette and recorded there.
Everybody still believed in my talent. The problem was that when I tried to sue this man he was a
partner with Dick Clark of American Bandstand and I cut my own throat. I didn’t know he was a
partner or I would have kept my mouth shut but it was too late.
They stopped playing my records and they had a network of people around America where one
guy would control 15 or 20 different disc jockeys and you needed them to get a hit. You can have
the greatest song in the world but if nobody hears it, nobody’s going to buy it. My career went from
way up to all the way down. I went from $1,000 a night to $50 a night, that’s how bad things got. I
had a good wife who stuck with me and a child at this time. My son was born and then my
daughter three years later and they wanted me to come back to Britain but I turned it down as I
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couldn’t afford to leave my family alone. It’s a wonder I hadn’t committed suicide with what’s
happened to me in my life. I never drank, I never took dope, I come from the school of hard
knocks, you pull your boot straps up and you go to work. I worked with guys who’d say “Hey pal, I
thought you was a big star, what you doing in this dump?” I’d say “Hey, I’m trying to make a living,
am I hurting you? You pay two dollars for that beer? Here’s your two dollars now get the hell out.
Don’t aggravate me I’m trying to make a living”. They love to kick you when you’re down.
Over the years you meet all these fellers, some of them are great, some of them are nice, some of
them you want to get out of the room. Everybody’s different and we all have our own character.
I’ve always tried to be an artist of the people. You want to see me, I’m available to anybody, I just
don’t like being taken advantage of. “You know what pal, take two steps back. I gave you the shirt
off my back, the shoes off my feet, now you want my shorts! I’m not going to walk around naked
for nobody!”
I had to start all over again from scratch. I never got to the point of fame
that I reached in the beginning but I’ve built a fan base not only through
America but throughout the world. I’ve played 15 countries already.
Everybody still knows who Charlie Gracie is. The only thing is I never got
rich like some of the other artists did. God bless them, I don’t have any
animosity to them, I don’t even hate the man who gypped me. That’s life, I
survive, they’re all gone, Charlie Gracie’s still here. I don’t know how
much time I’ve got left but I’m going to be me until they put dirt in my face.
Whatever you see talking to you right now is me; no pretences, I tell it like
it is. You either like me or you don’t; if you don’t, when you see me cross the street, I don’t want to
talk to you. That’s how I am and it’s worked. Sometimes maybe I’m a little stubborn but I am what I
am. God made me this way and I’m going to die this way.
The 1970s is when you came back to the UK.
I didn’t come here for 21 years and I figured everybody had forgotten who I was at that point. I ran
across my agent Bernie Rothbard, a good man who kept me working, who had said “Charlie,
you’ve got talent, you’ll always work”. Bernie took a plane trip over and met Paul Barrett from
Wales - he met three or four guys but thought Paul was the most honest so let’s go with him. I
therefore came back again in 1979 and, lo and behold, my audience was still there. It was smaller
pubs and things, not the London Palladium or the Hippodrome where I had headlined, but these
people still liked me. It started building and building again to the point where I am today. I could
move here and make a living here if I wanted to. Naturally my roots are in America but I’ve come
here 40 or 50 times, I’ve lost track. I still do 60 or 70 dates at home, even today. I have my own
little trio and we do a couple of sets a night and every place we play, we’re full. Of course, we’re
not playing to arenas, we play to 300, 600 people, occasionally 2,000. I played the Lincoln Center,
5,000 people with James Burton and Sleepy LaBeef. We had such a great time.
You’ve been here every year since 1979.
Just about, and then I’ve played 13 or 14 other countries where they still know who Charlie Gracie
is. I’ve cut albums here in Europe, in Germany, in England, Italy, Finland.
I’ve got one at home that you did with Dave Travis.
Dave Travis, a great kid, very talented in his own right, plays guitar but he got into the smart end
of the business - he found the way to make the money. I never was a good businessman I’m
afraid - money burns a hole in my pocket.
When did you decide to start writing your book?
Everything that ever came to me in my life I never solicited, it just came to me. I’m a great believer
in God’s will. It’s funny how things turn out in life; when you’re down, somebody’s always there to
pick you up, and he picked me up many a time. I’m not a religious fanatic but I do believe in Jesus
Christ and if he ain’t who he said he is there’s no hope for any man on Earth. Nobody else
promised you eternity except him. That’s my personal belief and if you agree with it or not is
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immaterial to me. Of course, having a good family, a good wife and kids, my roots are always
solid. Even if I had come out of show business and had to sell used cars, I could still make a
living. I had an insurance man come to my house one day who said “Charlie, if you wanted to sell
insurance you could make a million dollars a year”. I said “I don’t want to sell insurance. I want to
sing and play guitar”.
So everything that ever came to me I never asked for; the record deal, the second record deal, the
third, the movie I made and finally a couple of years ago a publisher came to me and said they
would like my life story. I asked “Why? I’m not Paul McCartney, I’m not a super star?” They said
that in my time I was as big as these guys only the money wasn’t there. Where we made $1,000 a
night they make $100,000 a night. That’s the difference, times have changed; they play arenas
now, there were no arenas, a theatre was the biggest thing and I played to 3,000 people twice a
day, seven days a week. That was a big venue and they’d only charge a couple of bucks to come
and see us. You want to go see Paul McCartney today it’s $300 a ticket times 19,000 seats. Over
the years these superstars have asked to meet me. I said “They’ve gotta be crazy, what they want
to meet me for?” Paul McCartney, Graham Nash, I toured with Van Morrison - these guys are
superstars, multi-millionaires. “Well Charlie, the reason we want you with us is because you, and
other people like you, inspired us to become what we are.” I never thought I’d inspired anybody, I
was happy with making a buck. We were poor people and the little stardom I had changed our
lives.
All the guys that cheated me have all gone and I’m still here and I’m fulfilling my destiny and for
the time that I’ve got left I’m going to continue doing this until it’s time to go. Nobody lives
forever… and we’ll all meet in the great by and by and we shall meet on that beautiful shore…
some of us will meet there and the rest of us will be down there digging. What can I tell you?
Thanks Charlie, that was fantastic.
I hope I didn’t give everybody a headache.
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The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com

Letter to the Editor
Your latest magazine is as usual a gas. I particularly enjoyed your interview with that national
treasure Chas McDevitt which kick started my memory banks and made me recall the mean and
cold winter of '59. This was when I and a drape suited buddy, Richard MacCarthy, known after a
Chet Atkins number “Boo Boo Stick Beat”, decided to live in London with no money but high on
energy and youth.
The tales we could tell. But I’ll stay with this one.
One of the coffee bars we hung out in was Chas’s
‘Freight Train’ with a wall or two proudly covered
with great US black vocal groups; The Clovers,
Clyde McPhatter, Drifters, Moonglows etc. etc. The
older lady serving then seemed to be Chas’s mum
who I recall enthusing about his endeavours.
So we’re in there this evening when a bunch of US
sailors show up, hitting Chuck Berry’s ‘Back In The
USA’ on the juke box. A couple of black guys are
jumping jiving and doing the bop when one of their
crew, a white guy, slides up to us saying "Those
guys couldn’t do that back in the USA".
Boo Boo responds "But you’re not in the States are you, you’re in Britain so f***ing cool it". The
sailor didn’t like this and seemed to be on the verge of taking this stuff further, when the black
guys sense something is happening and begin to pay attention.
Blacks and teds united as racists fade away. The rocking was rolled for the rest of the night.
It was our regular haunt while we lived in what was then The Big Smoke. You should have been
there... Hell maybe you were...
Paul Barrett
Penarthsville
The Last Resort
Wales
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Call Me
I've finally rid myself of the technically incompetent behemoth that is
British Telecom.
In the fiercely competitive race to the bottom as the worst possible
customer service provider it was always best to bet on BT for the
title, as fifty years of personal frustration can confirm.
Strong contenders for the dishonour include Barclays Bank and most lawyers, by
the way. But BT really took the biscuit on my last and final dealings with this idiotic
organisation.
For the past 25 years I have been paying a premium to have a memorable business
line ending 512512. It is on speed dial on most of what we used to refer to as Fleet
Street newsdesks, as well as magazines, radio and TV stations and others for whom
I provide occasional services.
Everyone can remember this number; it is used almost exclusively by friends, family
and those wishing to sell me double glazing, loft insulation and refunds on wrongly
applied payment protection insurance.
I took part in a survey from an unsolicited caller and told
them my name was George Formby. Finally getting bored
with telling unwanted nuisances that he was leaning on a
lamppost, was with Mr Wu, or cleaning windows, I decided
instead to bellow “Fuck Off” to anyone enquiring after Mr
Formby. It happened two or three times a day, most often
when I was in the loo.
But I digress. This 512 number was one of two telephone
lines into my house, and since my computer was
connected to the other landline, I continued to pay two
bills.
Then I moved two miles south. Since my business line was
of long standing, I asked British Telecom to transfer it to
my new address. I was still in the 01702 dialling code area, and still had the
postcode starting SS9. A simple job, one would have thought.
But I was into British Telecom wonderland, remember. I was told it was not
technically possible by a minion. Ha, ha, I thought, and placed a call to the British
Telecom national press office who have rescued me in the past from other
stupidities wrought on me by this gormless outfit.
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Finally, I got a call from some highly placed executive, no doubt fearful of what I
might write this time concerning this not-fit-for-purpose shower. He confirmed it
was not technically possible. Really? Then how come a third party service provider
could transfer 01702 512512 anywhere in the world for a mere £8 a month extra?
I could be sitting on a yacht in the Mediterranean or up a Himalayan mountain, and
I could make and receive phone calls on that number.
However, this was my chance to escape the clutches of this former monopoly, the
parallel incompetence of the so-called Telephone Preference Service which
supposedly screens nuisance calls, and start again, afresh.
So I've gone with Sky, and so far, no problems. If I do get problems, I'll get back to
you.
Meanwhile, accompanying me on my move was the latest, and possibly the last,
local telephone directory.
We decided to eat out in the pub 50 yards from the front door, so I looked up the
number. Odd, an answerphone instead of a person. No matter, I'll walk over and
book a table. When I got my bill, I realised that the real telephone number of the
venue was totally different from the one in the directory.
A week later, a different restaurant with former neighbours. Again,
look up the number in the phone book and book a table. No reply.
OK, I'll check the internet. Oh, no, also an entirely different
number from the one in the book.
Irritated that the only two numbers I had looked up this year were
completely wrong, I checked on the publishers of the directory,
ready to include Thomson's or whoever it was, in this final blast at
BT.
You guessed it. It was a British Telecom publication.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Thursday, September 28, 2017
Ponderosa Stomp
I kicked off my latest US road trip yesterday (along with Alan Lloyd, Dave Carroll and Lee
Wilkinson) and did it in style, by going to the legendary Tipitina's in New Orleans to see the
equally legendary Skatalites. It's a venue I used to visit regularly when I was in town, but good
shows there are few and far between now. This was a good one though.
The openers, reggae band Jamaican ME Breakfast Club, were no great shakes, but I enjoyed the
Skatalites a lot, even though the line-up has changed a great deal since I last saw them ten or so
years ago. The only original member now is singer Doreen Shaffer, but they have the sixties
Jamaican drummer Sparrow Thompson with them, along with veteran Jamaican bassist Val
Douglas. The keyboard player and band leader Ken Stewart led the band well and also did some
crazy dance moves at one point, whilst the horn section was in the best tradition of the Skatalites.
The band began by counting down to Freedom and quickly showed they knew what they were
about. James Bond 007 followed, along with the Don Drummond number Confucius and Latin
Goes Ska, from the band's Treasure Isle days, all of them excellent. Ken then brought Doreen to
the stage and she launched into My Boy Lollipop, made famous by Millie. Doreen's voice was
strong and the crowd loved her. They grooved to the ska of Delroy Wilson's Can't You See, Bob
Marley's Nice Time, When I Fall In Love and Sugar Sugar. This was genuine sixties ska and great
to hear. It was back to instrumentals then with Rockford Rock, with some audience participation,
and the two biggest Skatalites hits Guns of Navarone and Phoenix City. Personally I didn't think
the youngish horn section, comprising Travis Antoine on trumpet, Zem Audu on trumpet and
Buford O'Sullivan on trombone, quite matched the guts and drive of the original Navarone, but
they were all very good musicians and did not disappoint. Doreen returned to the stage finally for
You're Wondering Now (the theme for TV show Death In Paradise) and we adjourned to our hotel,
after a long day of travel, well satisfied.
September 29
After New Orleans we travelled on to Lafayette, stopping off at New Iberia, where I bought a few
records from the same junk shop where I got some last year. We stopped for lunch in Abbeville,
home town of Warren Storm and Bobby Charles. It's quite pretty in the centre but dead, like many
other small towns in the South.
In the evening we went to the Acadiana Centre for The Arts in Lafayette for Take Me To The
River, the second in a series of concerts around the US promoting the film of the same name
about Memphis soul, directed by Martin Shore. I saw a similar show in London a couple of years
ago and was looking forward to seeing two of its stars, Bobby Rush and William Bell, again. Sadly
the third star of the London concert, Otis Clay, has died, but he had a more than adequate
replacement in Charlie Musselwhite, who I haven't seen in many years.
The first part of last night's show, lasting about half an hour, turned out to have nothing to do with
the movie, featuring local musicians the Blue Monday House Band, which included Lil Buck
Sinegal on guitar. Various members of the band did one number each, including an excellent Your
Love Is Slipping Away by Lil Buck. Other numbers included Higher And Higher, Let's Straighten It
Out and Having A Party. It was all fine, but then they vacated the stage with no explanation.
The main show followed, introduced by Boo Mitchell, son of Willie, after a clip from the movie with
some great singing by Otis Clay. The live music kicked off with Willie's 20-75 played expertly by
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the band, not surprising since it included several members of the Hi Rhythm Section. Just as in
London the show featured several younger artists, who detracted, rather than added to the overall
impact. The first of these was Ashton Riker, a graduate of the Stax Academy, who did four
numbers (more than anyone else), two by Al Green and two by Otis Redding. He was joined on
stage at various times by Frayser Boy and Al Kapone, who rapped, rather than sang. Ashton's
voice is okay but this section went on too long, given that we were there for the real stars.
It was a relief when the great Bobby Rush appeared, as youthful as ever aged nearly 84, dressed
in a red suit, and gave us Porcupine Meat, Do The Push and Pull (a duet with Frayser Boy) and
Garbage Man. Next up was Charlie Musselwhite who was also excellent on his three numbers,
Your Love Can Keep Me Warm, James Cotton's West Helena Blues and I'm Going Home To You.
Charlie had his metal harp case with him and blew his harps well, as did, of course, Bobby, and it
was a real pleasure to see him. Finally it was the turn of William Bell, looking smart as ever. He
began with Easy Coming Out, Hard Going In and was in great voice, as he was in his next number
Private Number, a duet with one of the backing singers. A pity then that his final number I Forgot
To Be Your Lover should be spoiled by the arrival onstage of Al Kapone, who rapped
inappropriately. Fortunately William was able to continue alone, dropping the volume and the pace
and showing off his brilliant voice, then ending in a terrific climax. All the acts then came onstage
to celebrate a show that was good in parts. The three great veteran artists showed the youngsters
how it should be done, exposing the shallowness of much of today's music. Long may Bobby,
Charlie and William reign.
October 1
The four intrepid adventurers headed north out of Lafayette towards Monroe, stopping off for
breakfast in Opelousas in Cajun country and the small former river boat town of Columbia.
Monroe was a pleasant surprise, with a historic antiques quarter, where I bought some cheap 45s
and a riverside bar where we had a couple of beers. We did a lot of that during the trip.
Our main destination was the North Louisiana Blues Festival in nearby Richwood which promised
over a dozen fairly obscure blues and southern soul artists. Having eventually found the field it
was being held in, we proved to be the only white people there until the unexpected arrival of
Dave and Julie Thomas. The event was quite poorly attended and took a long time to really get
going. A number of the artists sang to backing tracks, including a rapper called D-Whit, a female
southern soul singer called Lady Trucker, Magic One, who had an excellent soulful voice, a
younger singer, very popular with the middle aged ladies who were there, by the name of
Rhomey, and a guy called Till 1, who stripped to the waist in the searing heat. The only act with
proper instruments during the afternoon were the Sugar Ray Blues Band, who were quite good.
Things really took off with the arrival of Nathaniel Kimble, a young soul singer in the Mel Waiters
mould, with two girl backing singers and a decent band. This was largely good time music with
songs including You Make Me Happy, Clap Your Hands, I'm Wondering and I Got On My Dancing
Shoes, but he also showed off his voice to good effects on classics like Tyrone Davis's Sure
Wasn't Me and Bobby Womack's That's The Way I Feel About You. Next up was the 'Redbone Of
The Saxophone' Sweet Angel, who I saw a couple of years ago at the King Biscuit Festival.
Backed by three young girl singers, hers was a risqué act (she said she believes in the 'power of
the pussy') with plenty of sexual innuendo and excellent stage presence. Songs included Don't
You Wish You Had A Girl Like Me, Juking At The Hole In The Wall, Actions Speak Louder Than
Words and My Toot Toot, before she picked up her sax for This Thrill Is Real and Purple Rain.
After a couple of well performed numbers by a guy called Blues Boy Bo, more raunchiness
followed with the next act L J Echols, a tall young man with a voice well suited to southern soul.
Much of his act was taken up with some amusing, if rather adult, audience participation. He invited
four ladies onto the stage and members of the band performed faux sex acts on them while he
took over their instruments. The audience clearly loved it, as did the ladies. Songs included Had
To Tell Somebody, the bluesy Take It All and Peter Pumpkin Eater. All good fun, and the sort of
act you would probably only get to see at a southern soul show.
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Finally it was the turn of Theodis Ealey, the Stand Up In It Man as he's known, who was limited to
just 30 minutes as the show was over running. Dressed rather like a cowboy he's an excellent
guitarist who was equally at home on soul numbers such as his hit, and blues such as Big Legged
Woman. The by now very sparse crowd really enjoyed his act and I would have loved to have
seen more.
Overall, this was a day of two halves, with the four bands in the evening more than making up for
some of the backing track artists earlier in the day. Southern soul is very much a black genre and
fairly limited in its geographical range, but exciting and interesting. I love it.
October 4
We drove north out of Monroe, crossing part of Arkansas, and entering Mississippi at Greenville. A
couple of years ago we searched for the blues marker for Jimmy Reed without success. This time
we had another go and eventually found it. We continued on to Clarksdale, our base for three
nights. There's a new bar in town called Levons where the Blues Doctors were playing and where
we had a beer and later a meal. That evening we went to Red's to see Lucious Spiller. He's a fine
guitarist but seemed to be playing for the tourists as he had a varied set, only part of which was
blues.
Next day we toured around looking for more blues markers and found one for Junior Parker in
Bobo and for Robert Nighthawk in Friars Point. There's also a marker there for Conway Twitty,
whose parents ran a bar at nearby Moon Lake. We also found a marker for the Jelly Roll Kings at
Lula. All these little towns are semi derelict as the population has left. In the evening we went to
Cleveland for a free concert in tribute to John Lee Hooker by three fine young bluesmen, Marquise
Knox, Jontavius Willis and Kingfish Ingram. They were note perfect on Hooker songs such as
Dimples, I'm In The Mood, Boogie Chillen, Crawling King Snake and Boom Boom, and were
joined on stage by Hooker's daughter Zakiya, who sang One Bourbon, One Scotch, One Beer.
Delta blues looks to be safe in their hands.
On Tuesday we visited some more markers, for Hooker himself in Vance and Sunnyland Slim in
Lambert. We also made a return visit to Tutwiler, where W C Handy encountered the blues, and
paid our respects to Sonny Boy Williamson at his grave. There are plans for a blues auditorium in
Tutwiler. I wonder if it will ever see the light of day.
Things are looking up, however, in nearby Cleveland, where only the second Grammy Museum,
after the one in Los Angeles, opened last year. It's an impressive place, with lots of interactive
exhibits, but it seems to be trying to cover rather too much musical history in rather a superficial
way. The John Lee Hooker exhibit which is currently there is good though. Connected to the
museum are a series of concerts in the Bologna Performing Arts Centre in Cleveland. We were
lucky enough to catch a concert by the great Aaron Neville, a man whose voice never fails to send
shivers down my spine. Backed by just a pianist, he sang upwards of 30 songs, ranging from the
Drifters to Leonard Cohen, Nat King Cole, blues and gospel, even a touch of Bob Marley. The
highlights, though, were the songs that really showed Aaron's exquisite voice to its fullest extent,
including Ave Maria, Danny Boy, The Grand Tour, Louisiana 1927 (a real standout), Yellow Moon
and, to end, Tell It Like It Is. Aaron has one of the most beautiful voices on the planet and on this
evidence it is still very much intact.
October 7
Hurricane Nate has blown away the second evening of the Ponderosa Stomp as there is a 6pm
curfew today. But there's been much to enjoy so far. The first two days featured conference
sessions on a variety of topics, all of which were of interest. The first day included a session on
music in Bourbon Street in the ‘60s, with George Porter Jr, and this was followed by a discussion
of gospel label Rosemont with Al Taylor, Andrew Jackson and James Williams. There were some
amusing memories of South Rampart Street by Deacon John, who gave vivid descriptions of the
tailors, pawn shops and bars, and a really interesting session on Mary Jane Hooper, a soul singer
who recorded with Allan Toussaint and Eddie Bo. Soul man Winfield Parker from Baltimore
reminisced about his records and touring with Little Richard, while Willie West recalled his early
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days in Louisiana as a member of the Sharks and his swamp pop/soul career including a spell as
vocalist with the Meters - an interview moderated by John Broven. Maggie Lewis joined husband
Alton Warwick and members of swamp pop group the Riff Raffs in a discussion on Ram Records
of Shreveport, while the day finished with the Ragin' Cajun Doug Kershaw. Also present, in the
audience, were Dickie Tapp and Seamus McGarvey, along with Dave Thomas, Ronnie Cook,
John Marriott and Noah Shaffer.
Day two's interviews began with a John Broven interview with Sam Montelbano, the man behind
the Montel and Michele labels, and there was an emotional session about Norton Records and cofounder Billy Miller with his partner Miriam Linna, Deke Dickerson and Michael Hurtt. Other
sessions included Evie Sands, a singer who missed out when other acts such as the Hollies and
Merrilee Rush covered her songs, a great life story of Reggie Young, a man whose brilliant guitar
work can be heard on dozens of soul records, introduced by Red Kelly, the life of Keep A Knockin'
drummer Charles Connor, amusing memories of Rufus Thomas by his daughters Carla and
Vaneese, and a hilarious session with Gary US Bonds.

Billy Boy Arnold

Warren Storm

Willie West

The first evening's live music, and as it turned out the only one, was terrific. After some blues from
Billy Boy Arnold, there was some swamp pop from T K Hulin, who was good on I Got Loaded and
Say Girl, and G G Shinn, who was a little dull I thought. Warren Storm then did a couple of
numbers, including Lonely Lonely Nights and Prisoners Song. The next four acts were all
excellent. Willie West got into gear with The Greatest Love and Don't Be Ashamed To Cry.
Winfield Parker, dressed in sparkly jacket and gold shoes, danced around the stage and was
excellent on SOS, Rocking In The Barnyard and They Call Me Mr Clean. There was more dancing
from Archie Bell on hits such as Gonna Be A Showdown and Tighten Up and a song called
Strategy.

Winfield Parker

Archie Bell

Barbara Lynn

The best was yet to come with the Gulf Coast soul queen Barbara Lynn on Got A Good Thing
Going, Don't Be Cruel, You'll Lose A Good Thing, Sugar Coated Love and a duet with Evie Sands.
Roy Head, now recovered from illness, was as wild as ever on Treat Her Right, Just A Little Bit
and My Babe. And Doug Kershaw was superb, and equally wild, on Diggy Diggy Do, Louisiana
Man, Cajun Joe and others. Overall a great night of obscure music. Long may the Stomp survive.
And two fingers to Hurricane Nate. Dr Ike is arranging some additional day time shows so all is not
lost.
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October 8
It turned out to be the hurricane that never was. Nate moved to the east of
New Orleans and caused no problems in the city. But by then it was too
late, as the Mayor had ordered a curfew, meaning that the second night of
the Ponderosa Stomp couldn't go ahead. It wasn't all bad news though as
Dr Ike, the man who has master minded all 13 Stomps to date, managed
to arrange some sets at the Ace Hotel. And very good they were too, as
the small room they took place in was a lot more intimate than the
Orpheum Theatre where the first night's show was held.
Guitar Lightning Lee, performing for the first time in a year after illness,
began proceedings with some blues, before Los Straitjackets set the room
alight with some stunning instrumentals, including Space Mosquito and
Itchy Chicken. They were joined on stage by various vocalists for Hanky
Panky, Cruel To Be Kind and, Tom 'Spongebob' Kenny, for Ooh Poo Pah Doo. Next up were the
Stomping Riff Raffs, a young Japanese band comprising an energetic male singer and three
masked female instrumentalists. They were great fun on a succession of high energy two minute
numbers. Rockabilly man Johnny Knight came next, looking dapper with shiny black hair and
matching moustache, who was very good on Rock and Roll Guitar, Snake Shake and What
Happened Last Night. He was backed by Deke Dickerson, which helped of course.

Los Straitjackets

Tom 'Spongebob' Kenny

Johnny Knight

The most popular act with the crowd came next, a garage band from Portland called the
Mummies, who dressed the part. They were terrible: tuneless, loud and extremely basic.
Unadulterated rubbish, but what do I know? The crowd loved them. The room quickly cleared
once they finished and I was able to get to the front for a short set by Evie Sands, a left handed
guitarist and a singer who showed that she is still on top of her game. She included a couple of
numbers made famous by other artists (her fate throughout her career), I Can't Let Go and Take
Me For A Little While. Excellent stuff, but the best act was the last one of the day, Gary US Bonds,
backed by Los Straitjackets. He started appropriately enough with New Orleans, continued with I
Wanna Holler, a song he said he had sung only four times in 50 years, and ended with his anthem
A Quarter To Three. Gary is a joy to watch - very funny as well as a decent singer - and his set
was just great, if inevitably short.

The Mummies

Evie Sands
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Gary US Bonds

We had to leave the hotel soon after this to comply with the curfew and it's a real shame that
some of the other acts who were scheduled to appear didn't do so, including Roy Gaines and
Vaneese and Carla Thomas, who were in the hotel at the time. The Mayor has a lot to answer for,
making his premature and, in the end, totally unnecessary order, for no doubt political reasons.
But a good day all the same. We stocked up on beer and sandwiches for an evening in expecting
the hurricane, but it didn't materialise.
October 11
The Stomp may be over but the music has continued for the most part. After foolishly staying at
the hotel to watch a disappointing England game we went to the Ace Hotel for the gospel brunch
and caught a great set by the Mighty Rocks of Harmony, a nine piece group immaculately dressed
in lilac three piece suits and brown and white shoes. After a trip to Domino and Euclid for some
records and a decent meal on Bourbon Street we went to One Eyed Jacks. The support group
Redondo Beat featured two go go dancers but were otherwise quite boring, but the Royal
Pendletons, featuring Michael Hurtt, were excellent. As well as some garage type numbers they
included blues classics such as Lonely Lonely Nights and Toussaint McCall's Nothing Takes The
Place Of You. Deke Dickerson guested on one number.
Next day we headed up to Mississippi, stopping off at Hazlehurst where Robert Johnson was
born. There's a small museum there and I bought some interesting promo 45s from an antique
shop. We met up with Noah Shaffer in Farish Street, Jackson, and went for a coffee. He's on his
way to Richmond and then Detroit, but no doubt we will be catching him in the UK again soon. In
the evening we made a return visit to the Blue Monday blues jam at Hal and Mal's. Dorothy Moore
was there celebrating her birthday but unfortunately didn't sing. There were plenty of others who
did, however, backed by an excellent guitarist called Lonnie George plus band. These included
Abdul Rasheed, Pat Brown, who hosted the evening, a good bluesman called Fred T, several
female singers, including Patricia Thomas and a busty lady called Sheila, a soul man called Denis
who was good on a couple of Johnny Taylor numbers, and Percy, dressed in a sparkly jacket, who
was excellent on a couple of Al Green songs. Finally Pat and Denis duetted on Since I Fell For
You and Daddy's Home.

Nick with Dorothy Moore

Pat Brown

Nick with Patricia Thomas

The following day started well with breakfast at an IHOP where the chatty waitress reminded us of
Mrs Overall. We drove through Port Gibson and Fayette looking at blues markers and arrived in
Natchez. David Dreyer at the local African American museum gave us a fascinating tour and talk
about the racial history and black literature of the area and we took a look at more markers,
including one for the Ealey family overlooking the river. Things started to go downhill from there.
We drove to Baton Rouge and had great trouble finding where the hotels were located. Then we
went to a bar where Henry Gray was supposed to be playing only to find that he was unwell. To
top it all we found that a tyre on the rental car had been damaged by a pot hole. We will need to
sort that out in the morning before we can continue our road trip. Never mind. The evening meal
and beers were good, even without music.
October 12
Wednesday in Baton Rouge proved to be a day to remember for all the right reasons. We looked
around for a breakfast place, eventually settling for Twin Peaks which, we discovered, has the
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same dress policy for its young nubile staff as Hooters. Rather non PC but easy on the eye, and
the food was good too. We set off in the morning to look for Slim Harpo's grave and called in at a
little museum in Port Allen for directions. There's a juke joint there that's been moved from
somewhere else and which isn't up and running yet, although local bluesman Kenny Neal has
played there. The directions led us to the marker for Slim Harpo, a couple of miles out of town, but
not the grave and we spent a fruitless hour looking for it before discovering that it was in a
cemetery close to the marker.

The marker for Slim Harpo

Lee, Dave and Alan by the grave

On the way back into town we chanced on a place called Neal's Juke Joint on Plank Street and
checked it out. As we suspected, it's owned by Kenny Neal and his family and, what's more, found
out that there was live music in the evening. After a Lebanese meal in St Francisville we stopped
off first at Teddy's Juke Joint in Zachary which I went to once before. There was no live music but
Teddy Johnson is an affable guy with a smile on his face all the time. He welcomed us like old
friends, played some Slim Harpo and BB King from his disco stool, hidden behind dozens of
stuffed toys, and chatted to us, even refilling a pitcher of beer unasked and gratis. The place is full
of teddies, car licence plates and Christmas lights and is well worth a visit. But it was virtually
empty apart from us.

The group with Teddy Johnson

Alan and Teddy sharing a beer

From there we moved on to Neal's Juke Joint and what a night that turned out to be. As juke joints
go this is definitely the real thing, a bar for locals which plays the blues. Kenny Neal is away
touring in Europe but the band who played was great. It included Leroy Toussaint, a great nephew
of Allan, who could sing (his Release Me was fantastic), play keyboards and bass guitar. The lead
guitarist was Samuel Hogan, son of the great Silas Hogan, and the main keyboard player Brandon
Adams was fantastic. He plays with just his left hand, but what a player he is. After a break April
'Sexy Red' Jackson came on stage. She was great on Trapped By This Thing Called Love,
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Happiness and Tonight Is The Night and the audience, which included some exuberant ladies
celebrating a birthday and the principal of the local school, dressed in best shirt and tie and
braces, really got into it. Leroy returned to the microphone and was excellent on songs like Mel
Waiters' Got My Whisky, before calling Tyree Neal, latest bluesman in the Neal clan, to the stage.
He gave fabulous renditions of Candy Licker and Let's Straighten It Out and played guitar and
harmonica as well.

Neal's Juke Joint

April 'Sexy Red' Jackson

Tyree Neal

The welcome we got, as the only white people in the house, was tremendous and we were turning
away free drinks in the end. This is a fairly new club, but it's as authentic as any blues club I've
been to. An outstanding night and there was no way we were leaving before the end.
October 15
After the excitement of Baton Rouge we returned to New Orleans and checked out some music
landmarks, including the tomb of Ernie K-Doe and Earl King, the Dewdrop Inn and Fats Domino's
house, now seemingly empty. The evening’s entertainment was provided by Leroy Thomas and
the Zydeco Bluesrunners at the Rock & Bowl. A competent band enjoyed by the Cajun dancers.
Next day was the first of the Crescent City Blues & BBQ Festival, with two long standing local
bands playing. Luther Kent and Trick Bag had a six piece horn section and Luther's strong voice
was good on some Bobby Bland and BB King numbers, a New Orleans medley and the ubiquitous
(on this trip) Let's Straighten It Out. Deacon John's Jump Blues had an old style feel, with Deacon
John conducting, in between singing and playing guitar. He had a good female singer called Lady
T with him who was great on Clean Up Woman, but the set was mostly jump blues and standards.
We had heard that Guitar Slim Jr was playing at the Mother In Law Lounge so went along. It
wasn't the case, as a lady called Natasha was having a birthday party. We were invited in and
made welcome and had a drink while Dave chatted to a fellow Gooner who was there. The bar is
now owned by Kermit Ruffins and all references to former owner Ernie K-Doe inside have gone,
although the murals outside remain. Later we caught Little Freddie King at Siberia. He looked
smart as ever and finished every number by saying “Thank you very much. Thank you”. Hypnotic
and quite effective.

Dewdrop Inn

Fats Domino's house

Mother In Law Lounge

The first full day of the festival was mixed, with headliner Robert Cray in fine form, oozing class
throughout. Numbers included old favourites such as Strong Persuader and Smoking Gun, and
some newer numbers, including one having a dig at Trump. I also enjoyed Grady Champion, a
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dynamic showman with a hint of Howling Wolf in his voice. He included Smokestack Lightning,
plus South Side Of Town, Do Something and Baby Don't You Panic. He had something of the
preacher about him and is good to watch. Of the others, King Edward was fine on his Mississippi
blues, Louis 'Gearshifter' Youngblood was pretty soulful, Samantha Fish looked cool in her hot
pants and dark glasses but was a bit too rock orientated, A J Ghent proved to be a young funkster
with attitude, and John Mooney, with sousaphone accompaniment, provided some acceptable
New Orleans music. After the fest, we caught what proved to be the best set of the day, that of
Nikki Hill at the Ace Hotel. We had to wait for 90 minutes while a DJ twiddled with his knobs and
had a few beers. It was worth the wait. Nikki is a sassy and classy singer and really rocked
through her own numbers like Strutting, and classics such as I Know, The Girl Can't Help It, Sweet
Little Rock and Roller and New Orleans, finishing with Twisting The Night Away. Great stuff and
very enjoyable. We got wet on the way back and also a little pissed as Ronnie Cook insisted on a
final drink.
October 18
We are back from our epic US trip at last. Starring on the final day of the Crescent City Blues and
BBQ Festival was the irrepressible Bobby Rush, now just a month away from his 84th birthday.
His act was as energetic and amusing as ever, with his usual array of bluesy. bawdy material, plus
a couple of numbers from his recent Porcupine Meat album. With him was Mizz Lowe, looking fine
as ever, plus a new lady dancer. Even though I've seen his act many times, Bobby remains a true
delight.
Earlier in the day The New Soul Finders featured some numbers by Marilyn Barbarin, who made
some now collectable New Orleans style records in the 1960s. I expected rather more from gospel
trio the Como Mamas than they delivered, but Little Freddie King, who was on next, always
delivers. Starting a recording career rather late in life, with a debut album called Age Don't Mean A
Thing in 2016, Robert Finley, proved to be a man with a soulful voice, who was impressive on
numbers such as It's Too Late To Tell You I Love You and Is It Possible To Love Two People At
The Same Time? Walter ‘Wolfman’ Washington was a little too jazzy for my taste on his set
however.
On my final day in New Orleans I had the pleasure of having lunch with Ira Padnos, aka Dr Ike,
and his wife Shmuela at a great little restaurant called Sammy's. It was great to meet him properly
and hear about the trials and tribulations of putting on the Ponderosa Stomp over the years. It
really is a fantastic festival and it was such a shame that the Mayor's hurricane curfew wiped out
the second evening. Among the stars who didn't get to perform were Ray Gaines, Carla and
Vaneese Thomas, Frankie Miller and James Hand, but the afternoon shows at the Ace Hotel were
very much appreciated. Ira is taking a well-deserved rest for a while but I sure do hope that the
Stomp continues in the future. He alerted us to a final show at the Ace Hotel on Monday evening
featuring yet another of Michael Hurtt's bands, The Night Howlers. They put on a splendid show
featuring rock and roll and swamp pop material. What a trip it has been. So many great memories.
Monday, October 30, 2017
Doo-wop and more at the Tales From The Woods show
Classic doo-wop made a rare venture into London last
night with the Tales From The Woods Rock & Roll
Heritage Show at the 100 Club, promoted by Keith
Woods. The headliner was former lead singer of the
Flamingos Tommy Hunt who was backed by the
excellent Spanish doo-wop group The Velvet Candles.
But the show wasn't just about doo-wop: there was soul
and R&B from Zoot Money, Chuck Berry flavoured
Rock'n'Roll from Earl Jackson and blues from Ray
Phillips. And they were all backed by the unrivalled Tales
From The Woods band, featuring the 'lovely' John
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Spencely on lead guitar, Claire Hamlin on keyboards, Jeff Tuck on drums, Rob Davis on bass,
Alex Bland on sax and Dave Priseman on trumpet. It was a terrific show - possibly the best yet in
this long running series of Rock'n'Roll events.
DJ John Howard dedicated the show to Fats
Domino, but it was another late lamented rock
and roller, Chuck Berry, who dominated the
first set by Earl Jackson. Earl describes
himself as the 'love child of Chuck Berry', and
he certainly has more than enough
showmanship, excellent guitar work and vocal
ability to back that up. He rocked his way
through a series of Chuck Berry numbers,
including Roll Over Beethoven, No Particular
Place To Go, You Never Can Tell, Nadine
(well supported by the horn section), Little
Queenie and Johnny B Goode. He duck
walked, played his original Gibson guitar
(bought for £2.5k, he said) behind his head,
popped his eyes and generally worked up a storm during his 45 minutes on stage, ending, not
with Chuck, but with Howlin' Wolf's Howling For My Baby. An excellent start to the evening.
Following him was former frontman of the Nashville Teens Ray
Phillips, who included quite a bit of blues in his set. He began
brightly with Bo Diddley's Mona, but Red House, Hoochie
Coochie Man, Little Willie John's Need Your Love So Bad and
Parchman Farm showed he's a blues man at heart. He changed
the tempo with Nadine (again), Route 66 and Whole Lotta
Shakin' Going On and finished off, naturally enough, with his big
hit Tobacco Road. Ray isn't a dynamic performer, but at 78 he
showed that his vocal pipes are still good.
The next set, by Zoot Money, playing his
Hammond organ, brought back memories of
smoky sixties nights at the Flamingo and was a
joy. Zoot demonstrated his love of Ray Charles
with Hide Nor Hair and It Should've Been Me, and
did a great version of Sam and Dave's You Don't
Know Like I Know. Alex and Dave's horn breaks
were a match for the Memphis originals on that
one. Zoot had a light hearted moan about others
making it big back in the day on the back of three
minute 45s. His band's biggest hit Big Time
Operator showed that on his day he was more
than a match for some of the other sixties heroes.
He rocked through Robert Parker's Barefootin', and
brought a jazzy feel to Chuck Berry's Sweet Little Rock
and Roller, giving John Spencely a chance to show off a
different side to his always first class guitar work. Finally,
Zoot sang If Age Brings Wisdom, a jazzy number with a
wistful lyric: 'When will I find it?' was the essence. This was
a highly enjoyable set and Zoot remains a master of the
Hammond, well supported by Claire's piano work.
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Doo-wop came to the fore in the next set with the Velvet
Candles, a four man doo-wop group from Barcelona led
by Augie Burr, who were making their London debut.
Keith Woods rightly described them as the best doo-wop
group outside New York. Dressed, for this set, in white
jackets, their harmonies were just gorgeous on doo-wop
classics like the Velvets' Tonight Could be the Night,
Honey Babe, Dance Girl Dance, a note perfect version of
the Gladiolas' Little Darling and Clyde McPhatter's A
Lover's Question among
others. They were joined
on stage by Johnny Stud,
formerly of Rocky Sharpe and the Replays for their revival of Rama
Lama Ding Dong and Never. The group's final number, Lock Up My
Heart, really rocked and the band gave them superb support
throughout. There can be little doubt that these guys are among the
very best of modern doo-wop singers - quite possibly the best of the
lot.
They were, in fact, the perfect support for Tommy
Hunt, now 84, who has enjoyed successful careers
both in the doo-wop field, as lead singer of the
Flamingos, and as a soul singer. This was purely a
doo-wop set and highly enjoyable it was too. The
Velvet
Candles
provided
superb
support
throughout, beginning with Kokomo and following
up with the Sam Cooke penned Nobody Loves Me
Like You, Let's Make Up and the rocking Crazy
Crazy Crazy. During A Kiss From Your Lips a
young couple crouched down in front of the stage
as the guy proposed to his girlfriend, and the tender
theme continued with Lovers Never Say Goodbye.
Tommy and the group were quite stunning on Ol'
Man River, the Candles providing dramatic and quite brilliant support to Tommy's vocals. Other
songs included Your Other Love, Heavenly Angel, Besame Mucho and the jive favourite Jump
Children. And then it was time for the encore - a spell binding version of the Flamingos' biggest hit
I Only Have Eyes For You. The whole set was doo-wop at its supreme best - great vocals from
Tommy and harmonies to die for from the Velvet Candles.
What a show this was: great singing, magical moments of harmony, and wonderful backing from
the band, who had to learn upwards of 60 songs for the evening. Keith Woods - take a bow!

“Lovely” John and Rob

Some bloke in a hat

Earl with Nick

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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As a lover of recorded music I know I am, probably like most
of the Woodies, a collector. The unfortunate thing is that my
collection of recorded music, be it vinyl, cassettes or CDs
has become far too big for both my modest home and my
wife’s acceptance. Now I know that many of you out there
probably have much bigger collections than mine so I would
really like to know how you cope with it. At my age I should
stop as, although I try, I will never listen to some of them
again. Then my mate Jack up in Alnwick tells me there is a
new CD out by one of my favourites and it is great so I get it.
On it is a guest who I have never heard of who sounds
terrific so I buy something by him/her and he/she is excellent so I find other albums by him/her.
I’m afraid I am addicted and will have to find a way to get weaned off but there are no music
lover’s-anonymous meetings for me to go to, no music lover’s detox clinics so I must try to fight it
alone. (Listening to the radio is no good, it just adds to my woes)
My juices are set off when I see, hear or read about a track I like which I know I will never hear
again and I just can’t let that great track vanish from my listening pleasure.
Is there anybody out there who can help me cut down (because I will never stop collecting!)? I
read somewhere that some rapper had just been awarded a gold record (these days it doesn’t
take much to get one of these, because it’s certainly not a million sales!) for issuing his latest
recording only on down loads, no hardware at all. As I have said before, holding something in my
hand and reading the musicians’ names is so important to me that perhaps the industry itself will
cure my addiction moving towards no hardware.

Magazines: Like Tales From The Woods, Blues Matters, that great little A5 magazine for Blues
fans, is also coming up to its hundredth edition. I don’t think they have any special plans but, as a
subscriber, I will let you know.

Who did I last see? A bit of a surprise this and not really blues. My stepson, out of the blue,
bought three tickets for us (the wife and I) and him to go to the O2 in London to see Neil Diamond
as part of his 50th Anniversary tour. We had good seats, about 50 yards from the stage and dead
centre front, and it looked to me that all 20,000
seats were taken. His 12 piece band took the
stage but an orchestral recording was played
for his later entrance. The band consisted of,
to the right, percussion, two guitars (father and
son) and two backing singers (sisters).
To the left, drummer, accordion, bass, piano
and a three man brass section who varied
instruments throughout the evening. Near the
end of the show, which lasted nearly two
hours, each musician and singer was
introduced and given a short solo (the tuba
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played Rule Britannia and the sax played Tequila) to the delight of the audience. Otherwise Neil
sang almost nonstop running through his many hits (and, my goodness, there are a lot of these
and he sung nearly all of them), songs from ‘Jonathan Livingstone Seagull’ (my wife’s favourite),
and ‘Jazz Singer’, duetted the hit ‘You Don’t Send Me Flowers’ with the sax playing the Barbara
Streisand part, some new songs which had a distinct Blues feel, and encored with ‘Sweet
Caroline’, Song Sung Blue’ and another we didn’t know.
I must say we all enjoyed the show but why do people have to stand up immediately the show
starts without any concern for those sitting behind? The older people in front of us didn’t so our
view was not fully blocked. It was my first visit to the O2 (and possibly my last!) The sound was
better than I had been expecting but there was still the slight ring of an aircraft hangar and the two
TV screens high up in the gods to the left and right of the stage were so small that they really were
no help.
Overall it was a splendid evening. My stepson took us to
dinner before the show at an Italian restaurant, one of the
many in the O2 complex and we stayed two nights in a nearby
hotel where we met up with other concert goers and drank far
more than was good for us, missing breakfast the next
morning! We had met a young lady Kellie and husband Stuart
there and she ran an on-line retro clothing business being a
lover of the ‘50s and ‘60s. Look up her web site,
www.rockabillyfashions.co.uk. I in turn gave her the TFTW
website and the Hemsby one knowing she had missed this
year but could save up for next year.
This show meant I missed my usual trip to my local blues club but this was no loss as it was the
return of ‘Sinnerboy’ an incredibly loud three-piece band I had seen before full of long guitar solos
and strutting while playing it. Not to my liking at all.

Lists:

Following my piece last issue about the demise of the British Blues Awards for 2017 it
appears that another organisation is going to give it a go. This is The UK Blues Federation and
they will be organising the UK Blues Awards for 2018. I think these are better qualified to oversee
the annual awards because they are affiliated to The Blues Foundation (USA) and a member of
the European Blues Union. They think they have the organisation to overcome the problems
which have caused the demise of the 2017 Blues Awards.
In the meantime here are Billboard’s latest top 10 Blues albums;
1, ‘Lay It On Down’ by the Kenny Wayne Shepherd Band
2. ‘Due North’ (EP) by the Marcus King Band
3. ‘Roots Of Blues’ by Various Artists
4. ‘The Storm’ by ZZ Ward
5. ‘Black To Blues’ (EP) by Black Stone Cherry
6. ‘Dog’ by Charlie Parr
7. ‘Tajmo’ by Taj Mahal & Keb’ Mo’
8. ‘Signs’ by Johnny Lang
9, ‘An Introduction To The Blues Brothers’ by the Blues Brothers
10 ‘Stomping Ground’ by Tommy Castro & the Painkillers
It’s interesting to see two entries which are called EPs (Extended Play). I have noticed this
happening more and more and wonder why? Perhaps a shortage of good material, a rush to
provide something on CD at live shows. Or it is actually vinyl? These usually contain up to six
tracks and I’m glad the use of EP is coming back because it makes me feel quite nostalgic.

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Finishing with the Us, Vs Ws X, Y and Zs. I am
cheating a bit here as there are no artists with these initials that I really, really like enough to stand
a comment from me. So here is just a list of those who I enjoy listening to but don’t have much
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stuff by: James Blood Ulmer, Phil Upchurch, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Valentinos, (with the best
version of ‘It’s All Over Now’) T-Bone Walker, Victor Wainwright, Wild Tchoupitoulas (a version of
the Neville Brothers), Chuck Willis, Johnny Winter, Jimmy Yancey, Bill Withers, and the Zombies
(who I think was one of the UK’s best groups)

What was my last CD?’Mad Dogs and Okies’ a various artists album of 16 tracks by mostly
Oklahoma artists.
This is almost the best album I have bought this
year as all the tracks have that Tulsa feel and all
the tracks have been created especially for this
album. Drummer/Producer Jamie Oldaker has put
this together with artists he knows having played
on record and tours with them. Artists include
Bonnie Bramlett, J.J.Cale, Taj Mahal, (which is
how I first came across it) Tony Joe White and
Willie Nelson. There are several artists I have
never heard of including Wiley Hunt and Willis
Alan Ramsey who are all excellent. The musical
line-up and construction of the songs is the best
also. An R&B CD I shall be playing for a long
while. It is so exciting to find a new album out of
the blue which is this good.

What’s on my iPod?’For What It’s Worth’ by Tab Benoit. This is from his album, ‘Legacy, The
Best of Tab Benoit’. It’s strange but the words of the
title never appeared in the song when it was originally
written by Steven Stills for Buffalo Springfield and
everybody knew it as ‘Stop! What’s that sound,
Everybody Look What’s Going Down’. (It is believed
that he told his record producer “I have another song
for what it’s worth”.) It has been recorded many times
and I first heard it by, of all groups, ‘The Muppets’.
Benoit’s version still holds that mysterious sound and
is a fine Cajun/Blues version. Many people think it
was written for the university riots in America but it
wasn’t. (They were much later in the ‘70s) but it was
inspired by the Sunset Strip (Hollywood) curfew riots
between the police and young people in 1966.

Merry Christmas to you all!
P.S. I feel quite honoured to be writing in issue 100. I may not be
writing about ‘proper Blues’ and I have my critics but I enjoy being
allowed to write about the music I love. Readers out there in TFTW-land
should give it a go. I never wrote an article before these Blues ones
and perhaps it shows but have a go; the feeling of seeing yourself in
print is wonderful.
Dave Parker
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Orphy Robinson & His Third Ear All Stars at the Jazz Cafe, 20 October 2017
“A Spiritual Jazz Reimagining Of Van Morrison’s Astral Weeks”
Although vibraphonist Orphy Robinson is a noted
member of the free jazz fraternity, he is also an eclectic,
ranging from jazz fusion to classical music, and working
with numerous British soul singers. Nevertheless, it
was a surprise to learn that he had undertaken to pay
homage to Van Morrison’s album Astral Weeks, and, in
spite of the current vogue for anniversary tributes, was
performing it one year short of its fiftieth.
But why an album that you would never find in the jazz
racks? Simply because the jazz influence is inherent,
and inevitable, given the jazz musicians - Richard Davis
(bass), Connie Kay (drums), Warren Smith Jr
(percussion and vibraphone), plus Jay Berliner (a
guitarist with jazz credentials) – who were brought into
the studio (along with Van Morrison’s existing flautist,
John Payne) to complement Morrison’s poetry and
guitar, and to play exactly what they felt, thus lifting the music to another level. Strings and horns
were added subsequent to the initial recordings.
Third Ear comprised Joe Cang (lead vocals), Sarah Guhre (backing vocals), John Etheridge and
Mo Nazam (guitars), Neville Malcolm (bass), Mark Mondesir (drums), Rowland Sutherland (flute),
Kate Sturtt (cello), Justina Curtis (keyboard), with Orphy Robinson doubling on vibes and
percussion.
The performance stuck to the spirit and order of the songs on the album.
The absence of Van Morrison’s jazzy inflections in the vocals of Joe Cang
was immediately apparent, but he gradually imposed his own voice,
revealing himself as a fine singer. Sarah Guhre got one solo chance on
Sweet Thing, and impressed greatly with her rendition.
Unsurprisingly, the musicianship was superb throughout, with solos performed with passion and
verve, examples being Rowland Sutherland on Cypress Avenue and The Way Young Lovers Do,
John Etheridge on Cyprus Avenue, Orphy Robinson on The Way Young Lovers Do, and Mo
Nazam on Madame George. Special plaudits are due too to Mark Mondesir and Neville Malcolm,
whose double bass, as on the album, was integral to the whole sound.
Presiding over the presentation was Orphy Robinson, who gave due respect to what he
considered a wonderful album, and one that is rightly considered a sui generis masterpiece and
timeless, a view not restricted to the world of rock.
It was a shame that the selfish and ignorant in the audience were carrying on conversations at
shouting levels to the detriment of those who had come to listen, such that after the second
number Orphy Robinson made a plea to tone it down. The improvement was only temporary,
and, Joe Cang, during the musical introduction to the sixth number, Madame George, shouted
“Shut up at the back!” The effect was immediate and those who had come to listen were able to
enjoy the rest of the album and the rousing encore, a reprise of Astral Weeks. But what happened
to the Jazz Cafe’s call to STFU during the performance?
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

REMEMBERING OTIS REDDING
Who died 50 years ago 10/12/1967
Otis Redding, arguably soul music's greatest
exponent, had carved out his own position of
prominence in the world of soul music. Like that
left by Sam Cooke's death, it would never really
be filled again.
Otis Redding was born on 9th September 1941,
in Dawson, Georgia, one of six children and the
son of a part time minister. Three years later
Otis, along with his family moved to nearby
Macon. At home Otis was always playing his
mother's piano, and also showing great interest
in drums and guitar. Otis, a strong believer,
grew up in church, playing drums behind
gospel groups, and sang in his early teens with
a gospel quartet.
As a country boy growing up in the south, Otis would have been exposed to plenty of blues and
country music as well as gospel. Shortly after his fourteenth birthday, two Macon artists were
shaking the nation, Little Richard with 'Tutti Fruitti', and James Brown with 'Please Please Please'.
Such accomplishments couldn't fail to impress the young Otis, steering his musical interests
towards R&B.
By 1956 Otis had left school, and amongst many other short lived jobs, was sinking wells for a
living, helping to support the family after his father became too ill to work. He got whatever work
he could as a musician. His early ventures showed every possibility of him being just another
mediocre Little Richard imitator. Otis greatly admired him, and was an early source of inspiration.
Otis would regularly perform 'Heebie Jeebies' at local amateur talent contests, winning almost
every time. In 1958 one such promoter who grew tired of paying out the winner’s $5 prize for
fifteen straight weeks, arranged for the young Otis to go out on the road with Little Richard's
touring band, The Upsetters. Needless to say this was short lived. He returned to the talent
contest circuit, one such venue was Macon's Douglas Theatre, where in December 1959 he met
his future bride, Zelma, semi successful guitarist Johnny Jenkins, and manager Phil Walden.
Otis secured local gigs and by late 1959 was touring Southern colleges as featured vocalist,
renamed Rockhouse Redding, with Johnny Jenkins and the Pinetoppers, who had scored
regionally with 'Love Twist', on Atlantic Records. During the early summer of 1960 he tried his luck
in California, but all that emerged after six months of car washing was one forty five. Redding's
outfit called itself the Shooters for his first release, 'Tuff Enough', a blues based rocker, sung in
mock Coasters style, b/w a medium tempo, aka Joe Tex type rocker, 'She's All Right', Trans World
records. His recording debut proved unsuccessful. Years later with Redding's name established,
this same coupling reappeared on the Denver based Finer Arts label, choosing 'She's All Right' as
the A side, and re-naming the group Otis Redding and the Shooters. From the same recording
session came, his debut forty five, 'I'm Gettin Hip' / 'Gamma Lama'.
Returning to Georgia in September 1960, after his few months in California proved unsuccessful
career wise. Otis, bitten by the Rock’n’Roll bug, set about establishing himself, having gained
valuable experience with Johnny Jenkins. When he went into the studio with the Pinetoppers, by
then he was reasonably well known around Macon, to record the frantic, shouting re-working of
'Gamma Lama', as 'Shout Bamalama' b/w 'Fat Girl', released locally in 1961 on Orbit, then later in
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1961 on Confederate, then again reissued on Bethlehem in 1963, than yet again on King, after his
death in 1968. These early sides saw Otis groping at different styles; 'Shout Bamalama', would be
something Gary US Bonds was breaking through with, although 'Fat Girl' was very much a
derivative of Larry William's 'Bony Moronie'. All the more surprising then that Otis shrugged off
much of this and that his totally idiosyncratic style should spring nearly full-fledged on his first Volt
side, 'These Arms Of Mine'.
He married Zelma in August 1961. Otis was still a part time member of the Pinetoppers, but
generally during 1961, and most of 1962, apart from weekend college gigs, Otis appeared to be
going nowhere musically, even fronting a fake Drifters as Clyde McPhatter. Then came that
fortuitous moment; Johnny Jenkins had an opportunity to record a follow up to 'Love Twist', and
was booked for a recording session at the then expanding Stax record company in Memphis.
Jenkins didn't have a driving licence, so asked Otis to drive him to the studio, an old converted
movie house on East McLemore. Not to let this accidental chance slip by, at the tail end of
Jenkins’ session, Otis finally got his chance to cut a demo. The outcome is legend and in
November 1962 his own composition, These Arms Of Mine' b/w 'Hey Hey Baby' ,was assigned to
Stax subsidiary Volt.
Stax owner Jim Stewart wasn't too impressed, but with a lot of persuasion from Steve Cropper,
who played piano on the session, the record was released. DJs seized on the Little Richard
imitation 'Hey Hey Baby', which promptly died. But one DJ, John R out in Nashville started airing
the slow side over and over for ages. Finally it caught on, and gradually moved across country
hitting one local chart after another, finally breaking nationally, reaching top twenty R&B. 'These
Arms Of Mine', a blues drenched aching ballad, ticked out with piano triplets, and featuring Johnny
Jenkins’ intricately climbing guitar, revealed the Redding voice in its entirety. Lacking solidarity,
slightly tremulous, but with disconcerting suggestions of power, it was stylistically miles from the
Macon rocker. However with the B side, Otis couldn't leave his admiration for Little Richard, 'Hey
Hey Baby', had the exact timbre and technique of Richard, rasping then cutting out in flattened
aspirates. After the record's success he signed a contract with Atlantic records, allowing Stax to
license his records for release. Next followed 'That's What My Heart Needs' b/w 'Mary's Little
Lamb', which was a minor hit. His final single of 1963 was 'Pain In My Heart' b/w 'Something Is
Worrying Me'. 'Pain In My Heart' was a blatant cover of 'Ruler Of My Heart', which Irma Thomas
had out the previous year on Minit. Otis’ version was less pure but more intense as he captured
the flow of grief. The heartbeat bass and the pulsing horns underlined the weight of emotion with
Otis's fragile voice floated in to fill the vacuum.
PAIN IN MY HEART, also the title track of the first Otis Redding album, issued in 1964, was
mainly a collection of competent covers of R&B hits. Particularly appealing are a chunky version of
Richard Berry's 'Louie Louie', and Little Richard's hit, 'Lucille', which is more relaxed than the
original and includes a fine sax solo. But the outstanding cuts on the album were all Redding
originals auguring well for his future. 'That's What My Heart Needs', with its churning guitar figure,
and clear upfront testifying vocal was almost mature Redding. Horns echo beautifully, a trumpet
punctuates way back, and the performance works towards a fade very much in the manner of, say
Wilson Pickett with the voice twisting madly and flattening out. 'Security' possibly features Isaac
Hayes on his first paid session as the piano player. But it's certainly the first time Otis's trademark
offbeat horn punctuation, duelling with both Cropper's guitar responses and Otis's vocals,
following the tightly integrated Memphis sound horn break.
In November 1963 he appeared at New York's Apollo Theatre, where he performed his hits 'Pain
In My Heart' and 'These Arms Of Mine'. Both captured for prosperity on the album, 'SATURDAY
NIGHT AT THE APOLLO Atco. (UK London).
'Come To Me', written by Redding and Phil Walden issued in 1964, was slightly reminiscent of
Percy Sledge. Otis sang with that familiar catch in his voice, while Booker T's organ swelled out
the sanctified sound. There are moments when Otis comes in like some muted horn singing "sooo blue". The cut ended with Redding down on his knees and Cropper somewhere up there in the
rafters, b/w 'Don't Leave Me This Way'. Next came a delve back to the PAIN IN MY HEART album
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with 'Security' b/w 'I Want To Thank You'. 'Chained And Bound' followed with the now expected
interplay of vocal and instrumental with horns anticipating his every nuance, b/w 'Your One And
Only Man'. The final week of 1964 bought us another slab of up-tempo soul with 'Mr Pitiful', written
by Redding and Cropper, featuring that strange buried sound which Wexler tried to remix on
posthumous reissues, which is otherwise noteworthy for the whinnying horn breaks, and a hard to
ignore piano way down in the darkness. The combination of irresistible rhythms with admittedly
self-pitying words, somehow transcends adolescent trauma and is genuinely moving. Flipped with,
'That's How Strong My Love Is', which became a much covered song. Candi Staton's version, on
Fame, is one of the best. Both sides made the R&B top twenty.
In the spring of 1965 came one of the all-time standards of soul, 'I've Been Loving You Too Long',
and the performance is definitive. Written by Otis and Jerry Butler, he opens it up gradually but
incisively, letting the instruments come in one at a time until he reaches the lyrical vortex, then all
passion breaks loose. He describes how he grows more dependent, more in love, as his woman
becomes correspondingly more tired and bored. Suddenly the horns climb relentlessly in serious
ranks as Otis sings the words, "You are tired", he draws on the word "tired" until it sings like a horn
too. There's a tremendous sense of power, purity and release in what must surely be one of the
sublime moments in soul. The begging close is unforgettable; b/w, 'I'm Depending On You', this
was his biggest hit to date.
The year 1965 also brought 'Respect' b/w 'Ole Man Trouble'. Undoubtedly much of the appeal of
the top deck depends on Duck Dunn's subliminal bass and the automaton drumming of Al
Jackson Jnr, but the song was better served vocally in Aretha Franklin's celebrated cover. 'Ole
Man Trouble', is generally considered one of Redding's best ballads and greatest moments on
record, which probably owes its reputation to the sound rather than the content. It has a wonderful
opening with Cropper's guitar burning the frets. His last release of 1965 was the storming 'I Can't
Turn You Loose' b/w 'Just One More Day'.
Meanwhile back in the UK in November 1965, Decca promotion man Tony Hall chose Otis'
version of the Temptations 'My Girl', successfully giving him a top UK hit, reaching 11. After which
almost every Redding single made some kind of chart showing in the UK.
Back in the USA in February 1966, to coincide with his UK success. '(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction'
/ 'Any Ole Way' was released. 'Satisfaction', the Strolling Bones song, was initially recorded in
response to the fact that he was unknown with white America, despite white rock groups violating
his material. 'Satisfaction' was not his best work by a long way but the song is a maverick. It has
Chuck Berry quirkiness, but where Jagger was just nasty and hung up, Otis created, against the
grain, healthy driving sexuality. He misses the ugly frustrations in the song, arriving instead at an
unfettered percussive energy.
Otis made his first visit to Britain in September 1966.
Sep 12th Bristol Colston Hall
Sep 15th Manchester Odeon
Sep 16th Ready Steady Go. Live TV show when the majority
of the programme was devoted to Otis Redding and his
band.
Sep 16th London Tiles club
Sep 17th Boston Gliderdrome
Sep 18th Brixton Ram Jam Club (early & late show)
It was at a packed to capacity Ram Jam that gave birth to
the dynamite explosive performer that he was.
In July 1966 'My Lover's Prayer' b/w 'Don't Mess With Cupid' was released. The a side is a brilliant
ballad, penned by Otis. Not especially profound but with all the intricacies of style and construction
that make him so rewarding. The sombre, solid interplay of horns and piano, accentuated by lead
guitar and underpinned by brass, underlines Otis's actual knowledge of the song, the way he
arrives at its essential architecture. When Otis sings "Don't keep my mind going round in so many
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circles" the eddying horns make his pain concrete, and with the final words "Come on home",
there is a final frantic of drums. Certainly a recording like 'My Lover's Prayer' reveals Otis feeling
his way b/w 'Don't Mess With Cupid'.
The haunting 'Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa (Sad Song)' is yet another of the myriad examples of Otis’
astonishing spontaneity. We get both an introspective song which also depends heavily on pianist
Booker T's left hand, providing a suitable coupling where Otis extols the virtues of his woman over
the sanctified organ chords of Isaac Hayes. An ear catching riff makes this one of his greatest.
Flip side 'Good To Me' is virtually a happy sequel to 'I've Been Loving You Too Long'. Otis closed
out 1966 with one of his greatest moments on record, 'Try A Little Tenderness' / 'Sick Y' All'. The
top side is the old Ted Lewis standard, and a big hit for Sam & Dave. Otis' treatment is distinctive.
One of the most magic moments ever laid down is when Al Jackson's tapping drumstick forces
Otis from the ballad into a rampant frenzy.
The years 1965 and 1966 were a bonanza for albums drawing together single success with new
and unreleased material. THE GREAT OTIS REDDING SINGS SOUL BALLADS introduced
Jackie Wilson's 'Woman Lover A Friend', Chuck Willis’ 'It's Too Late' Jerry Butler's 'For Your
Precious Love', a mediocre cover of Sam Cooke's 'Nothing Can Change This Love', and an
original 'Home In Your Heart'. 'Woman Lover A Friend' is one of his best album cuts, a jazzy blues
soaked performance, featuring some ornate dialogue with a really greasy sax. 'It's Too Late' has
been done by many artists, not least Buddy Holly, but here it finds its ultimate expression and is
especially attractive for the pared down piano and Otis’ fragile choking delivery. 'For Your
Precious Love' has some of the soaring operatic qualities of Jerry Butler's original, but never
achieves the cataclysmic proportions of the late Linda Jones’ reworking for Turbo in 1972. As for
'Home In Your Heart', it's an exciting up-tempo song in the 'Down In The Valley' mould, with
echoes of Little Richard and Solomon Burke, driving sax, and the familiar "Gotta gotta"
punctuation.
OTIS BLUE, amazingly recorded in one twenty four hour session, considered by many the
definitive Otis album, has an abundance of first rate performances. A stunning re-recording of 'I've
Been Loving You Too Long', sets the pace for other incredible soul tracks. 'A Change Is Gonna
Come' is powerfully reinterpreted without actually equalling the sublimity of the original. But no
one, not even Redding, could soar like Sam Cooke does on this number. 'Shake' stays very close
to the original arrangement, and is a timely reminder that Otis has capitalized on something Cooke
created, but did not have the chance to develop, namely, that explosive, mechanical timing on
dance numbers. 'My Girl', which Smokey Robinson wrote for the Temptations, is a delicate pulsing
ballad, and the epitome of all that is romantic in soul. It was a seminal single in the UK peaking at
number 11. B B King's 'Rock Me Baby' has been recorded by everybody, but seldom with the flair
Otis and the Stax band bring to it. His version of Solomon Burke's 'Down In The Valley' is the
proverbial churning urn of burning funk, with Otis' tumbling style used to maximum effect,
stuttering and wailing his hups and whoas to glory, the words pile up into a melange of "gotta gotta
- good God almighty - gotta groove groove me", has to be heard to be believed. 'Respect' went on
to become a black power anthem a couple of years later when Aretha Franklin recorded it. The
album is very much the set which established him in the UK.
THE SOUL ALBUM has at least four winners. 'Cigarettes and Coffee' is unparalleled in its
recreation of that reflective small hours mood, something Otis was a past master at, and is his
most moving performance on record. 'Nobody Knows You (When You're Down and Out)', later
recorded by the soul meister Bobby Womack, may seem a curious inclusion, but Redding raises it
from the usual detached platitude into a performance of unusual conviction, comparable with
William Bell's 'Everybody Loves A Winner'. The heartfelt 'Everybody Makes A Mistake' is built
around the cheating theme of playing the field and getting caught. Otis really suggests the
unbearable pain of forfeited love. The pleading ballad 'Just One More Day' is another plastering
deep goody.
DICTIONARY OF SOUL again provides four excellent cuts in 'Hawg For You', a steal from the
Coasters. 'You're Still My Baby' was a blues ballad hit for the king of the stroll, Chuck Willis. On
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Redding's composition 'Ton Of Joy', the loping rhythms have an accumulative effect and fat horn
interjections hang on the pendulum heart of the song in a spiral of organ and guitar. 'Try A Little
Tenderness' is reviewed elsewhere. The collection also contains a couple of pointless covers,
Patti Page's 'Tennessee Waltz', and the Mop Tops 'Day Tripper', which was another UK only
single release peaking at 43. Doubtless the range of material was to widen Otis' appeal.
Single releases in 1967 bought us 'I Love You More Than Words Can Say', a harrowing
declaration of dependence, in his own beautiful understated style, whereby the flip 'Let Me Come
On Home' is a buzzing Memphis bleater. A fair copy of Sam Cooke's 'Shake' b/w a really good
version of the soul standard 'You Don't Miss Your Water'. His last solo forty five of 1967, also his
last before his death, was the neglected doo-wop cover 'Glory Of Love' b/w with a rather ordinary
'I'm Coming Home'.
Carla Thomas, daughter of Rufus Thomas, had a very successful chart period during the early
sixties starting with 'Gee Whiz', which reached the US top ten in 1960, through to 'B-A-B-Y' a top
ten R&B hit in 1966. Album concepts were in vogue, when Jim Stewart’s idea was to pair Stax
leading vocalists. The album KING AND QUEEN was recorded in January 1967, featuring a good
collection of delightful soul standards, if a little twee. An excellent version of Lowell Fulson's
'Tramp', introduced the partnership when released in April 1967, and immediately zoomed up both
R&B and pop charts. "Otis you're country" spat Carla "you're straight from the Georgia wood, you
need a haircut, tramp". 'Knock On Wood' and 'Lovey Dovey' followed from the album before
Redding's premature death.
In the spring of 1967 Otis headed the Stax/Volt revue tour
of Europe, accompanied by Arthur Conley, Sam and
Dave, Eddie Floyd, Booker T and the MGs and The MarKeys. Memories flood back seeing Otis striding onto the
stage at the Fairfield Hall Croydon, bringing a little piece
of the American deep south, "Got-ta, Got-ta, Got-ta", to a
concert suburb of London. At least four live albums were
released, recorded in London and Paris; few live
recordings can capture the intensifying magic that this
great package brought us, and the shows are just a
needle away and can be relived over and over.
After his visits to Europe Otis was allegedly both puzzled
and moved by the adulation he found there, and
undoubtedly it reinforced his efforts to reach white
America. His chance came when in June 1967 he joined a
bill featuring Jimi Hendrix and Jefferson Airplane, at the
Monterey pop Festival. Backed by Booker T and the MGs
and apprehensive at playing a rock audience, Otis went
down a storm, wooing the flower children. His appearance
catapulted his name to the forefront of contemporary
American music, and at last established his name internationally. His dynamic performance was
captured in the film 'Monterey Pop'. After Monterey he stayed on the west coast hanging out with
rock musicians, including Bob Dylan, with whom Redding thought he could possibly merge rock
with the emotion of southern soul.
By now he was secure in the music business. He owned Jotis Records and a publishing house,
Redwal music company. Jotis, formed in July 1965, had just the four releases. A soul belter from
Billy Young 'The Sloopy'. Loretta Williams, a singer with Otis' road band, made waves with her uptempo 'Baby Cakes', while Otis was keeping an eye on young Arthur Conley, who had two singles
out on Jotis, 'Where You Lead Me' and 'Who's Fooling Who', who shortly after become a big soul
name, thanks to the Redding penned 'Sweet Soul Music'. Redding continued to produce Conley
up until his death. He began producing sides for Maxine Brown for an intended album, but never
lived to complete the project.
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Meanwhile Otis was consolidating his career on national network television, radio, and the
pressure of live engagements was steadily mounting.
He was side-lined for two months that summer after
an operation to remove polyps from his throat.
During his recuperation he gradually began to
accumulate new material. In late November 1967 he
began a three week cycle of recording sessions that
produced no fewer than 33 songs; the wealth of
material cut was enough to fill several posthumous
albums.
On Friday 8th December 1967 Otis left the studio for
the weekend. Rushing off to fill a few weekend
engagements, he flew to play a concert in Nashville
that evening, he moved on to Cleveland, Ohio,
Saturday where he appeared on the Upbeat TV
show, then later that evening he played a show at
Leo's casino.
At 3.28 on a Sunday afternoon, 10th December 1967, Otis Redding died. His private plane, a
Beechcraft, on route from Cleveland, Ohio, to perform at the Factory club in Madison, Wisconsin,
crashed into the freezing waters of Lake Monona. All but two of the original Bar-Kays, bassist
James Alexander who was not on the plane, and Ben Cauley who survived the crash, perished
with him. Otis Redding left behind his wife, Zelma, and three children. The funeral was held nine
days later in Macon, Georgia, attended by more than 4500 shocked fans, and a virtual who's who
from the soul world, including James Brown, Arthur Conley, Aretha Franklin, Wilson Pickett, Joe
Simon, Percy Sledge, Johnnie Taylor, Joe Tex, and Stevie Wonder, crammed into the Macon City
auditorium. The reverberations of the tragedy have not stopped since. On record and in person
Otis had a pervasive charm that made people feel they knew him personally, and they grieved the
more for him. Perhaps only the intimacies of a soul singer could secure such practical immortality.
He sold heavily to the race market in American, and was just reaching out to the white market.
The impact of his death bought forth many tribute records. One of the most moving must be
William Bell's 'Tribute To A King'.
The lyrics of '(Sittin' On The) Dock Of The Bay' strangely had an ironic air of premonition and in a
burst of discovery in the USA results in his only million seller. '(Sittin' On The) Dock Of The Bay'
b/w 'Sweet Lorene', recorded in the sessions just before his death. Because of its international
success it has been suggested that Otis was on the verge of selling out, moving towards more
pop-oriented material. 'Dock Of The Bay' effectively launched a second career for Redding.
The album THE DOCK OF THE BAY was released in March 1968 and unashamedly built around
his posthumous hit single. The first album after his death to include new unissued material was
THE IMMORTAL OTIS REDDING. Best tracks are 'Think About It', written by Redding and Don
Covay, is a blistering interpretation of Ray Charles’ agonized 'Fool For You'. Otis stays close to
Charles as he unwinds the story in a jerking, distraught way. 'Hard To Handle' is a raunchy rocker
with boastful words, and Otis's voice more upfront than usual. It could be argued that in his later
cuts he places slick production above soulfulness in an endeavour to court the white market? 'I've
Got Dreams To Remember' is a charming song written by his wife Zelma, and the madly riffing
'Nobody's Fault But Mine', exhibits all the old interaction of voice and instrument. Forty fives
appeared from the album. 'Amen' / 'Hard To Handle', as was 'I've Got Dreams To Remember' b/w
'Nobody’s Fault But Mine'.
The remaining posthumous singles issued between 1968 to 1970 maintain a consistently high
standard, even where they represent the rejects of happier times. The more rewarding sides
include 'The Happy Song (Dum Dum)' b/w 'Open The Door', both were Redding originals. The first
is an absolute charmer, the second side is an intense sermonizing double tracked item. Seasonal
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obligations were met with an interesting version of Charles Brown's 'Merry Christmas Baby'. Then
came a frantic cover of James Brown's 'Papa's Got A Brand New Bag'. Other notable releases to
me would be 'You Made A Man Out Of Me', 'Free Me', 'That's A Good Idea' b/w 'Look At That Girl'
and the heavy 'Demonstration' b/w 'Johnny's Heartbreak'.
The remaining album LOVE MAN was not wildly exciting with the possible exception of the title
track. His last album to contain new tracks was TELL THE TRUTH, which was basically scraping
the barrel for left overs.
The final verdict must rest on the sessions of 1967 creamed off and issued after his death.
Sometimes slick, yes, but little sign that he had deserted his roots. But what of his future if he had
lived we shall never know. We are left with only his music, an incredible thirty three R&B chart
singles, the memories, and the platform to which other soul artists had to aspire.
Perhaps 'Love Man' is a good song to take leave of Otis Redding, which sums up much of what he
was all about, as he shouts and stutters "co-co-co-cos ahm a love man".
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LOST SOULS
BUNNY SIGLER
Recording artist, songwriter, producer, Bunny Sigler
had a very varied career. He was a major part of the
Philadelphia soul scene, particularly Philadelphia
International Records.
Walter (Bunny) Sigler was born in Philadelphia, 27th
March 1941, one of eighteen children. He gained
his first singing experience in his local church, the
Emmanuel Baptist, reputedly at the age of three.
Even as a young boy he was captured by the
passionate and joyful singing on display. His first
love was basketball, and he desperately wanted to
become a professional player, but after an accident he devoted himself more to his second love,
music. In his early teens, this would be the early fifties, he formed, along with one of his brothers
and a couple of other guys, a Doo-Wop group, The Opals. The young group clocked a number of
gigs, but quite often other group members failed to turn up for the shows, so Bunny was forced to
do the bookings alone. This proved to his advantage, because although he was still with the
group, he was fast becoming an established solo act. He worked under a variety of stage names,
including, O'Sigler, Sligowitz and De Siglio. His performances gained a strong reputation for the
passion he delivered, and he was dubbed "Mr Emotions". During his act he would often start
crying along with his songs, falling to his knees and so on. When he wasn't crying he learnt to play
guitar, piano, organ, trombone and bass.
His recording career began in 1959 with 'Family Dance' on the Philly V-Tone label. The same year
he also had product out on Hi Lo and Bee, none of which sold well. In 1961 a local DJ convinced
Bunny to finally split from the Opals and go solo. On signing a contract with the independent Craig
label, he released, under the name of Mr Emotions Bunny Sigler, a version of Jnr Parker's, 'Come
On Home'. As previously this also had little success.
In 1965 producers John Madara and David White, who had just scored hits, '123' and 'Like A
Baby' with blue eyed soul man, Len Barry, took Bunny into the studio, which results in a handful of
singles on Decca. But unfortunately no real commercial success was to come Bunny's way.
Although, 'For Cryin' Out Loud' became a celebrated wheely on the Northern dance floors.
It was to be another two years before Madara and White finally struck gold with Bunny. Madara
was at Cameo Parkway records and asked Bunny to join him there. He began recording again
with Madara and White, and the up and coming writer, producer Leon Huff. Bunny's first Parkway
forty five was a storming Leon Huff song, 'Girl Don't Make Me Wait'. The song had proved to be
too high for other vocalists, but Bunny handled the song with immaculate ease. The record gained
a little local action. Again this was another song that would lay dormant, until re-discovered by the
Northern Soul scene. Amazingly due to the song’s incredible popularity at the Wigan Casino, and
other northern soul venues in the seventies, it was released on the UK London label in 1976, with
'Let The Good Times Roll', as the A side.
Madara came up with the idea of re-working some old standards in a Motownesque kinda way. He
chose Shirley and Lee's, 'Let The Good Times Roll & Feel So Good'. The formula worked as it
reached R&B (20) and Pop (22) in June 1967. They followed this with similar re-workings on a
medley of The Falcons 'You're So Fine', and Clyde McPhatter's 'Lovey Dovey', which fared less
well, as did the brilliant stomping follow up ‘Follow Your Heart'/'Can You Dig It'. The a side also
became a Northern Soul anthem. 'Can You Dig It' and is a fantastic slab of sixties soul.
Cameo Parkway owner, Alan Klein, was being investigated for alleged illegal payments to Radio
stations. Whatever the reasons, in 1968 he wound up the operation, which left Bunny in limbo.
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In 1969 Gamble and Huff did a deal with Leonard Chess, and started their Neptune label. Bunny
once again had a record label. His recordings for Neptune shone with the polish and
sophistication that Gamble and Huff had in abundance, and once again his recording career was
appearing to get off the ground. Unfortunately, like the Neptune label itself, success wasn't to be
found, although he released a few crackers that did deserved wider sales. There are some
beautiful soul treats in 'Great Big Liar', 'Where Do The Lonely Go', and a duet with Cindy Scott,
'We're Only Human'.
In July 1970 Chess founder and GRT owner, Leonard Chess, passed away. Neptune was left
hanging without a major distributor and quickly folded. Gamble and Huff re-grouped, and the
mighty Philadelphia International label was born. Bunny was to be one of the label’s first signings.
Meanwhile as Bunny's record sales took a downturn, he takes a leaf out of Gamble and Huff's
book, turning his hand to song-writing as a means of establishing himself, a significant move on
his part. Now not just another performer, he was to become a prolific writer for the company, and
his early contributions included the wonderful 'Sunshine' and 'Who Am I' for The O'Jays, to be
found on their BACK STABBERS album, and 'I'm Gonna Make It This Time' for Billy Paul, all in
1972. Philadelphia International Records was now flying high, and Bunny was involved with many
of the label’s acts, including Archie Bell & The Drells, The Whitehead Brothers, Patti Labelle,
Shirley Jones, Lou Rawls, Harold Melvin and The Blue Notes, and many others. His own
recording career was sort of taking a back seat, but he still continued to release some fine singles,
including 'Everybody Needs Good Loving', a likeable duet with Dee Dee Sharp with 'Conquer The
World Together'. 1973 finally sees Bunny charting again, R&B (38), with an incredible rearrangement of the Bobby Lewis classic, 'Tossin’ and Turning'. Following was a beautiful ballad,
'Regina', showing once again the quality of his voice, effortless ability to switch from tenor to
falsetto. In 1974 he gave us an achingly soulful version of The O'Jays’ 'Love Train', on which his
individual treatment is remarkable, the last minutes where Bunny and backing vocals simply sing
and hum. "Hum real sweet now". Magic.
It's on his albums you find some of his best work, his first PIR album, THATS HOW LONG I'LL BE
LOVING YOU, from which 'Love Train' was culled, is littered with gems. The passionate 'Picture
Us', the deep 'Somebody Free', the tingly 'That's How Long I'll Be Loving You', are examples of
soul music of the highest order. His other solo albums for the PIR, KEEP SMILIN’, was basically a
repeat of the previous one. MY MUSIC from 1976, also contained some corkers, including one of
my all-time favourites, the quite soulfully superb, 'Somebody Loves You', and the smoochy 'Just
Let Me Love You Tonight', but musically he was slowly moving towards the disco floor. It was on
this album that Bunny used Instant Funk, a local Philly outfit of 10 singers and musicians. 'I'm The
Bunny' and 'Come On And Dance Dance Dance', was on many disco menus.
Bunny did not just limit himself exclusively to the Philadelphia International label. During the early
seventies he was involved in writing and producing many great recordings, including, Joe Simon’s
'Drowning In The Sea Of Love', The Whispers’ 'Bingo' and Jackie Moore's 'Sweet Charlie Babe'.
He also worked with The Vibrations, Gladys Knight & the Pips first solo album, and the brilliant
Philip Wynne.
After the album Bunny began to work a lot more with Instant Funk. They recorded an album for
Philadelphia International off-shoot TSOP. The mainly disco orientated "Get Down On The Philly
Jump", went to number one R&B in 1976. Two years later Bunny and Instant Funk signed to Gold
Mind, although Bunny still continued to contribute to PIR. Gold Mind was distributed by Salsoul, a
company that was quickly emerging as a powerful black music label in the eighties. Bunny and
Instant Funk soon moved to the Salsoul logo, and they had R&B chart success in 1979 with ‘I Got
My Mind Made Up (You Can Get It Girl)’. At Salsoul, Bunny released in 1979, his own ‘By The
Way You Dance’, classic Salsoul disco. He contributed to many other artists’ success for the label,
including Loretta Holloway, First Choice and Double Exposure. Bunny's three albums on Salsoul
are, well let’s say our man was becoming completely submerged in disco. The albums, 1977 LET
ME PARTY WITH YOU, from which the title track became a disco monster, being his biggest chart
hit, reaching R&B (8), 1979 I'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO SING, and in 1980 LET IT SNOW. All the
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albums had some good moments, the smooth 'Your Love Is Good', plus some of his glorious soul
ballads, 'How Can I Tell Her', 'Crying My Eyes Out', 'Half A Man', the splendid 'It's The Simply
Things You Do', to name a few, not forgetting an Earth Wind And Fire inspired, 'Since The Day I
First Saw You', but generally the albums are straight ahead disco material.
In 1984 he released the gigantic ‘Tight Fit', New Jersey Connection Records, an impressive dance
floor filler. In 1986 he reappears on Star Island Records with ('You've Got The) Right Stuff'. The
follow up was to be his last 45 release to my knowledge, 'What Would You Do Without Love'; a
wistful ballad, this was Bunny back to his soulful best. He went on to work with Chaka Khan and
Eugene Wilde. in 2003 Grapevine issued the album, LET ME LOVE YOU TONIGHT, which
honestly was not classic Bunny.
He was a larger than life character, often seen driving a limousine decorated inside with rabbits,
called his "Bunnymobile". I regret never to have seen him live, although he visited the UK a few
times, Northern soul weekenders and Philly packages.
Some deaths hit harder than others, so sad. If caught on a good recording day, he was in my
opinion one of the top soul singers of all time, way up there with all the greats. He died 6th
October 2017, after a heart attack.
CHARLES BRADLEY
Charles Bradley, often referred to as a small time James Brown
impersonator. His beleaguered rasp and passionate live performances
had to wait until his advancing years to find his well-deserved fame.
His critically acclaimed debut album, in 2011, at the age of 62, NO
TIME FOR DREAMING, introduced the world to his unique screaming
cries of pain, which came from his inner soul. Two more albums
followed; VICTIM OF LOVE, 2013, and CHANGES, 2016.
Mid-life Bradley worked odd jobs and played low key gigs for 20 years.
He earned extra money doing James Brown performances, where he
used such stage names as the Screaming Eagle of Soul, Black Velvet
and even James Brown Jr. He was eventually discovered by Gabriel
Roth, a co-founder of Daptone records. It was now he decided to swap
a lifetime of James Brown covers, to his own unique voice and style.
In June 2013 BBC 4 featured a documentary on the life and times of Charles Bradley, titled Soul
Of America. What an incredible journey.
He was born 5th November 1948 and died 23rd September 2017 from cancer which had spread
from a previously arrested stomach attack to his liver. His death comes only ten months after the
death of fellow Daptone artist Sharon Jones.
ROBERT KNIGHT
Singer Robert (Peebles) Knight was born on 24th April 1945, in Franklin,
Tennessee.
Knight made his professional vocal debut with the Paramounts, a quintet
made up of school friends. The group signed with Dot records in 1961,
releasing a couple of unremarkable forty fives, before going solo in late
1961. He released, also on Dot, a couple of average singles, and soon
faded from the scene. Between 1964 and 1967 he was lead singer with
the group, the Fairlanes. He impressed the owners of the Rising Sons
label, and was offered a contract as a solo artist.
His first recording, in 1967, 'Everlasting Love' was a major hit on both the
R&B (14) and US Pop (13) charts. The following year UK pop group,
Love Affair, took the tune to number 1. Knight followed up his hit with,
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'Blessed Are The Lonely', which just scraped into the US pop charts.
His third release on the Rising Sons imprint, 'Love On A Mountain Top', failed to sell, and it would
seem his time was up. The record was picked up on the UK Northern Soul Scene, where it
became an enormous floor filler, and on its UK reissue, on Monument, in 1974 it accelerated to
number 10. This saw him tour the UK club circuit, along with appearances on Top of the Pops.
With the success of 'Love On A Mountain Top' Monument reissued 'Everlasting Love', and it also
became a top twenty hit in the UK.
After the UK dust had settled, back in the US he had releases on Elf, Monument, and Private
Stock. All failed to sell in any quantity. He finally retired from music in the late seventies, returning
to his old university, where he worked as a lab technician.
He died 5th November 2017, after a short illness
ON THE DECK. 11 EXCEPTIONAL OTIS COVERS
(All written or co-written by Otis)
The majority of cover versions fall flat when they are played
alongside the original. But these inject some originality into their
grooves, and are worthy of standing alone.
Ernie Johnson - Dreams To Remember (Rowan/Paula). This
is one killer deep soul track. Nasty Jody's stolen Ernie's baby.
"You know what he did, he moved across the river with my
baby, ‘cause Jody knew I couldn't swim", "I wonder if I can get
some of my friends to call my baby”. Even Al TNT Braggs gets
enlisted to help in the calling. Brilliant.
Al Hudson & the Soul Partners - I've Been Loving You Too Long (Atco)
Laura Lee - That's How Strong My Love Is (Hot Wax)
Mickey Murray - Shout Bamalama (SSS)
Willie Johnson - I'm Depending On You (Jam)
Etta James - Security (Chess)
Donnie Elbert - Be Good To Me (UK Mojo)
Jimmy Smith - Respect (Verve)
Chamber Brothers - I Can't Turn You Loose (Crescendo)
Dells - On The Dock Of The Bay (Cadet)
Ike & Tina Turner - I've Been Loving You Too Long (Blue Thumb)
The magazine reaching 100 is amazing. It’s been an honour and privilege that I have been
bringing, via the Soul Kitchen, despite my lack of grammar, real Soul music for the last 17 years to
the pages of the greatest music magazine there is, and always will be.
Sadly so many soul legends have passed over to soul heaven during that time. Bobby Womack,
Tyrone Davis, Otis Clay, Clay Hammond, J Blackfoot, Bobby Bland and so
many, many others.
Thanks to Harry for putting my stuff in order, and our great leader Keith for
letting me be a major part of the Woodies for all these years. Here’s to the next
hundred, although I’m unlikely to see that out.
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Neo Rockabi l ly
Here's 40 neo-rockabilly tracks you should hear. Or own. In
alphabetical order by artist.
But first: what is neo-rockabilly? Well, it wasn't cut at Sun, Meteor, Vaden,
or any one of dozens of independent labels prevalent in America's
southern states during the first wave of rockabilly in the fifties.
Some might describe it as modern rockabilly, but that doesn't mean it was
all produced using just amplified acoustic lead guitar, doggy house bass and drums, the three
piece rockabilly cliché.
And it doesn't mean it was made by youths with multi-coloured pompadours and eye-liner,
although some of it certainly was.
Others might say some of it is not rockabilly of any description. But, as Humpty Dumpty said to
Alice in Through the Looking Glass: “Words can mean what I want them to mean”.
If someone, somewhere, has described these acts as rockabilly, if some of the tracks by artists
quite far from the accepted stable of rockabilly artists made what is quite clearly a rockabilly track,
or if individual numbers have been included on compilations with the word “rockabilly” in the title,
then they are in.
None – well, just one – were cut prior to 1970, which makes them, by our standards, modern.
Some are established, big-selling records known to most with any interest in the genre. Others
have become staples since they have been revived and covered by other than the original act
involved.
Still more are absolute obscurities, which means you should check them out if you have more than
the slightest liking for what has been described as the most frantic, most exciting musical form the
planet has known.
Argue over the water cooler about this entirely subjective selection. Make your own choices. But in
the words of first generation rocker Jerry Lee Lewis, who was a rockabilly despite playing piano:
“Think about it, darlin'”.
John Howard
Sweden's Kent Vikmo re-invented himself as Jack Baymoore and started singing about cars in a
voice that sounded more like a good ol' boy from NASCAR rather than the chef on a puppet TV
programme, leaving those unaware of his background in awe of his apparent authenticity.
The track chosen here emerged in 1997 and has gradually been growing in popularity as a deadcert dance floor filler, while Jack is in demand for festivals world-wide.
Was this a one-off, or had the talented Swede more up his sleeve? The track Flat Out from 2003
suggests he has as many hot rod hymns as Charlie Ryan, an obvious inspiration for his sound.
When he's not fronting his band, Jack has been involved in a series of tribute projects, featuring
the songs of Johnny Cash and Elvis Presley. He records for Tail Records, and most of his material
remains in the catalogue.
It took some sifting to choose just one track from the ubiquitous Big Sandy, celebrating more than
25 years with his Flyrite Boys. The job was made a little easier since Robert Williams, Sandy's
birth name, doesn't stick to one style of music, but is equally at home not only with straight
rockabilly, but also Rock’n’Roll, country, western swing, doo-wop and a touch of soul.
So there's astonishing variety in the 14 albums he has under his somewhat substantial belt, and
he is equally in demand as Master of Ceremonies on festival stages on both sides of the Atlantic.
A Californian, he reckons to have flown around the globe more times than he can count.
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They started as The Blue Cat Trio, fronted by double bassman Dave Phillips, and including
brothers Carlo and Stef Edwards, and permanent guest, saxman Clive Osborne, in 1977 and they
were, some say, the best rockabilly band the UK had produced so far. And they were still
teenagers.
Various line-up changes by 1980 led to a shortening of their name with two new members in Mitch
Caws and Clint Bradley. The original line-up had recorded one album for the Dutch Rockhouse
label, and the second line-up cut a follow-up. The track above is from the first album.
Their biggest year was 1981 with gigs all over the world organised by a top agency, TV
appearances, and high hopes of a crossover to mainstream acceptance. However, the band was
aware that their core rockabilly audience would only accept what they saw as pure rockabilly,
which limited their horizons, and by the following year they had broken up.
But their original impact was so great, and they are so well remembered, that whenever they
reunite for a show, the House Full signs go up.
Like to see Mario Bradley live onstage? So would we, based on what we've heard of his first three
solo albums, but the reclusive Mario is not about to appear near you any time soon.
Bradley, who has most certainly played big shows in the past as a member of bands like The
Marvels, The Blue Ridge Mountain Boys, and The Bootleggers, plays all the instruments on his
recordings himself. And, in interviews, he says he doesn't like to play an instrument when he is
singing live on stage.
So this big man, at home playing upright bass, lead guitar or drums, remains in his home studio,
turning out superb slices of rockabilly like the one above, that surfaced comparatively recently. But
don't call him just rockabilly. He's equally at home with jive Rock’n’Roll, as he has proved with the
dance-floor favourite Chicago Jive. A credit to his country, which is Britain, by the way.
The lovely Marti was an Air Force wife based in Austin, Texas, who sang at home but never in
public until she saw a flyer advertising for volunteers to take part in an Officers' Wives Club show.
Faced with hundreds of hooting airmen, Marti admits: “I lost my stage fright for ever.”
By turns sultry and raucous, Marti is at home with country material, torchy ballads and out and out
rockers, but Black Cadillac, a revival of the Joyce Green original, shows her raunchier side.
She started recording on her own label in 1992, before Goofin' Records of Finland came to hear of
her, and signed her up. She tours Europe rarely, but when she does, it's The Barnshakers, also
from Finland, who are her band of choice.
She was born in St Louis, spent her summers in Louisiana, names Patsy Cline as an influence,
and Wanda Jackson as a friend so no wonder her style is so eclectic.
They only played and recorded for four years, but Buzz and the Flyers made their mark in neorockabilly way before its commercial acceptance. And it was this commercial acceptance that led
to their initial break-up.
Dig Wayne and the band were big news in New York playing pared-down Rock’n’Roll and
rockabilly. Then the Stray Cats arrived on the scene and made a bigger noise. Someone said to
Dig: “Hey, you sound like the Stray Cats.”
He has said in interviews that his ego couldn't take that, so off he went to England, at the invitation
of Clash manager Bernie Rhodes, and formed chart band Joxboxers. He then spent five years in
Five Guys Named Moe, the Louis Jordan musical on the West End stage.
But the good news is Dig has a new band Dig Wayne and The Chisellers. And Buzz and the
Flyers get together from time to time for a reunion. Playing songs like the one above.
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A three piece from Santa Cruz California who play in excess of 100 gigs internationally each year
roped in a female voice-over for this slab of chauvinism which travels at Chop Top's cruising
speed – very fast indeed.
Formed by stand-up drummer Gary Marsh, known by his stage name Sinner. twenty years ago
the group spent half their career as a local attraction before the rest of the world discovered them.
They describe themselves as Revved Up Rockabilly, the title of their first album, on the Swillbilly
label. This is where most of their recordings can be found, apart from one CD on Rollin' Rock,
which must be the easiest example of their output to find, if you want to check out a band inspired
by Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran but decided the music needed to be a little quicker.
A Latino four piece band from California's San Fernando Valley mix originals with tastefully
chosen fifties revivals, often improving on rockabilly obscurities thanks both to modern recording
methods, and their own talents. The original of this particular track is by Jimmy Heap, but Chuy
and the boys take it somewhere different.
Lead singer, the charismatic Jesus Felix, it has been suggested, is the natural successor to
Ritchie Valens and Chan Romero with his high pitched, crystal clear vocals. However, they were
said to have played their final show a couple of years ago, which must be a major disappointment
to their label, Wild Records.
They even cut one track with Darrel Higham, so we're not alone in flagging up their qualities.
This outfit were pioneers in finding obscurabilly forty fives and flogging them to an entirely new
market, helped of course by their outrageous image, big big haircuts and obvious sense of
humour.
The absence of a bass player in their original line-up must have sent chills up the spines of
Rock’n’Roll bassists, since they felt the bass drum was a worthwhile alternative. The result may
have been unsubtle but boy was it solid.
Core members were husband and wife team Lux Interior and Poison Ivy, forming the band in New
York in 1976. The passing of Lux in 2009 meant the death of the band, but we have recordings
like the one above to remember them by.
Not neo-rockabilly? Its inclusion on a fine CD entitled When Rockabilly
Ruled OK permits the inclusion in this list for the Welsh Wizards of stripped
down Rock’n’Roll A masterpiece of throbbing mid-tempo guitar bass and
drums perfectly complemented by Cavan Grogan's stuttering vocal make
this one of the strollers of choice for the ladies who choose this style of
dance.
Dozens more Cavan tracks on Crazy Rhythm, Charly and re-issue labels
qualify as top quality rockabilly, but when asked about the subject, the
veteran band nail their colours to the Teddy Boy mast.
Once regarded as a UK only phenomenon, in the past years have seen
them make conquering performances in Spain and Las Vegas where they are properly recognised
as a group who guarded the sputtering flame of roots Rock’n’Roll until the revival rolled around.
Texan Ronnie Dawson recorded young and toured with Gene Vincent but his career had a late
flowering when Europe discovered rockabilly in the eighties. Tracks like Action Packed and
Rockin' Bones that had no more than regional impact in his native US in the fifties were re-issued,
and Ronnie started a new recording career thanks to a series of record labels, not least No Hit
who made this the eponymous track on a hard rocking CD.
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Known as the Blond Bomber, Ronnie headlined festivals such as Hemsby, and his European
acceptance sparked new touring round the US where his lively and authoritative stage act won
him new fans. He died from throat cancer in 2003 at 64.
Affable Deke is happy to play country, hillbilly, blues, Western swing and Rock’n’Roll, but his
roots, to which he often returns, is rockabilly, as this track illustrates. An ace guitarist, songwriter,
band leader, promoter, festival organiser, and author, he often lends his talents to first generation
acts like The Ventures, The Fendermen, and the late Jimmy Lee Fautheree.
Born in Missouri and resident in Los Angeles, he is on a massive European tour with instrumental
combo Los Straitjackets this spring which takes in Italy, Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, but not
the UK as of the time of writing, worse luck.
He has a number of side bands, not least Blind Rage and Violence, his tribute to guitarmeister the
late Link Wray. You can find his recordings on his own Ecco-Fonic, Major and Hightone, labels
and find his writings in Guitar Player, Vintage Guitar and The Fretboard Journal magazines.
Before the genre of neo-rockabilly was even identified, The Deltas were playing their own brand of
high energy Rock’n’Roll, which attracted the attention of Nervous Records head honcho Roy
Williams in 1981 at a gig in the famed Royalty dance hall in Southgate.
He took them into a London studio for their first album which took its title from this track, featuring
a line-up that included Steve Bongo on vocals, Captain Pat Marvel and Little John, and got better
than anticipated sales. This led to club and festival dates all over Europe for the band.
This also led to a defined identity for Nervous Records, who went on to become specialists in the
genre.
There were various line-up changes in the life of the band, which became a five piece at one
point, with future Morrisey musical director and ex-Polecat Boz Boorer playing with them.
OK, this iconic track was cut in 1969, so it could well be argued it is
outside the scope of modern rockabilly, but it was virtually unknown
at the time, and was only re-discovered around four years ago,
catapulting the lofty, genial Californian to fame around 50 years
after he started.
He became a highly desirable name on the international festival
circuit, but on the eve of his second UK trip, he sadly passed away,
just a little too soon to reap the full rewards of his late-flowering
career boost. Amazingly, he had held together his group The Krazy
Kats from 1957 until his untimely demise. Lee himself didn't even
rate this track as his best, preferring another original Beat Out My
Love. His sole CD is still available on the Fury label.
Long before he became a big name in the Americana/country field, the young Steve Earle
recorded an EP that was pure rockabilly, if he had but known it. He showed early flair for
songwriting, and delivered this paean to his good choice of female companionship in a snarl that
suggested not only did he pop his collar, but he quite likely had his cigarettes rolled up in his Tshirt sleeve and had a steel comb in his back pocket. He finally hit paydirt with Guitar Town in
1985, prompting the re-release of the EP Pink and Black, and other tracks recorded at the same
time, on a full length CD entitled Early Tracks.
Virginia-born and Texas-raised, the always interesting Steve has done jail time for drugs, and has
been married seven times. In addition to country, bluegrass and folk, he returns to his rockabilly
roots from time to time.
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The lovely Rosie's musical spectrum runs from honky-tonk to
Western Swing, but this foray into straight unadorned
rockabilly is probably the reason she is regarded so highly by
aficionados of the style. That, and her oft-quoted admiration for
her predecessors in the genre like Wanda Jackson, with whom
she toured, and Janis Martin, subject of a whole tribute album
by Ms Flores, add to her lustre. Amazingly, she is now in her
sixties, but even up close you might be forgiven for thinking
her years younger. Born in San Antonio, Texas, she now lives
in Austin, where she has her own Rosie Flores Day.
This track first appeared on the CD Bandera Highway but is
easier to find on 2014's Rockabilly Filly which takes its title for
her alternate soubriquet, and also features Wanda Jackson
and the late Janis Martin.
Formed in 1983 by Steve Whitehouse, Frenzy are one of the premier 1980s
neorockabilly/psychobilly bands of the era, a tradition that continues. Recordings such as Hall Of
Mirrors and Clockwork Toy established them, the latter containing their 1986 indie hit, I See Red.
Not for the faint-hearted, Frenzy never really went away, and have been playing and recording on
and off since their formation more than 30 years ago. Their four albums , Nine O Nine, Dirty Little
Devils, In The Blood and Nitro Boy showed that Frenzy are so far along the road they chose that
there is no turning back.
They re-launched in 2007 and have toured the world since, but nothing encapsulates their
intimidating sound better than this cover of the Ricochets’ original, recorded live at the now
defunct London Marquee club. Find them on the People Like You record label. And others.
The story of Washington DC's Go Cat Go is a sad one. They
recorded just a handful of songs before lead singer, a natural
Elvis sound-a-like, Darren Spears was shot dead. He was also
the principal songwriter, and his death led the band to break
up almost before they had started, in 1993.
But Darren's recorded legacy includes the above title, and a
second one, Please Mama Please that have both resonated
through the years, attracting cover versions in live rockabilly
shows, and on record. There are few songs written outside the
fifties heyday of rockabilly that have lasted, and lasted.
Tragically two of them came from the same pen, and raises
the question of what might have happened to the band, and its
singer and composer, had he survived.
Amazingly, the Go-Getters have been playing off and on for more than 25 years, and although
there have been various line-up changes, the one constant has been frontman Peter Sandberg,
vocalist, drummer and a man of many parts – car parts, that is. He builds his own hot rods and
custom cars in his native Sweden.
The trio have toured the world, playing not only the States, but also Australia, where they have
also recorded. And they have been the backing band of choice for some of the biggest names in
rockabilly.
The track mentioned above is a staple of live rockabilly bands worldwide, and has been covered
by a number of acts on record.
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Tough looking ex-Tuff Dart Robert Gordon does not come from the blue collar background you
might expect. His father was a judge, and he was raised just outside Washington D.C. He was
discovered in New York by record producer Richard Gottehrer, impressed with his baritone voice,
who teamed him with guitar legend Link Wray for two well-received albums on the Private Stock
label.
His sales were such that RCA Records came knocking, and the lifelong Elvis fan found himself to
his huge pride on the same label as The King.
Bruce Springsteen had written the song Fire for Elvis, but with Presley's passing, offered it to
Robert who responded by putting it in the pop charts.
Robert has continued to record and tour, and released his first album of fresh material in nearly
ten years on the US Lanark label, entitled I'm Coming Home.
One of the best known guitarists on the modern rockabilly scene,
Darrel led his ex-wife Imelda May's band for the past few years as
she burned up the international charts. But his pedigree in rockabilly
stretches back more than 20 years to Bob and the Bearcats, and his
own band The Enforcers.
He has his own recording studio in rural Hampshire and has been
associated with various labels over the years, not least Wild Records
in California, for whom he has toured, and backed various of their
other acts.
When they suggested he make a CD of his favourite rockabilly
numbers, he grasped the opportunity and to his eternal credit chose this Billy Fury track to close
out the CD Wild in Hollywood.
Lofty and good looking, he still stands a chance of pop stardom in his own right, if he wanted it.
No-one was more surprised than this group when their uptempo skiffle numbers appeared on
collections of British rockabilly. But the music is clearly rockabilly even if the practitioners were
lefty longhairs who came from a folk tradition rather than pompadoured fans of Elvis and his heirs.
Not least because there are no drums.
Dave Hatfield on bass, and Richie Bull on dobro were in the Kursaal Flyers, three others, Dave
“Ozzy” Elvin, Jerry Alsford and Vince Lee have passed on.
It was Sweden's Sonet Records who decided their music was a fit with the likes of dedicated
rockers like Crepes'n'Drapes and Jim Carlisle, but whether Hogshead and a live rockabilly
audience were ever in the same building is a moot point.
They all came from Southend-on-Sea, in Essex.
Those who suspected Chris Isaak with his pomped up hair and fifties clothes might be a closet
rockabilly had that opinion confirmed when he released a double album of Sun label covers a
couple of years ago.
But close listening to album cuts from this California native since his nineties breakthrough hit
Wicked Game would have revealed his deep love for, and complete mastery of, fifties music.
There are any number of great songs by Isaak that could have made this list, but his version of Bo
Diddley's Diddley Daddy is particularly notable for its quote from Gene Vincent's B I Bickey Bi Bo
Bo Go in the runout.
Great voice, great image, and watch out for his TV show that turns up from time to time in predawn slots on obscure satellite channels.
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Northampton's Cotton Brothers are stalwarts on the club and festival scene with their wildly
entertaining stage act, and even had major label eighties chart hits with tracks like Yes Tonight
Josephine and Love Makes the World Go Round from a pair of unlikely sources, Johnnie Ray and
Perry Como. Having Stuart Coleman on board as their producer was no hindrance.
However, their roots were in rockabilly, as this song demonstrates. Taken from their 1989 album
Session Out on Nervous Records, and written by the band's Bob Cotton, it takes its place
alongside a whole slew of band originals, proving their writing abilities matched their playing skills.
They are as adept at doo-wop group harmony as they are at Rock’n’Roll.
They have made more than 60 TV appearances, and played more than 2,000 live shows since
they formed in 1978.
They continue to write, record and perform, and are gradually being recognised as respected
originators of neo-rockabilly.

Guitarist and singer Bill Kirchen was a member of sixties band Commander Cody and His Lost
Planet Airmen and rejoices in the nickname Titan of the Telecaster for his playing prowess.
Born in Michigan, Bill relocated to San Francisco in the sixties where CC&HLPA were known as
mavericks, completely at odds with the hippy-dippy trash fashionable at the time.
He wrote songs for the band like Mama Loved Diesels, and was featured heavily on the big selling
Lost in the Ozone album.
Now based back on the east coast of the States, Kirchen has strong links with the UK, touring
regularly and recording for Demon Records, and then the UK's respected Proper label, often in
collaboration with Johnny Cash's former son in law, Nick Lowe.
But none of that prepares the listener for Rockin' Over China, a tongue in cheek re-write of
rockabilly standard Ubangi Stomp, which is totally brilliant musically and lyrically.
Red-headed California-based beauty Kim arriving on stage in her trademark red cowboy boots
does not prepare the casual listener for the voice that roars out of that china doll face.
Strumming an amplified acoustic, and with her crack band The Jaguars behind her, Kim has a
voice that has been compared to Wanda Jackson, acknowledged queen of fifties rockabilly.
Kim has four albums to her credit so far, with this track culled from her 1998 offering, and spent
the tail end of last year touring Stateside, introducing a new line up of the four piece Jaguars.
Much missed is her longtime lead guitarist Nick Curran, a star in his own right, who succumbed to
cancer, but reports state the new guys know exactly what they are doing.
Kim was a nominated artist in the Ameripolitan music awards in Austin, Texas, and in what
category? Why, rockabilly, female, of course.
Success was a long time coming for this vivacious Irish-born
colleen but the years of touring and recording mean the chanteuse
has stagecraft and charisma coming out of every pore.
What came as a surprise to her ex-husband and lead guitarist
Darrel Higham who always knew he had a sassy charm of a wife
with an infectious sense of humour and a great voice, was her
songwriting abilities. She takes the path less travelled when it
comes to subject matter and point of view, which has meant
number one CDs in her native Eire for Mayhem, Tribal and Love
Tattoo.
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Known mainly as a vocalist, she also plays bodhran, guitar and bass, and her distinctive blondestreaked victory roll hairstyle was mimicked on High Streets throughout the land.
Dozens of her songs vie for inclusion in this list, but the brilliant video that accompanied the
release of the above tipped the scales in its favour. Give it a look.
Tulsa-born JD (call me Dave) didn't come out of nowhere with this dance floor and turntable hit of
a few years ago. He was the denim jacketed lead guitarist for Jimmy Sutton's Chicago-based
band The Charms, and it was Jimmy who produced the breakthrough debut CD Signs and
Signifiers and plays bass on it, too.
Like much modern rockabilly, radio programmers don't know whether he should be filed under
Americana, country, retro or what, so JD benefited from radio play under all categories.
A delayed follow-up on Rounder Records entitled Let The Good Times Roll was even scheduled
for heavy rotation on BBC Radio Two..
The title track is a McPherson original, nothing to do with Shirley and Lee's fifties R&B hit, and is a
pounding yet melodic slice of modern rockabilly.
Basic and bare-boned West Coast jump blues, downhome Texas grit and Memphis rockabilly...
wild, funky and menacing is how Guitar Player magazine summed up the appeal of the three
piece San Diego based Paladins.
Guitarist and frontman Dave Gonzalez formed the band more than twenty years ago with the
specific purpose of preserving fifties rockabilly for future generations, and names Link Wray as his
principal influence. The line-up has rotated since, and the band have put out above a dozen
releases to the acclaim of roots rockabilly fans.
Dave also writes, but the outfit are up for the carefully chosen cover version where required.
They average 200 live dates a year, travelling around 75,000 miles annually to perform, and
named one of their albums Million Mile Club to illustrate their hard travelling lifestyle.
This track appears on a 1983 compilation Stack A Records which also includes a number of
bands listed in this feature.
Two years after Marc Almond's Soft Cell took this Gloria Jones
classic into the charts, it was given a fresh make-over by this well
established rockabilly who also had a taste of chart action in
1983.
Dave fronts the band on double bass, and with his first band, The
Blue Cats were among the first to adopt a pure rockabilly sound,
and it was with his first album under his own name that led to the
soubriquet “neo-rockabilly”.
The line-up has included some big names in the field, including
Mark Harman from Restless, Clive Osborne from more bands
than you can shake a stick at, and Rob Tyler, ubiquitous
drummer, still in the line-up alongside guitarist Paul Gaskin.
Dave had a lengthy hiatus from the scene, but found a fond welcome back when he returned to
touring, snagging choice spots on the festival circuit, and playing the clubs, too.
You can find Tainted Love on the album Wild Youth on the Rockhouse label.
Comprising Eddie Angel, Sonny George, Bill Swartz and Mark W. Winchester, the Planet Rockers
may have gone their separate ways, but they left us with this, one of the very few instrumental
classics not cut in the fifties.
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The Nashville-based band were not primarily an instrumental outfit as a listen to the CD 26
Classic Tracks from 1997, from which this is taken, will confirm, with Sonny George handling the
vocals in authoritative fashion.
The band only split up due to their inability to locate a rockabilly upright bass player in the whole of
Tennessee, but they can be persuaded to reunite for a major show or recording.
After nearly 20 years of near silence, they put out a new single Voodoo Woman, backed by
Snakebit, and released a new album recorded back where it all began for rockabilly, the Sam
Phillips Recording studio in Memphis. Entitled, perhaps obviously, The Return of the Planet
Rockers, this seventeen tracker is on the Witchcraft label and continues the rockabilly tradition,
wild and raucous.
The original line-up of this outfit ran for 17 years, inspired by Barrence Whitfield, until lead guitarist
and vocalist Rob Glazebrook decided to split the band. They were the victims of too much work
rather than too little, and Rob says they came off the road to save his larynx.
They had been described as The Wildest Rock'n'Roll Band at the time. Ten years later, they reformed, to find they were bigger than ever.
The line-up features the stinging guitar of Rob, Clive Osborne on sax, Ricky McCann on drums
and Wayne Hopkins on bass. In their first incarnation, they not only played the club and festival
circuit in their own right, they also backed many if not most, of the big names in Rock’n’Roll.
Certainly, Rob's guitar solo backing Big Al Downing on Fool Such as I at the Tennessee Club back
in the day lives in memory as one of the greatest ever played.
You can find most of their recordings still in the catalogue of Rollin' Records in Kent.
The band formed in north London as early as 1977, with Tim Worman, aka Tim Polecat on vocals,
Boz Boorer on guitar and vocals, Phil Bloomberg on bass and Chris Hawkes on drums, initially
named Cult Heroes. They ditched that name for the more rockabilly sounding moniker, and found
favour with record label Nervous.
They also found favour with the record buying public when they switched to major label Mercury,
placing a cover of David Bowie's John, I'm Only Dancing in the charts in 1980, following it up with
a reworking of their first single Rockabilly Guy, and a revival of Marc Bolan's Jeepster.
They also had a taste of US success with their song Make a Circuit With Me three years later.
Boz left the group to work for Manchester mope Morrissey, but led a number of reunions which
produced a live album and new studio CD from which their version of this Don Willis tune is culled.
Tim Polecat re-located to Los Angeles, and now has a solo career that saw him well received at a
Viva Las Vegas rockabilly fest.
Restless are reckoned to be the Nervous record label's most successful signing. They are
probably less pleased to be the first neo-rockabilly group to sell substantial numbers of records
without actually making the national charts. That their reputation has lasted and will continue to
last rests with the writing and playing skills of front man Mark Harman, one of the few composers
of a modern rockabilly number that is part of dozens of other act's playlists, and has also been
covered on recordings.
Ice Cold is the song, and it appeared on their first album in the eighties Why Don't You Just Rock,
when the line-up included Mark, brother Paul on bass and Rob Tyler on drums.
It's perhaps worth pointing out to all those groups who have covered Ice Cold that it is far from the
only great song Mark composed, and a trawl through his myriad releases might reveal more
paydirt.
Restless changed their line-up from time to time, but still get together when to say “No” to another
reunion would be downright rude.
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The Sharks got together in the UK in the late
seventies, and went on to feature Steve Whitehouse,
founder of Frenzy, and Alan Wilson now boss of
Western Star label and found a natural home with
Nervous Records in 1982.
Their debut release was Phantom Rockers, still in the
catalogue, and still selling.
In line with a number of their fellow rockabillies, they
sometimes chose material from the most unlikely
source, in this case Cliff Richard and the Shadows.
Sadly, the line-up did not last long the first time round,
but the group gets together again occasionally, and
YouTube watchers can catch up with these reunions,
not least a storming performance at Brazil's Curitiba
Festival and Germany's Satanic Stomp.
One of their later shows resulted in a concert recording, First and Last Live.
Don Michael would probably not welcome his inclusion in this collection of modern rockabillies,
preferring to think of himself as a politicised songwriter and singer. If so, he shouldn't make such
superb slices of modern rockabilly as the track mentioned above, taken from his early CD Crimson
Winds.
Based in Taos New Mexico, this son of the South specialises in observational songs for the most
part, and sometimes plays every instrument on his releases, which he sells directly to the public.
However, Long Black Train, the same train Chuck Berry name checked in Downbound Train, is
the modern equivalent of Charon's ferry across the River Styx to Hades, and is rich in the imagery
of death. “Place those silver eagles on my eyes” is part of the chorus, a silver eagle being a dollar,
placed on the eyes of the newly dead to pay the ferryman.
Unlike most rockabilly tracks, it has a runtime of more than five minutes.
And this was not a one-off. Another song, humorous in tone this time, entitled Rock'n'Roll Band
has a similar feel and instrumentation.
First picture I saw of Chris Scruggs, grandson of bluegrass banjo player Earl Scruggs, he was
wearing a Hank Williams short black jacket and had a flat-top haircut, fifties style.
By the time I met him he had morphed into Harry Potter; fringe, glasses, and scarf. That doesn't
alter the fact that he laid down one of the wittiest modern rockabilly tracks on his first solo CD,
mentioned above. His old motor means a half hour drive takes an hour or so.
The man has previous. He was the front man of roots band BR549 for three years writing and
performing the title track on their CD release Tangled in the Pines, plays numerous country
instruments, and has backed everyone from Bobby Bare to Jools Holland.
His debut CD, on Cogent Records, is entitled Anthem, and Chris wrote eleven of the twelve tracks
and produced the album himself. He even appeared at the UK's Americana Festival backing Rosie
Flores on laptop steel.
The only band from Scotland to make it into this survey, the Shakin' Pyramids honed their musical
skills as buskers on the streets of Glasgow. Line-up was Dave Duncan on percussion, James
Creighton on acoustic and electric guitar and vocals, and Ken McLellan on acoustic guitar and
vocals.
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Their recording career spanned three short years, from 1980 to 1983 but in that time they toured
North America, released two studio albums, four singles
and three EPs, and even got to record with the Glasgow
born King of Skiffle Lonnie Donegan. Their charismatic
looks garnered TV appearances back in the day.
None of their releases bothered the charts, but their
reputation grows as their live and recorded work is recompiled, reissued, and, ahem, bootlegged, and their
energetic stage shows are fondly remembered.
They spent their whole career on the edge of success,
gaining critical acclaim and positive reviews in such
unexpected quarters as the US Rolling Stone magazine.
This track was a fine revival of Bobby Helms’ 1956 cut.
Meanwhile, lead singer James Creighton had a solo
release entitled Make Some Noise.
A highly rated trio from the north east of England, the Skip Rats formed in 1987 and released no
less than six well received CD albums during a career that has spanned the years and the world.
Fronted by the charismatic Colin Mee, the band made major inroads into the European market
early in their career, and were spotted by a Swiss independent record boss during a gig in Paris,
which led to their first recording, She's My Baby. This 10inch vinyl offering now changes hands for
hundreds of dollars.
Their repertoire is a mixed bag of originals and rockabilly standards but they only record
spasmodically.
Joe Gullan played lead guitar initially, with Mickie Downey on bass and this is the line-up today.
No, there was no drummer.
The band is still going strong, and has a busy date sheet for 2018 and there's no doubt even
Matchbox's Graham Fenton would approve of their version of his hit song.
Born in the backroom of DJ Dell Richardson's Unit One
Rock'n'Roll club in Uxbridge outside of London in 1976,
Whirlwind were an early signing to Ted “Ace” Carroll's
Chiswick label.
Frontman the late Nigel Dixon looked as good in photos
as he sounded onstage, guitarist Mick Lewis was highly
rated, while Phil Hardy on drums, and Chris Emo had
the look and the musical chops to suggest this was a
band on its way to fame.
Their debut single was a revival of Tommy Spurlin's
Hang Loose, while Blowing Up a Storm, the full length
CD, proved so popular that it had to be re-released
more than thirty years after it was recorded. As
expected, the four leather-jacketed lads caused a storm
at club level, and won a residency at London's
prestigious Speakeasy Club, which hosted sets by
everyone from Chuck Berry to Johnny Otis, and where Muddy Waters could be found drinking.
Although the original line-up was disappearing by the early nineties, in 2009 Mick Lewis was able
to put together a refreshed line up, and they have been going great guns ever since, recording a
well-received CD Back Into the Storm which comprised originals composed by the band.
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As always I was intrigued when finding a few new recordings while
researching for a new album. The leader of the band playing those
recordings held a list almost as long as my arm of qualifications and
positions of importance held in business that one would not associate with
a band leader, let alone a musician. Lou Preager was an educated man
with a wide range of experience but it was as a pianist, accordionist and
band leader that led to him becoming famous in the British Dance Band era
in the late 1920s through to the late 1950s.
Lou Preager was born on 12th January 1906 in London although not much
is known about his parentage but really we are not here to discuss that. As
a child Lou played piano in various dance bands. On leaving school at the
tender age of 16 Lou started work in a chartered accountant’s company
and then alongside a solicitor in an advertising agency. It is known that Lou
regarded these as “wasted years”. It was not long before that all changed
and at the age of 19 Lou started to work as a musician, comedian and
stage manager in a professional capacity in touring reviews. Lou appeared
in many of London’s West End clubs and he soon joined the Maurice Handford Band at the
Piccadilly Hotel, his first broadcast with the band being in 1928. In 1931 Lou joined an outfit
fronted by Eugene Pini to play Tango style at the Monsignor Restaurant, London. A meeting with
Billy Read led to Read giving Lou an intensive three-day course in accordion playing; together
they started the Billy Read Accordion Band. After this Lou joined the Gene Lewis Band at
Selfridges playing tea-dances (real tea-dances!) in the afternoons and in the evenings directing a
Continental style band at the Mayfair Restaurant, busy man!.
The days of the early 1930s found those working in
the music industry affected by constant change and
Lou was no exception. In 1933 Lou was leading a
band at Romano’s in the Strand after a short stint at
Ciro’s leading an 11-piece band; it was with the
Romano’s band that Lou made his first gramophone
record in 1935. The Accordion Serenaders, a band
led by Lou, were also broadcasting at this time. The
year 1937 found Lou leading a band at a hotel
residency in Bangor; this ran until the outbreak of
WWII. Although Lou offered to sign up for service he
was told to stay a civilian and continue entertaining, this was when Lou set up a show band which
on route to a tour of France was machine gunned and the band was immediately sent back to
London. After a short spell of ambulance driving Lou joined the Intelligence Corps in 1941. Lou
was involved in an off duty motor accident and smashed his right arm, it was only after eight
months intensive therapy that Lou could straighten his arm. Lou was invalided out of the Army in
1942 but soon set up a 14 piece ballroom orchestra at the Hammersmith Palais where he stayed
for 18 years. Live broadcasting was one of Lou’s loves and the 14 piece band was soon
broadcasting as ‘Lou Preager and his Correct Tempo Ballroom Band’ in shows such as ‘Saturday
Night at The Palais’. Along with this work Lou and his band were also part of various studio
recording sessions with vocalists such as Rita Williams, Paul Rich and Edna Kaye.
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Lou soon started a long association with the show ‘Music While You Work’ in 1942 playing dance
band standards along with some hot dance tunes with the big band tunes being reserved for live
shows. Lou completed ninety six editions of MWYW closing the show with his version of
‘Whispering’ with the tune gradually speeding up to intertwine with ‘Calling All Workers’. Lou had
great success during the years of 1945, 1947 and 1950 with the
broadcasting of the 52 programme show ‘Write a Tune for £1000’ and
from this he produced a number of successful tunes, one being ‘Cruising
Down The River’. The year 1955 saw Lou Preager and his Orchestra
regularly featured on the TV show ‘Palais Party’ and later on the selfscripted show ‘Find A Singer’ in which Lou shared the presentation and
production as well as conducting the band. In 1959 Lou decided that a
change was needed (another one?) and he moved his Orchestra to the
Lyceum in The Strand. Lou Preager and his Orchestra also featured on
the TV show ‘Come Dancing’ and in the later years of this show Lou also
featured as an adjudicator. The year 1962 found Lou in ill health which
caused Lou to retire and various operations affected Lou for the rest of
his life.
With qualifications like Doctor of Psychology, Doctor of Metaphysics, Certificate in Chromo
Therapy, along with credentials such as Director of Park Royal Hotel in Brighton, owner of
Harmony Book Publishing company, founder of The Golden Bell Record Company, Managing
Director of Tele Variety Ltd, owner of Radius Film Productions and Director of Lou Preager
Productions, they do not really match with his career of pianist, comedian, accordionist and band
leader. Nonetheless Lou Preager was so good that during his extensive musical career he also
won many awards and trophies.
Lou left London to live in Slough where he bought the local
Carlton Ballroom but after a heart attack in 1967 he sold the
Carlton and settled down to a quiet life playing golf and
snooker. Throughout his music career Lou recorded for
Panachord, Regal Zonophone and Columbia, some of his
Columbia recordings were re-issued on a President LP. Some
of Lou’s Panachord recordings were under the name of Don
Luiz and His Tango Band. Lou also recorded under the name
of Lou Preager’s Mink Tone Music in which the brass section
is said to have used mutes made of cuttings from Lou’s wife’s
discarded mink coat; this created quite a distinct sound and
was used for his work on the MWYW shows. In the fifties Lou
was also known as a respected radio presenter introducing
‘Housewives’ Choice’ and his own ‘Record Serenade’, ‘Meet
My Friends’, ‘Platter Playtime’ and ‘Listen with Lou’.
A complex, intense and serious man who did not suffer fools gladly but known as a gentle, kindhearted and generous person. A very extraordinary man who died at the age of 72 on November
14th 1978.
~~~ Musical video links ~~~
Lou Preager and His Orchestra – Ballin’ the Jack (Circa 1947)
Lou Preager and Son Orchestra – The Trolley Song – Vcl by Edna Kaye - 1946
Lou Preager and His Orchestra – Woody Woodpecker – Vcl by Eileen Orchard - 1948
Lou Preager and His Orchestra – Marchin’ Drummer Blues - 1958
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Banking on Failure
When Barclays Bank in Southend High
Street closes for good, as it surely must, I
hope the building returns to its original
use as a cinema.
And if it does, then I hope the staff make
better cinema usherettes than they do
bank clerks. I can imagine them scooping
out the Ben and Jerry's with enthusiasm,
something they notably lack when it comes
to customer service in this obviously dying
bank.
I go there as little as possible, and just as well since the counters where one
queues to speak to a teller have all but disappeared despite a hundred or more
years of banks operating in this fashion worldwide.
Instead, you walk into the bank to be faced by one or more staff members holding
computer tablets, trying to help the gormless access the line of machines that have
replaced most of the Barclays minions.
I was faced by just one staff member. I said I wanted to open a new account. I've
had a current account with Barclays ever since Lloyds gave my salary to someone
else for three months and failed to inform me, and National Westminster started
sending back money to people who were trying to give it to me. Unacceptable, I
think you will agree.
One solution I had with NatWest was to complain in an incredibly loud voice about
their incompetence until the manager emerged from her office to try to drag me out
of the public area where customers were staring open mouthed at this noisy
individual. It didn't work, but since their banking system didn't work either, that was
yet one more blind alley in my ongoing toxic relationship with banking.
However, I digress. Back to Barclays.
As a customer of a quarter of a century's standing, I have asked a staff member to
open a new account, because I wanted to open a savings account.
“Have you got an appointment?” she asked. I replied in the negative since I have
just made a forty five minute rush hour car journey to my own bank to open a new
account and had no notion it was necessary to have an appointment. It was a
specific journey to Southend High Street for this purpose, and no other. No cinema,
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no shopping, but I really needed a savings account and had been putting this off,
fearful of the foul-ups banks can cause me.
I asked why the bank clerk in question could not open the account for me. Short
answer, she couldn't. Why then, I asked, could I not see a person who could open
the account?
“Because you need an appointment,” I was told. I asked if there was no-one
competent available to serve a customer why I should not walk across the street
and open my account with Metro bank?
She scurried off to help a gorm with a machine.
Nothing for it, I will have to make an appointment. My extremely patient other half
made the appointment for me. To get the appointment it was necessary to phone a
number, key in your date of birth, key in your bank account number, key in your
sort code, and then someone answers and asks who you are. Then, of course, they
refuse to speak to my other half, who hands the phone to me.
I am given the name of Mrs Church, date and time of appointment, and to round
things off, an eight digit reference number. What could possibly go wrong?
So I arrive at the bank five minutes before the allotted time, and speak to the
menial at the door, and tell them of my appointment and my reference number.
“We haven't got a Mrs Church,” is the response.
This was not a specific trip to open my new bank account. I have arranged to meet
a friend half an hour after my banking appointment which should be quite long
enough to open the account.
So I demanded to speak to someone else about the new account in a polite but very
definite way that suggested that is what I want, what I really, really want.
A management type in an entirely different uniform is collared by the minion. I
explain I want to open a new account. I have now just 25 minutes before my next
appointment.
“It will take at least an hour,” she explained, no doubt grateful she was giving more
work a swerve.
The new bank account remains unopened. Barclays remains open. But I'm still
looking forward to that new cinema in the middle of the High Street.
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Keith and I saw this young Country singer, no relation to the late Gene Pitney, at The Borderline at
the end of August. Terrible venue now it has been refurbished, and on this UK tour Mo was
singing with no backing band, just with his acoustic guitar. In my view, this does not do justice to
this fantastic traditional Country singer who was born on March 24th, 1993 in Rockford, Illinois. He
was in a bluegrass band with his brother and a friend till he moved to Nashville in 2014.
Bill Anderson co-wrote with Mo and Bobby Tomberlin his first hit for Curb records, 'Country' which
reached number 40 in the US Country charts. His first album, 'Behind This Guitar', reached
number 10 in the US Country charts. So far this artist has only released this album and three
singles accompanied by videos - 'Country', 'Boy and Girl Thing' and 'Everywhere'.
For me, though, Mo's genius is in his phrasing on traditional Country songs. He did some
performances with full traditional Country backing, and with some of Nashville's greatest listening,
including Bill Anderson who introduced Mo. The three that captivated me are Mel Street's
'Borrowed Angel', which Mo sings beautifully, Merle Haggard's 'Farmer's Daughter', again on
which Mo does a wonderful job, but you have to stretch the imagination as it is a song for a much
older man with a grown-up daughter, and Ray Price's 'Don't You Ever Get Tired Of Hurting Me?'.
Unfortunately none of Mo's versions of these songs are available on CD or DVD, and YouTube
are fast deleting them for copyright infringement.
Mo Pitney has great potential as a traditional Country singer, but lack of good material is a
problem. I fear if it does not come along, and it is not considered commercial in Nashville right
now, Mo might be tempted like Hunter Hayes to go down the New Country/Pop route. Four year
old Hunter Hayes was introduced to a Rebel Flag waving crowd of rednecks by Hank Williams Jr
playing a crawdad decorated concertina and singing 'Jambalaya' some years ago, but I heard him
once he had grown to adulthood and was not impressed. New Country/Pop had claimed yet
another young artist.
The fact that Mo's first two singles only scraped the Top 50/40 Country charts, and the third did
not chart at all, means he may be tempted to go the pop route of people like Shania Twain and
Taylor Swift.
I feel Mo should do an album of traditional Country hits by other artists, including the three
mentioned in the paragraph before last. His unique phrasing adds so much to them, and a video
would be even better. I prefer him with a full traditional Country backing, steel guitar, fiddles, even
backing singers, than just him and his acoustic guitar. You need a really good traditional Country
song to pull this off, in my opinion.
Mo Pitney is one to watch out for. I just hope he doesn't get persuaded to dump tradition and go
for the New Country pop sound. Having heard samples of his album tracks, some of which he
sang at the Borderline gig, I still much prefer him singing the older material. I think this says more
about the kind of stuff Nashville songwriters are coming up with than Mo himself. Perhaps he will
be able to pen some great traditional Country songs himself and record them, but if not, I would
hope he concentrates on his interpretations of traditional Country standards.
Tony Papard
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As the promised Hemsby review from Keith Woods failed to materialise (he said he was too busy
or something) here are some photos taken by our industrious staff photographer Paul Harris.

Jack Scott
© Paul Harris

Charlie Rich Junior
© Paul Harris

Mary Jean Lewis
© Paul Harris

The Chord Royales
© Paul Harris

Sweet Georgia Boys
© Paul Harris

Ray Allen & His Band
© Paul Harris
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Chris Casello
© Paul Harris

Union Avenue
© Paul Harris

Union Avenue
© Paul Harris

Union Avenue
© Paul Harris

Jack Scott
© Paul Harris

Charlie Rich Junior
© Paul Harris

Jive Contest
© Paul Harris

TFTW would like to thank Paul for the many hours he stands in front
of the stage to take pictures for us. Thanks Paul.
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My local Council has decided I don't exist. I registered to vote, giving them my full
name and national insurance number, address and post code, and they wrote back
to say they are unable to process my application as they have not been able to
confirm my identity.
So Southend Council have asked me to supply, deep breath here, my passport, my
biometric residence permit, my EEA Identity Card (what's that?), my UK Photo
driving licence, my Northern Ireland Electoral Identity Card,
my UK Paper driving licence, my Non UK photo driving licence,
my birth certificate, my Marriage/Civil partnership certificate,
my adoption certificate, my firearms licence, my police bail
sheet… pick any four of 12.
There's more. They want a mortgage statement not more than 12 months old, a
Bank/Building society statement not more than three months old, a Bank/Building
Society account opening letter not more than three months old, a credit card
statement not more than three months old, a financial statement of a pension or
endowment not more than 12 months old, a council tax statement, a utility bill not
more than three months old, a P45 or a P60, a benefit statement, and loads more.
Pick four.
Of course, my bank, my pension providers, HMRC, my credit card suppliers, the
driving licence issuers, various publishing companies, the Home Office, my old
Southend schools, forty years of previous registration on the voters' list, American
Express, my building societies, my mobile phone provider, British Telecom, and on
and on, all know I live and breathe, without requiring reams more confounded
paperwork in which Southend Council seems to revel.
I'll tell you who should really know I exist. And that's Southend Council itself to
whom I have been paying council tax for more than a year.
I am, of course, entirely unfazed by these bumbling bureaucrats. I am in total
agreement with the (original) Boston Tea Party credo “No taxation without
representation.”
If Southend Council can't put me on the electoral roll with the information they
either have or can easily obtain, then I will disappear below their radar. And I can
safely tell my other half she lives alone and should now apply for a council tax
single person rebate.
Southend Council on its headed notepaper has the slogan “Creating a Better
Southend”. Creating a more chaotic Southend might be a better choice.
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Christmas is just around the corner and the cinemas are showing it; an avalanche of seasonal
comedies, hero team movies and high budget blockbusters light up the billboards like a Christmas
tree. Luckily there are some gems between such an avalanche of screening shenanigans.
Meanwhile, at home, I will be preparing for an inevitable Boxing Day dinner trivia quiz game. The
topic you may ask? Movies… Western movies… Spaghetti Westerns, that is.
A fistful of movies…
Let’s start with the present blockbusters; good or bad, at least they have the
money to be greatly publicised.
Clint Eastwood was right in A Fistful Of Dollars; “There’s money to be made in a
place like this”

Alien super villain feels homesick and begins to terraform Earth just to
be stopped by Superman eventually, half the way there.
That’s the plot of Man of Steel, Superman’s first introduction to the DC
Cinematic Universe. Not recommended though. Only if you missed Justice
League and like DC characters.
Alien super villain feels homesick and begins to terraform
Earth just to be stopped by Superman, this time, with
friends.
Basically the same plot. Only this time with a team of
heroes who get no introduction or development
whatsoever. Considering, the story revolves around
Superman being a beacon of hope, in contrast with the prior movie, Batman vs Superman,
where nobody trusted him; an all-powerful hero from another planet. Oh… did I mention he
died at the end?
On a positive note; they don’t wait for half of the Earth to be smashed into pieces; all the
credit goes to Batman though, on both movies. In essence: don’t bother.
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Poirot, the best detective in the world, boards the Orient
Express, where a murder is committed and everybody is a
suspect.
The exquisite exposition of the characters, the romantic
setting, the unsettling atmosphere generated by a yet
unsolved crime… an enjoyable experience from beginning to
end.
The 1974 film adaptation of the novel has an even more
impressive cast. It not easy to find though, therefore as a true
alternative; there are some TV adaptations you can watch,
including a Japanese one. A simple search on YouTube will prove
successful, although not as good as their big screen equivalents.
Still recommended in any format.

A conspiracy to tip the balance of power gets uncovered
when a global weather control system makes the weather go
berserk.
Your typical massive budget, high tech action thriller with
homeboys and girls instead of James Bond or Jason Bourne
to save the day and the planet. Not as bad as the other
reviews make it look.
Fun fact: you may know people who believe global weather control is
possible. I do. I do know some, I mean.
For a few movies more…
Clint Eastwood simply but wisely puts it once more “Bravo”.
These are the films that shine by their own merits.

A tale of the match between Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs.
A film that exposes the undermining view of women’s sexuality
and rights during the ‘70s. The character portrayal is incredibly
real, combining comedy with heartbreaking moments. A brilliant film not to be missed.
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Thor joins forces with Hulk while strengthening the bond with
his adopted brother Loki in an attempt to stop his true sister,
Hela from destroying their home world, Asgard.
Thor and Hulk are way too mighty heroes and were left out from
Avengers: Civil War. This movie fills the gap by fusing the
events of Planet Hulk and Ragnarok from the comics. It works
well, just as expected from the successful Marvel Cinematic Universe.
The only thing… Thanos is finally here and that is bad, really, really bad.
Matt Damon playing Loki is an Easter Egg to the comedy movie
Dogma, which by the way also co-stars Ben Affleck (Batman’s
Justice League). There they play two renegade fallen angels trying
to get back to heaven. Worth watching if you can find it.

A college girl gets killed on her birthday only to relive the same
day over and over again.
A new take on Groundhog Day with Friday the 13th added to the
mix. The baking works by adding the necessary icing on the cake
with some creative extra layers and smart twists, despite its
cheesiness. Sweet.
Once upon a time in the movies…
Charles Bronson shares a gem this time; “You don’t sell a dream of a life time”.
Maybe not, but these films will entertain you for a while.
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A descent into the state of chaos to which the Communist Party
falls after the death of Stalin.
This picture draws a very sombre pallet of fear, cowardice and
violence not to be ignored while hanging on to a highly polished
comedy frame.

An American research assistant is invited to spend some time with
his professor’s family causing a lasting impact on their lives.
A story of sexual awakening and exploration. Slow at times but
ever surrounded by a beautiful and poetical landscape in Northern
Italy. Bold and passionate, caring little for boundaries or
controversy and that’s what makes it spark.
The good the bad and the cuddly …
And finally, the title of this classic Western says it all.

Paddington gets accused of stealing the book he wants to buy for
his auntie Lucy for her birthday.
It captures the essence of the books in a vibrant, vivid and
overall smart manner. A comedy for children of all ages.
Chances are you saw Paddington, two years
ago. In that case, if you happen to have
Amazon Video Prime, you may want to check Paddington Goes to
School. Just as adorable as the big screen additions.

The mothers of the trio of friends decide to pay them a visit
for Christmas.
All the freshness and humour is lost in this sequel in favour of excessively gross language by
even the children. Embarrassing to watch.
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If you can pass the over use of swearing and sex jokes, the
original Bad Moms has a unique proposition which works fine and
you may equally laugh. Also available on Amazon Prime Video for
free if you are a subscriber. Avoid the sequel though.

Having solved their differences, Brad and Dusty must learn to
tolerate their parents visiting them this Christmas.
The only redeeming quality is Mel Gibson and John Lithgow whom
you may feel like cuddling.
As an alternative, the original Daddy’s
Home may look like a no-brainer. However, lacking the stellar cast
of the sequel and as predictable and mediocre as it comes, better
avoid them both.

When about two months ago, Marti Canal expressed his intention to review the last Blade Runner
movie, I didn’t give it a second thought. To my dismay, Marti decided to give his opinion but going
against the flow and overall opinion of the critics is more like pissing against the wind.
Therefore, Tales From The Woods does not approve, and can neither agree or even take any
responsibility whatsoever for the ill misconception of Marti Canal’s view on this article.
Director: Keith Woods.
I extend my apologies, our Tales From The Woods film correspondent’s ego has high rocketed
to the stratosphere, since his last interview with The Velvet Candles and seems to ignore its
intrinsic parabolic nature; that it is on a path to self-destruction. In other words, what goes up will,
implacably go back down. Last interview was the last, no more… ever.
Chief Editor: Harry Maton
As rule of thumb, I like to go to the cinema fresh, with little knowledge. Of course, I may see a
trailer and get excited or as youngsters put it, get hyped. And if the story seems appealing I will
even read the book first. But, generally, I will avoid reading other critics’ reviews. For better or for
worse, I have a mind of my own.
Sadly, it not always achievable, such is the level of exposition some massive budget movies have
nowadays. Still, there I went, to see Blade Runner 2049.
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And let me reveal the score this movie got from the professional big media cinema critics.
IMDB 8.4
Metacritic 81
Rolling Stone 88
Empire 100
The Guardian 100
100, as in one hundred, as in a perfect score, no flaws… Really?
Well, let me tell you something; I would not, and I will not recommend this movie to anyone that
goes to the movies with no other pretention than having a good time, that is, a fun time.
Blade Runner 2049 borrows most, if not all, from its legacy, the original

A bounty hunter must dispatch four fugitive androids
that have infiltrated Earth.
A detective story set in a dystopian future. It has a
languid, dark and gritty atmosphere to accompany a
hesitation between right and wrong and what it means to
be human.
Blade Runner explores some science fiction concepts and
their moral and philosophical implications. Four organically engineered androids, called replicants
or simply put synthetic clones, have infiltrated Earth illegally with the intent to meet their designer,
hoping he will be able to fix their artificially programmed short life span.
In other words, they have a survival instinct just like any other humans and their actions are
derived from it. In essence, they feel, they fear, they are alive. On the contrary, the human, yes,
human, bounty hunter, Deckard acts rather cold and unemphatically with a quest to hunt down the
renegade androids. To kill, period.
The movie is a cinematic adaptation of the Philip K Dick novel Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? The key factor of the novel is the
setting where it takes place.
Earth has been through a nuclear war, radiation dust poisons the
environment and humans are encouraged to emigrate to Mars as
colonists. To incentivise humans leaving the planet they are given a
companion, an android, a bio-engineered human. The earliest models
are not very smart; however the last model, the Nexus 6 rivals real
humans in most areas, except one. Androids can’t feel empathy.
Humans not only can but have a moral obligation, especially after the
last war almost decimated all life. Having a pet animal is not only a sign
of status but of compassion with others and society.
Mars is still deserted and very, very old. The sense of loneliness and desolation is overwhelming
even for a group of androids who decide to come to Earth, killing their human owners as an effect.
Hunted down by a bounty hunter they injure him, almost killing him and now they must kill his less
experienced subordinate, Deckard, before he does the same to them.
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It is true, they look similar and there are situations where no one is sure who is human and who is
not and reality is thrown into question but ultimately, they both act differently.
In his deadly encounter with the Nexus 6, Deckard seems hesitant and even develops a certain
degree of empathy towards them, discovering a moral dilemma, is killing androids a good or a bad
thing? After all, their own body cells are unable to multiply and their life expectancy is four years at
most. At times, the androids seem to develop a level of feeling or emotion as well but this quickly
fades away. They are machines unable to care for anybody else.
In all fairness, Blade Runner didn’t have a very good reception. The movie felt too long and the
themes touched were too vague to balance the audience to a tangible conclusion. The replicants
felt approachable but Deckard shared no connection.
Was Deckard a replicant? The director seemed to toy with that idea. Releasing an even longer
version each time.
U.S. Release 1982
International Release 1982
U.S. Broadcast Version 1986
The Director’s Cut 1992
The Final Cut 2007
Eventually adding a day dreaming scene of a unicorn by Deckard, not
present on the original script, concluding he is a replicant itself.
Could it be that hammering down the audience with a re-release of the
original every now and then made it pass as good?
But we’ll go to the added versions in a minute. Now, let’s look at the new edition to the franchise.

K, a new blade runner, has to find Deckard to solve the
mystery of his own origin.
A detective story set in a dystopian future. It has a
languid, dark and gritty atmosphere to accompany a
hesitation between right and wrong and what it means to be
human. Sound familiar?
And here is where all my problems with this movie start.
First the cinematography; which yes, is astonishing,
immaculate and breath-taking; the exact same atmosphere as
the original, same lighting, same colour pallet.
Second the pace, the slow rhythm, the long shots over deserted views of abandon cities and
desolated landscapes. 2 hours and 44 minutes long, enough said.
Third the music score, by Hans Zimmer and Benjamin Wallfisch which beautifully mimics the
Vangelis soundtrack.
The three virtues this sequel have are a verbatim copy from the original. Overall rather than
innovative it rather leaves an after taste of a lazy effort. The movie shares the same universe, of
course but it takes place 30 years in the future and everything seems unchanged.
Seen the positives, what do we have left?
For starters: the plot.
Oh, wait… Let’s set the background.
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A new model the Nexus 9 is the norm, a built-in obedience program makes them unable to rebel.
Replicants are, by all means, a form of slaves, in charge of heavy duty work, off world warfare and
hunting down their own kind as blade runners. Also there seems to have been some sort of
blackout where most information has been lost.
And at long last the synopsis.
A new and young blade runner discovers his former colleague had a baby with another replicant
and suspects, and secretly hopes, it may be him.
In summary, the premise of the action pivots on, as stated by the movie, a miracle. Two replicants
which by some kind, of divine intervention or magic are able to conceive and have a baby. Which
is never explained, neither explored.
The main character is deceived into thinking he is… he is… Honestly, I don’t known. A human, a
born replicant but with human qualities, a flesh and bone new breed of something? There’s little
to no effort to clarify that. Only the idea that being human is desirable, good.
But much to the contrary, K is often confused and deceived by other humans and by other
replicants and even the circumstances in which he lives. His superiors treat him like a machine
despite showing him emotions and feelings.
His encounter with Deckard is anything but reassuring. The themes of love, being alive and what it
implies to be human culminate with his own fate, dying with him, like with any other replicant.
His quest for an identity and free will is overshadowed by an
emerging replicant rebellion which never develops. Probably
the main motive for a sequel
Male replicant that is. Female replicants seem to have a
different purpose completely, as sexual companions. In other
words, prostitutes.
Not content enough to have showgirls everywhere selling
their
services.
There are 20
storey tall holograms of naked women calling you out
on the street. Which makes me wonder, can’t anyone
just buy one and keep it at home?
And as a cinema critic, I understand why most
audiences are male. The producers seem to give no
incentive to please the other half of humanity.
And last, some of the movie gaps filled with a series
of shorts released independently.
Blackout 2022
2036 Nexus Down
2048 Nowhere To Run
Ridley Scott came out with different versions to milk the cow but
offering a different twist, and overall different experience.
But having to recourse to a number of shorts to explain some major
aspects of a movie is rather dumb more than anything else. It is just
not giving the complete experience. Which has merit, with a 3 hour long feature.

Marti Canal
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Deanna & Tony Annis
The mail-shot from Keith Woods about the Last Hurrah
For Skiffle - the coming show seemed to send me back
in time to when I was really young, before National
Service and still in the last year at school and jiving
with Deanna at the Colherne Pub, upstairs in Earls
Court, London Town. Staring at this poster from Tales
From The Woods seemed to send me into a dream,
taking me back to my teenage life, way back when I
was really young and had just started drumming. That
was when my young girlfriend Deanna helped me
carry my drums on buses everywhere, to whatever
venue we were playing at!
The Blue Jeans were a mixed group of different
players; the leader, George Plumber and Bob Mills,
guitars, plus the best guitarist and ex big band player
Les Vas from Goa and Michael Fogarty on T-chest
bass and Tony Annis (me) on drums.
We played at American Bases, Skiffle Cellar, BBC TV, 2i’s Coffee Bar and as well as the Windmill,
a famous place of its time that never closed in war time. At this place we had a very funny
experience: the stage was in dead black out, a stripper was about to come off as we were about to
come on. My friend Peter Huber was helping me set my drums. Peter was carrying my snare drum
and my hi-hat and I was trying to lift my bass drum onto the stage, still in Black Out as the girl
came off stage and we tried to get on and set up. The Hi-hat got caught between her legs! She
shrieked as the Hi-hat hit her and then swore as the lights came on and Peter went white as he
was level with the top of her legs!
Though we were voted second in the Melody Maker poll of the UK we were all of call-up age and
Record Producers began to lose interest. We did some records but the only one to come out was
one 2i’s LP, which I heard now costs a few pounds more than then!
Fast forward to 2007 and still cameras flash, the video cameras turn, the crowd press forward Old Compton St. Soho, half closed off. Nothing new about this - it could be an event anywhere
anytime but it wasn’t. It was the Westminster
Green Plaque. The Plaque commemorates the
original 2i’s Coffee Bar where Skiffle and early
British Rock’n’Roll were born (1956-1970).
This pack of cameras was not pointing at some
youthful star celebrities but a grey brigade of the
young at heart. Amongst the musicians were Sir
Cliff Richard, Chas McDevitt, Jim Sullivan,
Vince Eager, Wee Willie Harris, John Pilgrim,
Bruce Welch plus too many others to mention.
So Deanna and I will be amongst the ‘Last
Hurrah’ of fans and musicians going to the
Spice Of Life in Soho on the 28th of January
2018. So many thanks to Tales From The
Woods for this last hurrah of a time when I was
really young.
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.
Hi Gang, Wow! Judging by all your comments and
reviews of the TFTW show, I guess you really enjoyed our Anglo American
Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show at the 100 Club, our Doo-Wop show special. Well
this is as good a time as any to remind you folks about a Doo-Wop show that
goes out on air live each and every Saturday at 4pm till 6pm, bringing you
R&B, vocal harmony, teen ballads, an eclectic mix of both known and
obscure, on Radio Sutch internet only folks, brought to us by one of the
genre’s most passionate and knowledgeable supporter of this often cruelly
overlooked genre, East End Mark, who is a good friend to us all here at TFTW attending a vast
number of our shows down through the years. If you have as yet to lend an ear, it is indeed
essential listening.

Same station, different Woodie. Eddy Bonte on Wednesday at 8pm broadcasts from his home in
Belgium, the country that spawned Tin Tin, Jacques Brel and the man referred to as the French
Elvis, Johnny Halliday, although these days he prefers to be resident in Switzerland enabling him
to be closer to his bank account. Eddy brings us The Savage Garden, a one hour weekly show
dedicated to the music of sixties be it Beat, R&B, Mod, Rock'n'Roll - a not to be missed show if
that is your scene

Tales From The Woods follows Eddy at 9pm, an hour’s worth of vintage shows that we have
been running on this Wednesday 9pm slot now for couple of years or more, so a big thank you to
Radio Sutch for keeping the flag flying for us.
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Which brings me on nicely to our brand new YouTube chart that has debuted specially for issue
100 by its creator and live events sound recorder Denis Hoare. A big round of applause I think is
in order. There are now around 130 segments of TFTW live shows that can be found on our
YouTube channel, you know what to do don't you? Just type in our website address, click on and
enjoy. Alan, our hard working webmaster, has just updated our website, lots of new photos can be
found of our recent events.

"The Tales From The Woods Top 10"

3.

7.

1.
Dave Berry - The Crying Game
2.
P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest
'Big' John Carter & Henry Herbert - Live At The Spice of Life (2014)
4.
Tom Paley - Story Of The Mighty Mississippi
5.
Dave Berry - Little Things
6.
Billie Davis - Tell Him
Dave Berry - I Knew The Bride (When She Used To Rock'n'Roll)
8.
Stephen Ackles - You Win Again
9.
The Allisons - Are You Sure?
10.
Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly

(Chart compiled from plays on the TFTW YouTube channel - Denis Hoare)
That's it for this issue gang, time now to hand over to Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll for another of
his indispensable gig guides for all you good folks who love their music roots, and where and
when to see it. I’ll just wish you a Happy Christmas.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
December 2017
1
Friday
Tom Russell
Major singer-songwriter whose songs have been recorded by Johnny Cash, Doug Sahm and many more.
100 Club
£22
90

5
Tuesday
Son Little
Young American r’n’b singer with soulful voice. A
star of the future?
Omeara, London Bridge
£12
7
Thursday
West Weston’s Bluesonics –
Music 9.45 pm
and Rollo Markee – Music 11.30pm
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Free
10
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
A Christmas treat for fans of Mike, and for lovers of
a good time.
100 Club
£14 + adv, £17.50 door

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

12
Tuesday
Eddy & The Wild Dice
Early downhome Christmas blues for everyone,
everywhere.
The Union Tavern, 45 Woodfield Road W9 2BA
Music 8.30 pm Collection

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

14
Thursday
Boo Hewerdine
Popular British singer-songwriter of modern folk
music.
Borderline
£14.50 + fees

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

27
Wednesday
Leroy Hutson
Postponed June date for former Impression.
Jazz Cafe
£29.50 + fees
28
Thursday
As above
Jazz Cafe

Leroy Hutson
£29.50 + fees
January 2018

13
Saturday
Keni Burke
A former Stairstep who became a cult modern soul singer in the late seventies and eighties.
229 The Venue
£22.50 + fees
16
Tuesday
Joe Louis Walker
American bluesman whose shows can vary.
100 Club
£20 + adv, £25 door
17
Wednesday
Mud Morganfield
Eldest son of McKinley on culinary tour.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Music 9.45 pm

http://www.ukrock.net/

Free

18
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
As above
The Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch
Music 10.00 pm
19
Friday
Mud Morganfield
As above
The Blues Kitchen, Brixton Music 10.30 pm

Free

£7 after 9.00 pm
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18 - 20 Thursday - Saturday Lucky Peterson
Bluesman and multi-instrumentalist playing the music of Jimmy Smith.
Ronnie Scott’s
£25 - £50
19
Friday
Earl Thomas
California-based blues singer and regular visitor to these shores over many years.
Hideaway
£15
21
Sunday
The Gallerys
Keith's top tip for future success
Spice of Life, 6 Moor Street W1D 5HA

Tickets on the door £5

23
Tuesday
Alvin Youngblood Hart
Californian who learnt his country blues in Mississippi.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Music 10.00 pm
Free
25
Thursday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
North Carolina senior soul man, continuing to maintain a top table position.
Electric Ballroom
£20 + fees (adv), £25 (door)
27
Saturday
Vieux Farka Touré
Malian blues by, paradoxically, the son of Ali Farka Touré.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £18 + fees
28
Sunday
Last Hurrah For Skiffle
Peter Donegan, Chas McDevitt, City Ramblers Revival and more
Spice of Life, 6 Moor Street W1D 5HA
Tickets £20 to £25
29
Monday
Hayes Carll
One of the long line of highly-rated Texas singer-songwriters.
Oslo, Hackney
£16 + fees
29
Monday
Johnny Dowd and Melle De Boer
The dark side of Americana on the ‘Going down the road and feeling bad tour’.
St Pancras Old Church, NW1 1UL (nearest station shared with ‘Clue’) £15.95
30
Tuesday
The Weather Station
The vehicle for the musical exploits of Canadian singer-songwriter Tamara Lindeman.
Oslo, Hackney
£12.10
31
Wednesday
Errol Linton
Brixton bluesman spicing his music with a reggae vibe.
What’s Cookin’ at Leytonstone Ex-Services Club Collection
April 2018
29
Sunday
Phil Alvin and crew
Under The Bridge

The Blasters
£25 + fees
June 2018

13
Wednesday
Gretchen Peters
Nashville-based singer-songwriter whose songs are often covered by others.
Cadogan Hall
£23.50 - £27.50 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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